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A b stra c t
A magnetohydrodynamic numerical model, based on the finite element method, is 
employed to analyze the antenna radiation resistance and wave dispersion in high 
density, high magnetic held helicon wave driven plasma sources. The radiation re­
sistances of commonly used antennas are compared. The effects on the radiation 
resistance of frequency, plasma density, density prohle and system dimensions are 
investigated. It is shown that the plasma density gradient tends to suppress the 
excitation of negative azimuthal modes. The waveheld structure also demonstrates 
experimentally observed features such as the beat patterns of copropagating radial 
modes. Good agreement was found between the model and experimental measure­
ments of the wave dispersion and antenna radiation resistance in BASIL.
A new full-wave cylindrical kinetic code UFEM, optimized specifically for helicon 
plasma sources, has been developed and benchmarked. Its numerical scheme is 
suitable for calculations in the lower hybrid frequency range where helicon sources 
typically operate. Comparison between the MHD and kinetic models demonstrated 
that the MHD model is quite accurate in the computation of the radiation resistance 
and wave dispersion (but not the wave dissipation) in high density sources. In low 
density sources both helicon and Trivelpiece-Gould waves are important. It is also 
suggested that the excitation of global eigenmodes can be responsible for L -  H 
mode transitions in H-1NF heliac.
The findings highlight the importance of realistic computer modelling in formu­
lating a self-consistent model of helicon discharge physics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 H elicon  Plasm a Sources: S tate o f th e  R esearch
1.1.1 H elicon P lasm a Sources
Plasma waves play an important role in plasma technology and space physics. Also, 
they have long been under study for the heating of fusion plasma. Recently, helicon 
wave driven plasma sources have become very important contenders as sources for 
a wide range of industrial applications and the low cost per unit means that they 
are available for investigation by many experimental research groups.
The first, accidental, observations of whistlers (helicon waves in ionospheric 
plasma) were reported in 1886; they manifested themselves as whistling notes heard 
in telephone. Since then and for a long time, the interest to this phenomenon was 
mainly linked to the interference it produced to long distance communications. In 
1953 L. Storey [124] presented the first detailed theory for ionospheric whistlers and 
explained their origin (by lightning flashes) and propagation guided by geomagnetic 
field lines. In particular, those waves can be trapped in long ionospheric density 
formations (“ducts”) and make multiple passes from one hemisphere to another.
Helicon waves are whistler analogues in bounded laboratory plasmas (solid state 
or gaseous); they typically propagate in an axially magnetized plasma column. They 
have been named so by P. Aigrain [2] who also suggested their use for measuring 
Hall coefficients in metals.
Nowadays, the formation of plasma using radiofrequency power continues to be 
a fruitful topic of research, and one of the principle methods of producing plasma 
for technological applications. Experimental study aimed at plasma production by 
helicon waves was started by R. Boswell [20, 21], and an active use of helicon wave 
produced plasmas for etching and deposition of materials used in microelectronics 
and optics was initialized by the work of Boswell and Henry [25] in 1985. With the 
peak plasma densities ~ 4 x  1018 m-3 produced with only 600 W rf power at 8 MHz 
[20], it was possible to achieve high deposition and etching rates (about 10 times
1
larger than in commercial rf diode reactors [26]).
Conventionally, helicon sources are subdivided into 2 classes. Most of them 
operate with argon plasmas at temperatures in the range Te «  2.5 — 6 eV. First 
class are the low magnetic field (Bq < 0.02 T) and low density (ne < 1019 m~3) 
devices which typically operate at frequencies between the lower hybrid and electron 
cyclotron frequency and are mainly used in plasma processing. It has been recently 
recognized that slow, Trivelpiece-Gould modes can play an important role in such 
plasmas [15, 113, 114]. Another class are high density, high magnetic field sources 
(ne = 1019 — 1020 m-3, B0 < 0.2 T) which are mainly used in fundamental research 
and some other applications, such as the electrodeless gas laser [143, 144]. They 
typically operate at frequencies near the lower hybrid resonance (LHR).
Helicon wave produced plasmas can also be used for plasma injection into mag­
netic confinement devices for fusion studies [97] and in plasma particle accelerators
[34].
In material processing devices [25, 92, 94, 95, 106, 107, 117, 119], helicon sources 
provide high density plasma which then diffuses into a processing chamber. This 
allows the separation of processing region from the plasma source and high plasma 
uniformity over the processing region. For deposition, helicon sources enable the 
evaporated material to form a considerable amount of plasma and, in principle, 
allow plasmas to be completely composed of evaporated material [52]. This provide 
an opportunity to precisely control the gas chemistry and obtain high chemical 
selectivity. Low operational pressures in the processing chamber allow anisotropic 
etching. Magnetic fields required for helicon plasma sources (20 — 200 G) are 
considerably lower than for electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharges (about 
1 kG); in addition, they use conventional rf transmitters to drive an antenna. In 
capacitively coupled plasma discharges (CCPs) the energy penetration is limited to 
the plasma skin depth; this is one of the main reasons why they do not satisfy all 
requirements for ultra-large scale integration technology [93].
Nowadays, helicon sources have become commercially available for both etching 
and deposition of a range of materials. Helicon waves can efficiently produce plasma 
in magnetic fields as low as few tens of Gauss and in the frequency range 1 — 30 
MHz where kW-range rf sources are cheap and readily available. Helicon sources 
can be run at low pressures in most gases because helicon wave dispersion (in its 
simplest form) is not dependent on the ion mass. Unlike other rf plasma sources, 
the coupling of the exciter to the plasma, to a good approximation, does not depend 
on the plasma collisionality but instead, on the antenna radiation resistance (Rrad)• 
This considerably simplifies the source design process where one of the aims is to 
maximize the Rrad■ Radiation resistances of a few Ohms are easily attainable. Due 
to high Rrad, helicon sources are easy to operate, simply by matching the input 
impedance.
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During their 30 years history, helicon wave devices were designed mostly empir­
ically. Thus the basics of antenna coupling to helicon waves is yet to be performed 
and checked experimentally. In addition, the physics of the helicon wave interaction 
with plasma still allows interesting effects to occur that could be employed to op­
timize the properties of helicon plasma sources. For example, recently [48] a wave 
phase velocity dependent enhancement of plasma ionisation rate has been observed 
in a helicon source, thus suggesting another possibility of controlling the discharge 
physics (and chemistry) by the wave.
1.1.2 Plasm a Production M echanism
Critical issues for any wave-supported source are how waves are excited in it, what 
are the wave types and where and how they deposit their energy. The importance 
of helicon wave produced plasmas in material processing has made understanding 
the physical mechanisms involved in this method of plasma production important 
to the optimization of existing source designs and the design of sources with new 
applications. In particular, the mechanism of plasma formation by helicon waves 
has been the object of much research due to the high density plasmas produced by 
helicon waves at a low power cost [33, 48, 53, 95, 97, 119].
In early experimental studies of helicon waves excited at rf frequencies performed 
in 1962 -  1965 by Hooke et al. [67], Kovan et al. [89], Nazarov et al. [103] Jephcott 
and Malein [76], Lehane and Thonemann [91] and Dolgopolov et al. [51], it was 
noted that the gas ionization produced by these waves was anomalously efficient, 
and the wave damping rates were anomalously high.
This still remains a puzzle and attracts considerable attention of many research 
groups. Evidence has been provided for wave-particle interactions [48, 53], non­
linear effects [125] and eigenmode resonance discharges [82, 113]. In order to eluci­
date the physical mechanisms responsible for plasma production, work has tended 
to concentrate on how the wave energy is dissipated in the plasma. This is most 
important when the plasma is formed at low fields (~ 0.01 T) and filling pressures 
and the plasma density is low (~ 1019 m-3) [53, 106], where it has been shown that 
traditional kinetic dissipation mechanisms cannot significantly damp the wave. At 
low densities, the collision frequencies are also too low so that collisions do not ab­
sorb all the wave energy. Electron cyclotron damping, which can be efficient even 
for frequencies uj <C cjce, was proposed by Harvey and Lashmore-Davies [65] as a 
possible dissipation mechanism. However this requires plasma densities which are 
much higher than attained in helicon sources.
It is now believed that the helicon discharge physics is determined by ionization 
brought about by both the background Maxwellian electrons and the perturbation to 
the electron distribution function due to electrons accelerated by the wave. Various
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theories have been proposed to describe the process by which the wave couples 
energy to electrons. Electron Landau damping combined with particle trapping was 
suggested by Chen [35, 38] to explain the electron acceleration. The experimental 
evidence now exists [38, 86, 97, 98] of the “bump-on-tail” feature on the electron 
energy distribution function which occurs at about the helicon wave phase velocity 
corresponding to 3 — 4 times the electron thermal speed. This effect is not expected 
because these values are too large for Landau damping to be effective. Nevertheless, 
energies acquired by the “bump” electrons are optimal for the primary gas ionization, 
and these energetic particles are reputed to cause the ionization enhancement.
To date, no satisfactory explanation of a bump-on-tail feature has been proposed, 
suggesting that the wave-plasma energy transfer is probably concentrated in the 
antenna near field. If the collision mean-free-path is longer than a wavelength, the 
properties of the wave in the antenna near field may play an important role in 
the plasma maintenance process [14, 48, 53]. Recently, Borg et al. [17, 18] have 
suggested that the dominant kinetic process under these conditions is a spatially 
transient overshoot in the rate of work done by the wave in the antenna near field. 
The overshoot arises due to the Landau-type interaction as a result of the transient 
response of the electron distribution function to a rapid variation or reversal in 
the direction of the wave phase velocity near the antenna, provided that the phase 
velocity is few times the electron thermal speed. This effect is also reproduced [17] 
by the UFEM code reported in this thesis.
1.1.3 Antenna Radiation Resistance
Despite numerous advantages, until recently it has not been common practice to em­
ploy plasma waves to drive rf plasma sources. Most rf plasma sources are nowadays 
either capacitively or inductively driven. The application of plasma waves to plasma 
formation, as opposed to plasma formation in capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs) 
or inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs), benefits from the fact that the antenna load­
ing is dominated by the power coupled to the propagating wave and not stray-tuning 
circuit losses. For helicon discharges, the antenna radiation resistance (Rrad) does 
not depend much on the wave dissipation mechanisms but rather on the dispersion 
properties of the wave and the antenna structure. It allows antennas to be designed 
practically disregarding the question of what dissipative mechanisms are operational 
in plasma, provided that the wave is sufficiently damped. Nonetheless, the Rrad is 
a measure of the power deposited in the plasma. It can be measured easily without 
perturbing the plasma, and for devices of cylindrical geometry, theoretical calcula­
tions of the Rrad with a ID code should be reliable. They should at least determine 
whether the wave is the main vehicle by which the antenna transmits its power to 
the plasma as opposed to parasitic mechanisms.
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The first step in analyzing the discharge physics is to determine the antenna 
radiated power, especially for high density plasmas. Many different antenna types 
can be employed to excite the wave. Their performance will depend on the modes 
excited and the magnitude of R rad compared to the equivalent loss resistance due 
to Ohmic losses in the matching network. During plasma formation, the radiated 
power changes, and the final equilibrium is determined primarily by the fraction of rf 
transmitter power which is coupled to the plasma. The radiated power also depends 
on the plasma properties, such as the density and the density profile. An important 
fact that will be demonstrated in § 2.3.1 is that in linear helicon sources with an open 
magnetic field, the total R rad is almost independent of the wave damping, provided 
that the waves are not reflected back toward the antenna and that the damping is 
not too large.
For plasmas with densities ~  1019 m-3 produced by high power at a high
field (~ 0.1 T), at either full ionization or high filling pressures [144], the wave 
damping is determined mainly by collisions (electron-ion and electron-neutral). The 
collision mean-free-path is so short (much shorter than a wavelength) that kinetic 
damping mechanisms are not very important, the power deposition is local, and the 
wave dissipation is rapidly thermalized. The ionization is presumably fixed at the 
Maxwellian rate and the rf deposited power directly enters into the plasma energy 
balance. In this case, the R rad is the key parameter determining the energy and 
particle balance.
In the low density and low field sources, wave-particle interactions have been 
suggested as being important in coupling energy into electrons (§ 1.1.2). Under 
these conditions, the effects of finite electron mass are considered to be important 
as well. It will be shown in § 5.1 however that for the high density and field sources 
(even of small radius), the dominantly excited ra= + l first radial mode is not severely 
affected by finite electron mass and the MHD model of Chapter 2 is quite suitable 
at least for the computations of the R rad-
1.1.4 Theoretical Treatment and Comparison w ith Experi­
ment
First detailed theoretical treatment of helicon waves was performed by Klozenberg et 
al. [85] and Ferrari et al. [56] who calculated dispersion and radial wavefield profiles 
for m= 0 and m =  ±1 azimuthal modes in a uniform plasma cylinder with a vacuum 
boundary [85] and a conducting wall [56]. These were, probably, the first works 
utilizing not only analytical but also numerical methods. However, they did not 
calculate the radiation resistance which is so important in explaining phenomena 
observed in these plasmas. Lehane and Thonemann [91] compared the theory of 
Klozenberg et al. [85] to experimental dispersion measurements in a preformed
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plasma. They made no attempt at mode identification other than by comparison 
to the theoretical dispersion calculations, which gave agreement with the help of a 
correction factor. It is interesting that the preformed plasma in this experiment was 
probably produced by helicon wave excitation, but not studied at all.
In 1966 Blevin and Christiansen [12] made an attempt to develop a theory for 
nonuniform plasmas, which however suffered from a number of simplifying assump­
tions and did not yield good agreement with experiment.
First eigenmode calculations taking into account finite electron mass were per­
formed by Davies and Christiansen [47] and by Boswell [23] for typical conditions 
of a helicon plasma source with both conducting and non-conducting boundaries. 
The eigenmode structure was found to be produced by both helicon and Trivelpiece- 
Gould (TG) waves. The TG wave branch [23, 113] presently attracts considerable 
attention due to its potentially important role in the energy coupling. Also, the 
effects on the plasma response in the vicinity of the LHR have been observed ex­
perimentally [144], and the possibility for mode conversion to the LH wave at and 
above the LH frequency in any case exists. All these questions are unresolved and 
warrant further theoretical and experimental investigation.
1.2 M otivation
The present work has been motivated by the prominent lack of computer models in 
this field which would be adequate enough to be directly compared with experiment. 
The use of plasma waves in industrial type plasma sources is still in its infancy and 
most workers do not have the computational antenna and wave-particle modelling 
apparatus that has traditionally been available to workers in rf fusion plasma heat­
ing. Whilst the linear plasma wave theory is generally well understood and has 
enjoyed wide application to rf heating and current drive in fusion plasma science, its 
application in cold industrial plasmas produced by helicon waves is relatively new. 
Modelling of helicon sources is also complicated by the wide parameter regime over 
which helicon waves are used to produce plasmas.
Consequently, some rather salient facts have evaded careful experimental -  the­
oretical verification. These include that antennas with an m = ±1 current structure 
have an excited spectrum that is often dominated by one mode, the m = + 1 first 
radial mode. This mode propagates without a cutoff, under most conditions there 
tends to be an absence of negative azimuthal modes (m < 0) [19, 40, 112] and the 
absence of clearly observable non-linear effects. Indeed, there is even no consen­
sus under what conditions the m < 0 modes can be observed. Shoji et al. [119] 
have reported the observation of an m= - 1 mode excited using a helical antenna, at 
variance to most other results for similar conditions. Recent works by Chen et al. 
[40, 95] with a helical antenna shows a lack of excitation of an m= - 1 mode, but
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with only radial measurements for mode identification they were unable to estimate 
the extent of the dominance of the m =-f 1 mode or conclusively identify the modes 
causing beat patterns in wave field amplitude measurements. They also lack radia­
tion resistance results and a model for the antenna-plasma coupling for comparison 
and explanation of the lack of m < 0 modes.
Finally, the important overriding unanswered question is whether the theoretical 
Rrad agrees with experiment and how much of the antenna power is parasitic (not 
coupled to the helicon wave). The paramount importance of the antenna as a wave 
launcher has not yet received much attention in the study of rf produced plasmas. 
Many calculations of Rrad for different antennas have been performed for ion cy­
clotron heating in fusion devices. To the best of the author’s knowledge however, 
very little has been done to date on systematic study of Rrad for realistic antenna 
geometries in helicon sources, even though it is critical for the understanding of 
plasma and energy balance. Moreover, much experimental work is being performed 
using the same antennas modelled in this thesis.
In Chapters 2 and 3 we confront the above issues for the case of a high den­
sity, high magnetic field cylindrical source in which the antenna structure is mainly 
jraj=l. A similar study can now be performed with the use of the kinetic UFEM 
code (Chapter 4) for the larger size, lower density (ne < 1019 m~3) and field (Bo < 
0.02 T) sources for which the antenna coupling and wave dispersion properties could 
be quite different.
The existing numerical models, which treat the antenna coupling and wave ex­
citation in helicon sources, are often oversimplified. Several models [85, 113, 114] 
were developed for flat plasma density profiles only. Particularly, such codes fail to 
properly describe the asymmetry in antenna-plasma coupling between positive and 
negative azimuthal modes, a strong effect which is well established experimentally 
[19, 95, 112], reproduced by some other codes for conditions ranging from large scale 
tokamaks [134, 135] to helicon sources [43, 77] and being attributed to the effect of 
plasma density gradient [43, 77]. Several researches and research groups [55, 72, 102] 
use the ANTEN A code [99, 100] which suffers from the same drawback due to the 
stratified plasma model it employs. More sophisticated numerical schemes used in 
Refs. [43] and [57], yet properly account for the density gradient effects, employ a 
straightforward finite difference discretization of Maxwell’s equations which tends 
to diverge at resonances. As a result, the model of Ref. [57] was used only for flat 
density profiles in the lower hybrid frequency range, and the model of Ref. [43] 
only for frequencies well above the LHR. The numerical scheme developed in Ref. 
[39] (similar in its “physics” to the MHD model of Chapter 2) uses the finite differ­
ence “shooting” approach which is also unable to treat resonances. In addition, it 
erroneously imposes the condition Br = 0 at the plasma-insulating wall boundary 
(neglecting the rf charge on it) which does not withstand any serious criticism and
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clearly contradicts the experimental results obtained by the same authors [95].
Another ID cylindrical kinetic code ISMENE 5 [7, 133] is much more reliable 
and could, in principle, be adapted to model helicon sources. However, it is de­
signed primarily for the ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) in tokamaks and 
its “physics” is overcomplicated by the 2nd order finite Larmor radius (FLR) terms 
which are known to be negligible in helicon sources. This code works with a limited 
number of discrete toroidal eigenmodes, and it is not easy to put a realistic antenna 
into it. And finally, it is a very large code which is not easy to modify without very 
close collaboration with its author (Prof K. Appert, CRPP, Lausanne). In addition, 
before the benchmark with the code UFEM (§ 4.6) it was not clear whether this 
code guarantees the absence of numerical pollution at the LHR due to the nature 
of the discretization scheme employed in it.
This motivated the author to develop two numerical models, the FEM code 
(MHD model) and UFEM code (kinetic model) reported in this thesis. Both codes 
use the finite element method. This method is particularly suitable for the task 
since it allows treatment of plasma wave resonances (such as the LHR) and the 
mode conversion where conventional methods (such as the finite difference methods, 
shooting or WKB) often fail, provided that the finite element discretization is prop­
erly constructed so as to avoid numerical pollution.1 In loose words, finite element 
schemes do not diverge at resonances since the solution is always “stuck” to bound­
ary conditions. This method also allows one, in many cases, to change the physics 
(for example, the plasma parameters) easily without changing the algorithm.
The code UFEM (Chapter 4), in particular, has been designed with helicon 
plasma sources in mind. Most importantly, it can safely treat resonances and mode 
conversion between the fast and slow wave modes and retains the antenna geo­
metrical details (as well as some details of the chamber, Appendix A) through the 
full antenna Fourier-spectrum. It is now becoming clear that the important wave- 
plasma interaction physics of a small helicon source occurs within the antenna near 
field. In fusion plasma applications, the machines are often so large that antenna 
near field effects can be either ignored or if required, treated separately. The main 
interest usually lies in the physics of resonance layer slow wave interactions, for ex­
ample near the Alfven, ion cyclotron or lower hybrid resonance layers. This is not 
the case in helicon sources where the plasma is small compared to the wavelength.
One simplifying assumption employed in the UFEM code is that the plasma tem­
perature in industrial sources is low so that finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects can 
be ignored [18]. This affords a considerable reduction in complexity and controversy 
as the FLR induced equilibrium gradient terms that lead to higher order derivatives 
in the wave equations [30, 133] do not arise. The code can also be employed to study 
plasma waves in current-free cylindrical plasmas in other frequency ranges.
1This point is considered in Chapter 4.
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In summary, the main aim of this thesis is to develop a full antenna spectrum code 
that employs the essential physics of low temperature plasmas and to investigate 
the physics of antenna-wave coupling and wave propagation.
1.3 T he T hesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2 we perform a computational study of antenna radiation resistance 
and wave dispersion in high density, high magnetic field helicon plasma sources using 
a simple magnetohydrodynamic numerical model which neglects finite electron mass. 
We compare the radiation resistances of four commonly used antennas and consider 
the effects on the R rad of frequency, plasma density, density profile form and system 
dimensions. We also suggest explanations for poor excitation of negative azimuthal 
modes in such devices and axial beat patterns of the wavefield which are often 
observed experimentally. The implications to the present understanding of high 
density helicon sources and their design are also discussed.
In Chapter 3 we compare results from the BASIL experiment with the MHD nu­
merical model for a double saddle coil, a helical antenna and a pair of phased double 
saddle coils. Good agreement between the model and experimental measurements 
of the wave dispersion and the antenna radiation resistance is demonstrated.
In Chapter 4 we outline the theoretical basis for a new ID cylindrical kinetic wave 
code UFEM (which is also described in Appendix C) designed primarily for helicon 
plasma sources. We introduce the pollution-free finite element numerical scheme 
for the solution of Maxwell’s equations in terms of electromagnetic potentials which 
is suitable for the computations in the presence of wave resonances. We also give 
a short discussion of different wave types and resonances described by the model, 
discuss the numerical convergence and pollution, and present the code benchmarking 
results.
In Chapter 5 we consider similarities and differences between the MHD and ki­
netic models with respect to the high density sources. Also, we present some mod­
elling results for the low density, low magnetic field helicon plasma device WOM­
BAT. In Section 5.3 we speculate about connection between the excitation of global 
eigenmodes in H-1NF heliac and the experimentally observed L -  H transitions, a 
question which nowadays attracts considerable attention.
In Chapter 6 we summarize the results and discuss further development of the 
numerical model to account for realistic 3D geometry.
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Chapter 2
M HD Plasm a M odel
2.1 M H D  N um erical M odel of th e  A n ten n a - 
P lasm a System
In this Chapter we employ a finite frequency magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model 
to analyze helicon wave coupling by four commonly used antennas in cylindrical 
geometry. We confine this study to the [ion cyclotron — helicon] frequency range 
so that a comparison can be made between low mass gases such as hydrogen and 
the high mass gases, typically argon.
We employ the 2 x 2  dielectric tensor of a cold collisional plasma, implying 
£ 3 3  =  00:
£  =
where
1 ^ j j u J  +  i V z ) ____________ u 2p e ( u j  +  j  J / e )
El i + m ) 2 -  <4] + ^e)2 -  ’
_ ^ p i^ c i ^ p e  I^ ce I
i v [ { u  + ^i)2 -  <4] u [ ( u  + i v e ) 2 -  V 2,] ’
and where u)Pi, ujpe, Ud, u;ce, p*, ve are plasma, cyclotron and collision frequencies 
for ions and electrons, respectively. The summation in Eqs. (2.2) is over all ion 
species (different ion species may occur when higher order ionization states occur in 
the same plasma).
Maxwell’s equations, using tensor (2.1), are given by
„  _  icj 47T. _  „  zta
V x B = -----eE + —j ant , V x E  =  —B ,
c c c
where j ant is the antenna current density.
Taking Fourier-components of the wave field and antenna currents as
~  exp{z(ra# + kzz) — icut} ,
£ \  l £  2
(2 .1)
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we obtain the following equation for Eq in cylindrical coordinates {r, 6,z}\
{a(rEey}' + (ß + j ' ) ( rE e) =  - / - < / > (2.3)
where the prime denotes the radial derivative,
® 1 2 ) ß 7/cfr r
e2
7 =
me2
f  i J e  T  1^ 2 > £ =
fcjr2
mJr
k\r (2.4)
and
A = Ei -  k2z , 7 2  m  „A ’
2^
fei = A + e;
£ l , 2  — & o£l ,2  7 ^0 —
j 47r/c0 .
7r,0 Jr,0 (2.5)c c
j r , ji0 are the Fourier-components of the antenna currents (Appendix B). The 
axial antenna current, j z, drops out of the equations, since we disregard the singular 
equation [V x B]z = —ikoewEz + (47t/c)jz.
In our model we treat the inner surface of the magnetic coils at r = b as a 
perfectly conducting cylinder, on which Eq = 0. One can easily demonstrate that 
the regular (finite) solution of Eq. (2.3) in the absence of antenna currents at r —» 0 
behaves as Eq ^  r for m =0, and as Eq ~  for m ^  0.
For m = 0 we rewrite Eq. (2.3) in the following form:
-(aE'e)’ +  ßEe = - /  , ( 2 .6)
with
a = —r , ß = k]_r -  -  , f  = r UJq 
( 7 = 9 = 0 ) •
Thus, we reduce the problem to the equation
-{ay')' + (ß + 7 ')y = - f  - g ' ,
£2
A J r
(2.7)
(2.8)
with the boundary conditions
2/(0) = y(b) =  0 , (2.9)
where for m ^  0, y =  tEq and the coefficients are determined by Eqs. (2.4), while 
for m = 0, y =  Eq and the coefficients are determined by Eqs. (2.7). Note that both 
for m = 0 and m ^  0, a ~  r and ß ~  1/r for r —> 0.
Equation (2.8) is solved by the finite element method in the whole plasma- 
vacuum domain. Other field components are computed from Eq. From the wave 
electric fields, we compute the antenna impedance Z  by the “induced emf” method,
Z
1
j  E(r) ■ U n ttfdV  , ( 2. 10)
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Figure 2.1: The wave field approximation by linear finite elements.
where Jo is the peak amplitude of the antenna current, and integration is performed 
over the whole plasma-vacuum volume. The total antenna impedance Z can be 
expressed as a sum/integral over the m- and kz- spectrum,
Z = Z f  kz)dkz ,
and Rrad is the real part of the impedance, Rract = Re(Z).
To solve Eq. (2.8) by the finite element method, we follow a standard procedure 
described, for example, in [62, 138]. We multiply Eq. (2.8) by a test function and 
integrate it by parts from r = 0 to r = b. Then, on the radial mesh {r^}, (r*o =  
0, ryv = 6), we introduce a set of triangle basis functions having finite support (Fig.
2 . 1)
(r — ri - l ) /0% — Ti-i)
(ri + 1 -  r)/(ri+i -  n)
0
if r*i_i < r < n,  
if rt < r < r i+i, 
elsewhere .
( 2 . 11)
We expand y(r) in this basis set:
N - 1
V ( r )  =  Y ,  2 /* e * ( r ) • 
2=1
( 2. 12)
Inserting (2.12) into the equations and taking each e* as a test function, we finally 
obtain a linear system for the unknown weight coefficients yi :
MijVj — Gi~ i — G{ — F{ — Fj+
with Mij being a 3-diagonal symmetric matrix:
Mij = 0, if \ i -  j\ >  1 ,
Mu = Ai-i + ~~ Ci + A{ -f iBt+ + G f  ,
M i j +1 = M i + i yi = — A i  + B i  +  C i ,
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r i + 1Ai = J a (e ')2dr ,
Ti+l
Ti
Ti n+i/»
B i =  J  ß e i e i + i d r  ,
Ti
n+ 1
B ~ - -- [  ß e f d r  ,
T i- l
Ti
Bt  = J ß e t d r  ,
n
Ti+ 1
Ci =  -  J  7 ( e ^ e i + i ) ' d r ,
Ti
r i+1
c- = J  l ( e i ) ' d r ,
T i - l
n
c , +  =  -  J7  ( e
Ti
r i+1
II 1 -i F f  = : J f e i d r  ,
r i - i
F t+  =  J  f e i d r  . (2.13)
Ti
Integration in (2.13) is performed numerically by the 4-point Lobatto formula [1]. 
The boundary conditions (2.9) are explicitly taken into account by the choice of the 
set of basis functions {e*}, i — 1 , . . . ,  iV — 1.
The singularity k\ = 0 in Eq. (2.3) is practically never met in helicon devices, 
where ho <C \m\/r for m % 0. For m = 0 we solve Eq. (2.6) which has no 
such a singularity. The only possible singularity in our equations is the Alfven 
(A-) resonance, A —> 0. Despite the fact that our model is capable of describing 
the A-resonance (for \kz\ < ko), the antenna typically excites a kz-spectrum with 
predominantly \kz\ ko. The A-resonance does not play an important role here 
since it comprises a small fraction of the radiated power.
A numerical code “FEM” has been written based on the above scheme. This 
code has been benchmarked by a uniform plasma filled waveguide code based on 
Bessel function solutions to the above wave equations [142].
Similar approaches have been previously developed [57, 138]. An essential feature 
of our model is that the antenna currents, having a finite radial extent, appear as 
a source term in the right hand side of Eq. (2.8). Such a scheme has several 
advantages. A single algorithm is used for the vacuum and plasma, which does 
not involve any special functions and analytic solutions in the regions with radial 
currents. We are not concerned with boundary conditions at the antenna and at 
the plasma-vacuum interface. We can consider an antenna of almost arbitrary 
configuration, placed in the plasma and/or in a vacuum.
2.2 Description of the Antenna and the Source 
Parameters
We perform a comparative study of four antennas using the following standard 
source parameters. The source is modelled by a cylindrical plasma column (of 
infinite length) of radius a = 2.5 cm surrounded by a vacuum and bounded by 
a conducting wall at b = 5.3 cm. The plasma is formed in 100% singly ionized
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argon, having a parabolic density profile ne(r) — neo[l — (r/a )2] of central density 
neo =  1019 m-3 (the average density is (ne) = 5 x 1018 m~3). The constant axial 
magnetic field is taken to be B0 = 0.1 T, and the antenna excitation frequency 
/  =  13.56 MHz. The electron temperature is taken to be Te = 5 eV of uniform 
profile. This temperature allows us to calculate collision rates in an otherwise cold 
plasma (§ 4.1).
We will not always restrict our study to the standard case. Some conclusions 
are worth checking for other experimental conditions, in particular, other excitation 
frequencies, densities, density profiles and device sizes. The standard conditions 
approximate numerous glass tube helicon sources of geometry similar to the electrode 
driven positive column. These devices are normally much longer than they are wide 
and the plasmas produced for magnetic fields £ 0.1 T are cool and dense. The 
MHD theory presented in this Chapter is a simple yet highly accurate model for the 
description of these plasmas.
The antennas used in this study are shown schematically in Fig. B.l (Appendix 
B). For all antennas, the radius of the inner antenna edge is s =  3.1 cm, and the 
radial thickness of antenna wire is d = 3 mm.
In Fig. B.l (a) we show a double half-turn antenna. This antenna is completed 
by two radial elements to an outer loop, with the radius of outer edge S\ = 5 
cm, located near a conducting wall. Such an antenna has no z-directed elements 
and is the simplest for studying non-axisymmetric propagation without imposing 
constraints on the /c2-spectrum. This has the a priori advantage that experiments 
can be performed on plasma formation without a density restriction imposed by kz
[48].
In Fig. B.l(b) we show the m =0 single loop antenna, which also places no 
restriction on kz.
In Fig. B.l(c) is a double saddle coil, which becomes the Nagoya type III antenna 
[95] when the azimuthal elements extend to 29a = n. We do not expect a qualitative 
difference between these two antenna types. This antenna is a non-axisymmetric 
structure which launches odd m-modes.
In Fig. B.l(d) is a |ra|= l, A/2 positive helicity helical antenna. Here A/2
refers to the fact that the antenna length L is 1/2 the length of a single turn helical 
winding, which we designate by A. Helical antennas have the interesting property 
that they are directional. The helical antenna, having positive helicity, mainly 
launches positive m modes in the direction of positive kz (parallel to B0) and negative 
m modes in the direction of negative kz (antiparallel to Bq). This has the potential 
advantage that half the power can be saved by launching the wave in one direction 
along the magnetic field.
The antenna lengths (L) for the double saddle coil and helical antennas are 
chosen so that the antenna current Fourier transforms (Appendix B (C) and (D))
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have maxima for m = + 1 and kz ~  26 m_1, which correspond to the hrst radial mode 
of m = + l for standard conditions. This leads to the values, L = 12 cm for a double 
saddle coil and L = 20 cm, and hence, A = 40 cm for the helical antenna.
A comparison of the uniform plasma dispersion relation for various perpendicular 
wavenumbers and our standard conditions shows that our model is useful for a 
description of the fast wave down to (and below) the ion cyclotron frequency. The 
omission of electron mass limits the range of validity of perpendicular wave numbers 
to ~ 300 m-1 for the standard case. This means that the model does not describe 
radial modes higher than the second radial mode of m = + l near their cutoffs, nor 
does it include the Trivelpiece-Gould modes [23, 113, 131]. It turns out that the 
first radial mode of m = + 1 is usually by far the dominant mode and, even in small 
devices, its perpendicular wavelength falls well below this limit. Shamrai et al. [113] 
have shown that the helicon branch dominates over the Trivelpiece-Gould mode in 
the antenna coupling at high fields for which 1. For standard
conditions, the collision frequency ve «  3 x 107 s_1 and this quantity is greater than 
20 for kz > 10 m-1. The omission of electron mass also eliminates the lower hybrid 
wave. To the best of the author’s knowledge no experimental evidence for direct 
excitation of the lower hybrid wave has been reported in the literature for the kinds 
of antennas modelled in this Chapter. Effects have however been observed on the 
plasma response in the vicinity of the lower hybrid frequency [143]. The possibility 
in any case exists for mode transformation of the helicon mode to the lower hybrid 
wave above the lower hybrid frequency, but this will not directly affect the validity 
and interpretation of the calculated R rad [9]. A study of the lower hybrid wave is 
beyond the scope of this Chapter. The lower hybrid waves and the Trivelpiece-Gould 
modes will be considered in Chapter 4.
2.3 Antenna Radiation Resistance Results
2.3.1 Antenna Radiation Resistance Spectra
Figure 2.2 shows the spectra of the radiation resistance (R) for the four antennas 
and standard conditions. We designate the radial mode number by the symbol Nr. 
Separate radial modes are easily identifiable, except for the second radial mode, 
Nr=2, of the m = 0 loop antenna. From the spectra we observe that the first radial 
mode, iVr= l, is always dominant. The double half-turn and helical antennas excite 
an almost pure m = + 1 mode, whilst the double saddle coil also excites a strong 
m = + 3 mode in addition to m=+1. There is practically no indication of m = -1. 
The radiation resistance integrated over the /cz-spectrum for this mode, R ^(m = -1), 
is very small (of the order of 10-3 — 10-4 Ct), and no radial modes of m = - 1 are 
observable. The kz-spectrum of the m = 0 loop is much smoother and covers a smaller
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region of kz than that of m = +1 and +3. Due to the inherent directivity, the 
spectrum of the helical antenna is strongly asymmetric in favour of positive kz s.
From these results we can conclude that the Rrad is concentrated in propagating 
modes. This is at first surprising since inductive sources (rf driven sources without 
a magnetic field) can have high antenna loading resistances even though they couple 
to the plasma by transformer action. Like any transformer, their coupling depends 
on the plasma dissipation. Very large parasitic losses can also occur if an antenna 
contacts the plasma directly either by direct conductance or capacitance. Here the 
antenna voltage can drive a sheath current that flows in the plasma. Clearly sheath 
currents are not modelled here and in any case are negligible if the antenna has a low 
contact admittance to the plasma. For helicon wave driven sources this is usually 
the case. We therefore realize the major result of this Chapter. The power coupled 
to a plasma in a helicon wave driven plasma source depends mainly on the helicon 
wave. This separates the discharge physics from the antenna coupling problem.
We have also verified that the total Rrad varies by less than 10% for a factor 
of 0.1 — 100 increase in the collision frequency. These values encompass the wave 
damping rates observed in the experiments.
The total antenna resistance results can be summarized as follows:
• Rrad — 0.0234 Q for the double half-turn antenna;
•  Rrad = 0.192 Q for the m =0 loop;
• Rrad = 2.23 Q for the double saddle coil, and R z(m = + 1) = 1.9 £2 and 
R'z(m=+3) = 0.273 D, respectively;
• Rrad =  2.13 D for the helical antenna.
The double saddle coil and helical antennas have similar Rrad which are by far 
the largest. These values would allow a significant fraction of the transmitter power 
to be coupled to the plasma because it is a simple matter experimentally to reduce 
the equivalent antenna loading resistance due to losses in the matching network 
down to a level lower than 1 Q. This is the practical reason why it is important to 
study Rrad and compare it for different antennas.
The m =0 antenna has a low Rrad which would make the design of a matching 
network difficult at these frequencies. The double half-turn antenna has by far the 
lowest Rrad• This is unexpected on the basis of the similarity of this antenna to the 
double saddle coil, because the field aligned elements of the double saddle coil cannot 
couple to waves in a plasma that imposes Ez = 0. Plasma wave coupling therefore 
occurs via the azimuthal and radial elements. In addition, the outer azimuthal 
element fields are shielded due to the proximity of the conducting wall. In fact, if 
we move this element outside the conducting wall by taking s\ — d>  b, Rrad does 
not change radically and becomes 0.045 D.
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Figure 2.2: Antenna radiation resistance spectra for standard conditions: (a) double 
half-turn antenna, (b) m = 0 loop, (c) double saddle coil, (d) helical antenna. Spectra 
(a), (b) and (c) are symmetric, and only kz > 0 is shown.
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Figure 2.3: The radial Poynting vector flux (see also § 4.4) for the double half-turn 
antenna and standard conditions.
The poor Rrad of the double half-turn antenna is explained by two factors. The 
first is that even though the double half-turn antenna has azimuthal elements that 
extend 180° compared with 90° in the case of the double saddle coil, the double 
half-turn antenna has only one pair of azimuthal elements and they are parallel fed 
(Appendix B (A)). In the double saddle coil there are two pairs of azimuthal elements 
along the field and these are series fed. These effects already produce a factor of 8 
reduction for the first radial mode of m = + l compared with the double saddle coil. 
A second factor is the parasitic influence of the radial elements. The current in these 
is out of phase with the electric field generated by the inner azimuthal elements, so 
that they “reabsorb” a large portion of the power radiated by the inner coil (Fig. 
2.3).
The radiation resistance of the radial elements has a negative value of —0.034 Q. 
These conclusions can be verified by calculating the radiation resistance for the inner 
azimuthal elements alone of the double half-turn antenna for the {m =+l, A^=l} 
mode. We obtain R =  0.175 S2 which is exactly 8 times smaller than the radiation 
resistance of the same mode for the double saddle coil (1.4 f2).
It is worth noting from a practical point of view that antennas are best designed 
as series fed elements. The low Rract for the double half-turn antenna is partly 
an artifact of the antenna geometry used in the computations. In an experiment, 
choosing to parallel feed antenna elements can be a costly mistake. The high current 
in the main antenna feed for a parallel fed antenna would increase the parasitic losses 
in the matching network for a given antenna radiated power. By the same token, 
the increased voltage for a series fed antenna is not usually a problem in low power 
plasma sources.
The helical antenna is the most economical antenna in the sense that the wave 
energy propagates mainly in one direction along the magnetic field. It is of interest 
to see how this property is affected by the antenna length. We varied the length L
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Figure 2.4: The radiation resistance of the helical antenna vs antenna length for a 
constant axial length of one helical turn, A = 40 cm and standard parameters.
of the helical antenna from L = 4 to 48 cm, keeping the length of one turn of the 
helix A = 40 cm constant (i. e., increasing the rotation angle proportionally to L). 
Other parameters were standard. The result is shown in Fig. 2.4. For all lengths 
L > 4 cm, more than 90% (more than 99% for L > 20 cm) of the radiated power 
goes to m = + l, and the mode {m =+l, Nr= l j  with kz «  26 m-1 dominates the 
spectrum. For small L the spectrum is nearly isotropic. The antenna directivity is 
already satisfactory (> 80%) at L > 10 cm.
In fact, the dependence of Rrad on L shown in Fig. 2.4 approximately arises from 
the factor sin{(fcz/2 — tt/A)L} in the antenna current spectrum (Appendix B (D)). 
A maximum in the Rrad occurs at L «  36 cm. This maximum versus L is at first 
surprising because it seems that once the helical antenna has been optimized for the 
excitation of a specific kz (the first radial mode of m= + 1), the antenna coupling 
should increase monotonically with L. This is based on the practical design criterion 
normally used for helical antennas, that the axial length of one turn of the helix 
should be equal to the axial wavelength, A = \ waVe =  27r/kz. This is correct only 
for an infinitely long antenna. For a realistic finite length helical antenna, azimuthal 
elements play a very important role, and the kz corresponding to the maximum in 
the antenna spectrum depends on all m, L and A. The correct optimization criterion 
can be obtained using the spectrum formula in Appendix B (D). In Appendix B (D) 
we demonstrate that for a A/2 helical antenna (Fig. B.l(d)) and m= + 1 the A 
optimum for a specific kz is \ ovt ~  10.5//cz (Fig. B.3). This means for our standard 
conditions that such an antenna is optimum with A «  40 cm for m= +1, kz = 0.26 
cm-1 (XWave — 27r/A:z «  24 cm (!)). From Fig. 2.4 we also see that a finite length 
helical antenna is optimum for a wavelength that differs from that for an infinite 
antenna.
It is easy to demonstrate that the helical antenna of Fig. B.l(d) has a positive
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Figure 2.5: The radial profiles of \E$\ (a) and the phase of Eq (b) for m = + 1 (des­
ignated by the solid line) and m = - 1 (designated by the dashed line) at z = 10 cm, 
for the double saddle coil and standard parameters.
helicity (see Appendix B (D)). If the antenna is tuned to excite a particular kZl it 
launches kz/m  > 0 parallel to the magnetic field and kz/m  < 0 modes antiparallel 
to the field [19, 119]. The virtual absence of wave modes for kz < 0 in the helical 
antenna spectrum is due to the absence of modes with m < 0. This conclusion is in 
good agreement with most experiments where m < 0 modes have not been observed 
and explains the fact that helical antennas tend to form plasmas in the direction 
along the magnetic field where the antenna permits m > 0 modes to propagate.
The poor excitation of the negative m modes in high density helicon sources is 
due almost entirely to the effect of the plasma density profile, which prevents the 
wave fields of the negative m  modes from penetrating to the plasma interior. (In 
addition, in a homogeneous plasma, the radial field structure and the location of 
the antenna outside the plasma boundary are not favorable for excitation of m = - 1 
[19], but this is a secondary effect.) The same asymmetry in the excitation of 
positive and negative m -modes has been observed in the WKB model applied to 
large scale plasmas [134, 135] (it was not so prominent there) where it has been 
attributed to a more extensive non-transparency region at the plasma edge for the 
modes m < 0. For small plasmas this non-transparency region can occupy the 
whole plasma volume. The radial profiles of the electric field of m = + 1 and m = - 1 
modes shown in Fig. 2.5 also suggest that this asymmetry is due to different plasma 
transparency for positive and negative m’s: while for m = + l the wave electric field 
is concentrated in the plasma (Fig. 2.5(a)) and the wave propagates inward (the 
phase grows towards r =  0, Fig. 2.5(b)), for m —- 1 the wave is localized near the 
plasma edge (Fig. 2.5(a)) and the phase is almost constant (Fig. 2.5(b)) suggesting 
that the field of m = - 1 is radially evanescent.
To demonstrate the effect of the plasma density profile, we now analyze the 
radial differential equation (2.3) using WKB methods [134, 135]. Strictly speaking, 
a WKB-approximation is not applicable for precise computations under our standard
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Figure 2.6: Quasiclassical Re[k2(r)\ for standard conditions, kz = 25 m 1 and m 
from —2 to +3.
conditions, because modes having low radial mode numbers are excited (Nr < 6). 
Nevertheless, it gives us a simple and physically evident picture that explains the 
poor coupling of negative m modes.
By substitution of the following variables in Eq. (2.3),
u = Eq\Ji*i , r = eT , fi = —A /k \  ,
in the absence of external currents, we obtain the standard WKB form:
—  + fc?(r) •« =  <>. (2.14)
Equation (2.14) allows us to construct a WKB-solution for Eq{t). For example, 
in the transparency region, where Re(k2) > 0, and far from the turning points 
(Re(ky) = 0) it takes the following form:
where r\
Ee(r) sin
V nrkT
is the inner turning point, and
•ri
k2r(r) =  - k \  + -
r f  2m £2 — A' 
2 v kfr2
A*" W
2 4/i
(2.15)
(Note that we must make the substitution r = eT first, to eliminate the singularity 
at r = 0 which is close to rq, in order to construct a mathematically correct WKB- 
approximation.)
The dependence of Re(k2) on radius for the standard plasma parameters, 
kz = 25 m-1 and different ra’s is shown in Fig. 2.6. The m = + 1 mode has the most
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extensive transparency region. Just the same, since max[Re(k%)] ~  1 cm-2 and 
a =  2.5 cm, WKB theory can only be applied for a qualitative analysis to this case. 
The plasma is least transparent to modes with negative m, for which Re(k^) is 
most negative. They are radially evanescent in the plasma.
It is clear that in Eq. (2.15) and on the left hand side of Eq. (2.3) the only term 
dependent on the sign of m also appears with the quantity
By evaluating different terms in this expression, one may deduce that for small 
plasma radii the difference in transparency with respect to the sign of m  is caused 
primarily by the plasma density gradient. (However, there are still some purely 
geometric effects in (2.16) which become important at r —» 0 and which prevent the 
efficient excitation of m = - 1 by a small antenna placed in the plasma center where 
the density profile is almost flat; such an option has been tried and gave negative 
results.)
To conclude this Section, we note that accurate computation of the imaginary 
part of the antenna impedance requires a much broader interval for kz (up to 600 
— 1500 m_1) and a much larger number of azimuthal modes (up to 15 — 20). In 
experiments however, a significant part of the actual antenna inductance is due to 
feeder lines from the matching network that play no role in the wave coupling. Their 
effect is not modelled in these computations.
2 .3 .2  Frequency D ep en d en ce o f th e  A n ten n a  R a d ia tio n  R e­
sistan ce
For standard parameters we varied the frequency in the range 0.3 — 60 MHz. The 
results in Fig. 2.7 show that R rad increases with frequency in all cases as expected 
for an inductive coupling. The double saddle coil and the helical antenna have by 
far the highest R rad over the whole frequency range. The “plateau” in the range 
/  «  20 — 35 MHz for the double saddle coil and the helical antenna is caused by 
the antenna geometry. The mode {m=+1, iVr=l}, which dominates the spectrum 
at low frequencies in both cases, disappears at /  ~  40 MHz for the double saddle 
coil and at /  «  35 MHz for the helical antenna. As a result, the R rad at high 
frequencies becomes dominated by higher order radial modes. In addition, a broad 
continuum appears at relatively small kz, which we identify as the sum of many high 
radial modes. The spectrum becomes broader: for /  =  60 MHz, \kz\ ~ 45 m-1 for 
the m = 0 loop and \kz\ ~ 70 m-1 for the other antennas (Fig. 2.8(a)). At very low 
frequencies there is no observable waveguide cutoff, despite the fact that R rad goes 
exponentially to zero at /  ~ 5 MHz.
(2.16)
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Figure 2.7: Radiation resistance vs antenna excitation frequency: (a) double half­
turn antenna, (b) m =0 loop, (c) double saddle coil, (d) helical antenna. The total 
Rrad is shown by the solid line, the dotted line designates R(Nr=1) (of m =0 for (b) 
and m = + 1 otherwise), the dashed line designates R(Nr=2) and the dashed-dot line 
in (c) designates Rx(m=+1).
We also performed calculations of Rra(i for the m =0 loop and the double saddle 
coil for the case of a H+ plasma. Negligible difference was noted in Rrad for the double 
saddle coil for each gas. For the Rrad of the m =0 loop, shown in Fig. 2.9, there is 
a visible cutoff at low frequencies. This is expected because the waveguide cutoff 
for the fast wave is known to persist for axisymmetric modes in plasmas bounded 
by non-conducting walls [46]. This occurs at /  w 15 MHz for our conditions. No 
radial modes are present below this frequency. The appearance of Nr=1 at /  «  16 
MHz (and then Nr= 2 at /  «  30 MHz), gives rise to jumps in Rrad-
Since we can usually separate different radial modes, we can study the wave 
dispersion properties. Figure 2.10 shows kz vs frequency for m = 0, +1 and Nr = 1,2 
in argon and hydrogen plasmas. The cutoffs for m =0, as well as the cutoff for 
{m =Tl, Nr=2} in a H+ plasma are quite evident in the figure. The cutoffs are 
expected, for these modes are well known to propagate as “body” waves [45, 46]. The 
first radial mode of m = + 1 , however, shows no cutoff in hydrogen and consequently 
has similar dispersion in both argon and hydrogen. The absence of a cutoff is due to 
the fact that the {m=-f-1, Nr=1} mode propagates as a “surface” wave in a plasma 
with a vacuum boundary [45, 46]. The cutoff is avoided in this case because the
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Figure 2.8: Radiation resistance kz-spectra of the double saddle coil: (a) for /  = 60 
MHz and standard parameters, (b) for neo = 4 x 1019 m-3 and standard parameters. 
m = + 1 is shown by the solid line, ra= + 3 is shown by the dotted line.
Frequency, MHz
Figure 2.9: Radiation resistance vs frequency for the m=0 loop and a H+ plasma. 
The designations of the curves are as in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.10: kz of the first and second radial modes vs frequency for m = 0 (a), (b) 
and m = + 1 (c), (d) in an Ar+ plasma (a), (c) and in a H+ plasma (b), (d).
uniform plasma perpendicular wavenumber —* 0 as lj —> 0. Detailed measurements 
have indeed established (directly or indirectly) the fact that this mode has no cutoff 
[48, 91, 111].
The shape of the curves of the first radial mode dispersion in Figs. 2.10(c) and 
(d) suggest that this wave obeys the simple high frequency whistler wave dispersion 
relation, k2zc2 «  u;uj2e/ujce (Eq. (4.20)), over the present range of frequencies. We 
have verified that the whistler wave dispersion relation gives a qualitatively correct 
value for the dependence of kz over the complete experimental range of parameters 
for the {m = + 1, Nr=1} helicon wave in a uniform plasma bounded by a vacuum. It 
does however overestimate kz by about 30% in some cases.
2.3.3 Effect of Plasm a D ensity and D ensity Profile
Figure 2.11 shows the Rrad versus central plasma density in the range neo =  2.5 x 1017 
— 1020 m-3 for the double saddle coil and for otherwise standard case parameters. 
At low densities the Rrac[ increases with density as it did in the frequency scan. 
In the range neo ~  (1 — 3)x l019 m~3 the total Rrad decreases. Once again, this 
results from the disappearance of the {ra=+l, Nr=l} mode, when this antenna is 
one wavelength long. At low densities, the antenna spectrum consists of a set of 
very narrow peaks. The interval of kz, covered by the spectrum, is small: \kz \ < 4  
m-1 for neo = 2.5 x 1017 m-3. For large densities the spectrum is rather smooth
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Figure 2.11: Radiation resistance vs central plasma density for the double saddle 
coil and standard system parameters. Designations of the curves are as in Fig. 2.7.
and broad (\kz\ 5 120 m_1 for neo = 1020 m~3), and it is difficult to distinguish 
separate radial modes. Higher radial modes play a more important role than the 
Nr= 1, and an extensive continuum for smaller kz's also appears (Fig. 2.8(b)).
The important result to note is that the R rad decreases and does not remain con­
stant as it did for the frequency scan. This observation has important implications 
for the understanding of how the discharge formed by the wave may attain an equi­
librium density. We assume that the power absorption is local in a collisional plasma. 
As the density rises, the R rad and hence power coupled to the plasma increases at 
first. If the plasma losses are proportional to the plasma density, then the density 
will reach a value where the radiated rf power equals the power loss. If the power 
loss-line versus density intersects the rf radiated power at densities where R rad is 
decreasing, the operating point is stable. This is because an increase/decrease in the 
density will cause a decrease/increase in the power fraction coupled to the plasma 
and hence a stabilization of the density.
The above conclusions only apply at a fixed density profile. In reality, the plasma 
density profile is also free to vary during the plasma build-up, and will be instru­
mental in determining the final equilibrium. We have investigated the effect of the 
plasma density profile on the R rad of the double saddle coil. The profile function 
assumed was the following:
where 7 was varied from —3 to 3. For 7 = 3 the profile is strongly peaked in the 
center, while for 7 — —3 it is rather flat, except near the plasma boundary (Fig.
(2.17)
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Figure 2.12: (a) — (c): Radiation resistance of the double saddle coil vs the plasma 
density profile parameter 7 of Eq. (2.17). 7 is varied (a) for fixed central density 
ne0 =  1019 m-3, (b) for fixed average density (ne) = 5 x 1018 m~3, and (c) for 
fixed average density (ne) = 1.5 x 1019 m-3. Other system parameters are standard. 
Designations of the curves are as in Fig. 2.7. (d): Variation of the density profile 
with 7 from -3 to 3.
2.12(d)).
The results are presented in Figs. 2.12(a) — (c). Figure 2.12(a) shows results 
for a fixed central density ne0 =  1019 m~3 and Fig. 2.12(b) for fixed average density 
(ne) = 5 x 1018 m~3. The decrease over the range 7 =  [—3,0] is relatively small. 
R rad decreases more rapidly as the profile becomes steeper. This indicates that for 
a double saddle coil the peripheral plasma strongly affects the antenna coupling as 
the antenna is located further from the bulk of the plasma for 7 > 0. If we keep 
(ne) constant at 1.5 x 1019 m-3, i. e. 3 times greater than in the standard case [Fig. 
2.12(c)], Rrad remains rather steady in the range 7 ~  [—3,2]. It is interesting, that 
in this case the disappearance of {m=+1, Nr=1} (due to the effect of the antenna 
kz-spectrum) at 7 ~  0 is compensated by other modes and does not affect the overall 
Rrad-
When neo =  1019 m-3 is fixed [Fig. 2.12(a)], the /cz-spectrum is only slightly 
“compressed” to lower values when 7 changes from —3 to 3. On the other hand, 
when the average density (ne) is fixed [Figs. 2.12(b) and (c)], the change of the
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density profile has a strong effect on the antenna spectrum. A set of sharp peaks 
occur at small kz s when 7 = — 3 (“flat” profile). As 7 increases, the kz values of the 
radial modes get larger, and finally, the spectrum becomes broad and continuous at 
7 = 3. We conclude that, at least for small plasma radii, it is important to take 
into account the specific density profile. However, for fixed (ne) and 7 < 1 it is not 
a bad approximation to calculate Rrad for m > 0 modes using a uniform plasma 
model with a vacuum boundary. However, such a model is inappropriate for m < 0 
modes.
These results complicate the above OD plasma balance picture but do suggest 
that an increase in rf power at full ionization is likely to lead to a steepening of the 
radial profile so as to decrease the Rrad■ The mechanism is not clear by which the 
rf power can actually cause such a profile change. One possible mechanism that has 
been suggested is the effect of the ponderomotive force [105, 108, 129, 130].
2.3.4 The Effect of Locating the Antenna in the Plasm a
We may locate the double saddle coil in the plasma by making s = 1.5 cm, whilst 
keeping all other parameters as in the standard case. The total Rra(i increases 
considerably to the value Rrad — 7.51 12, and Rx(m =+1) =  5.25 12 (despite this 
antenna is twice smaller than the standard one). This is to be compared to the 
standard case, for which Rrad = 2.23 12. The effect of placing the conducting wall 
at the plasma edge, b = a = 2.5 cm, causes Rra(i to decrease slightly to the value 
Rrad =  5.18 12. In this case, the wave excited spectrum is compressed to \kz\ < 20 
m-1. In all cases R^{m=--1) is very small.
A surprising result occurs if, in addition to placing the antenna in the plasma 
(s =  1.5 cm) and the conducting wall at the plasma boundary (6 = a = 2.5 cm), 
we make the plasma density profile uniform at the value ne = 5 x 1018 m-3. In 
this case, Rrad drops again to the value Rrad — 3.02 12, but at the same time 
Rz(m=-1) becomes almost as large as R^(m=+1). We find that R^(m = + 1) = 
1.34 12, jRs (m = -1) =  1.11 12. This confirms our conclusion that the plasma density 
gradient is primarily responsible for the poor excitation of m = -1. The /^-spectrum 
of R  for this latter case is shown in Fig. 2.13.
2.3.5 The Effect of Device Size
Helicon plasma sources vary in radius over the range 2 — 20 cm, so it is of interest 
to increase the machine size to see how our previous conclusions are affected. We 
consider two cases that are more typical of low density, low field plasma sources, 
bearing in mind that at lower densities the model is less reliable due to the effects 
of parallel electron dynamics.
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Figure 2.13: Spectrum of the radiation resistance for a double saddle coil placed in 
a uniform plasma, s = 1.5 cm, a = b = 2.5 cm, ne =  5 x 1018 m-3 =  const.
Consider a machine with dimensions about three times larger than those in the 
standard configuration but typical of those used for plasma processing [106] with 
a = 7.5 cm, s = 8.1 cm, s i = 14.7 cm and b = 15 cm. We therefore employ a lower 
plasma density ne0 = 1018 m-3 (parabolic profile) and magnetic field B0 = 0.01 T. In 
order to keep the excitation conditions as similar as possible for the different machine 
sizes, the antenna length was adjusted to optimize the excitation of {m=+1, Nr=l} 
with kz & 34 m-1, even though the {m=+1, fVr=2} mode dominates the spectrum 
in this case, having a radiation resistance that is about twice as large as that of 
{777,=+1, Nr=l}. This leads to the antenna length values of L = 9.3 cm for the 
double saddle coil and L = 15.5 cm (A =  31 cm) for the helical antenna. We obtain 
the following radiation resistances:
• Rrad = 0.306 $4 for the double half-turn antenna;
• Brad — 2.28 12 for the m = 0 loop;
• Brad = 3.14 Q for the double saddle coil;
• Rrad = 2.19 for the helical antenna.
Again, ra= + l is the most efficiently excited mode. For the double saddle coil, 
the azimuthal modes m = -l, +3 and +5 are also efficiently excited: i?s(m =-l) = 
0.11 12, Rx(m=+3) =  0.54 12 and R-z{m=+5) =  0.2 12. The lower density gradient, 
due to the lower ne and larger a, is observed to improve the excitation efficiency of 
m = -l. Note also that the m = 0 antenna is more efficient than in smaller devices.
For system dimensions about 5 times larger than that for the standard case: 
a = 12.5 cm, s = 13.1 cm, s 1 =  24.7 cm and b = 25 cm, and ne0 = 5 x 1017 
m-3 and Bq = 0.005 T, the antenna lengths have been chosen again to optimize the
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Figure 2.14: Spectrum of the total radiation resistance for a double saddle coil for 
a =  12.5 cm, b = 25 cm, ne0 = 5 x 1017 m-3 and B0 = 0.005 T.
excitation of {m =+l, Nr=l} at kz ~  38 m“1. This leads to the values L = 8.2 cm 
for the double saddle coil and L = 13.8 cm (A = 27.6 cm) for the helical antenna. 
The radiation resistances for this case are the following:
• Brad. = 0.7 £2 for the double half-turn antenna;
• Rrad = 4 Q for the m = 0 loop;
• Brad = 3.7 f2 for the double saddle coil;
• Brad =  2.3 O for the helical antenna.
Once again, the m = + l mode dominates the spectrum, but the double sad­
dle coil also excites m = -1 [Rs(m=-1) == 0.43 ft], m= +3, +5 and even ra= + 7 
+7) =  0.12 ft] fairly efficiently. The A:z-spectrum of Brad for this latter case 
is shown in Fig. 2.14. Because of the complexity of the spectrum, we do not sepa­
rate different m-modes in Fig. 2.14, and only show the total Rrad{kz). (Note that 
in Figs. 2.8 and 2.14 there are sharp spikes at low kz. Their origin is not completely 
understood. It has been noticed that this non-physical effect is very sensitive to the 
radial mesh at the plasma edge. The author believes that this is due to artificial high 
order radial eigenmode resonances (numerical aliasing) inside the density strata of 
the finite element mesh. It could also be the manifestation of some kind of numerical 
pollution (numerical pollution is discussed in Chapter 4), despite the fact that the 
numerical model presented in § 2.1 is thought to be pollution-free. In any case, we 
can disregard this effect since those spikes are always extremely narrow and their 
contribution to the integrated Brad is negligible.)
The helical antenna also excites m = - 1 quite efficiently, i?s(m =-1) =  0.37 ft. It 
is interesting to note that the /c2-spectrum of this antenna consists almost entirely of
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the ra=-f 1 mode for kz > 0 and almost entirely of the m = - 1 mode for kz < 0. This 
demonstrates, in principle, that the m = -1 mode may be launched antiparallel to B0 
in large devices. This was not possible for the smaller device used in the standard 
case.
Understanding discharge physics is likely to be more difficult in larger machines 
or small machines at very high density due to the presence of high radial modes. 
Even though the antenna length and plasma density have been adjusted in the 
above computations to typical experimental values, that emphasize the excitation 
of {m =+l, ATr= l} , the efficient excitation of higher order modes may nonetheless 
occur. In large devices this may be linked to jumps observed in the density as 
the rf power is increased. Lower densities at low power tend to be supported by 
{m=+1, Nr=l}. As the power is raised, Fig. 2.11 demonstrates that there is a 
limiting value that the density can obtain due to the extinction of this mode. At 
this point, in principle, the plasma can be supported by a higher radial mode of 
longer wavelength. This is more likely in larger machines, where {m =+l, Nr=2} 
is the most efficiently excited mode at the observed density. As previously noted 
however, it is incorrect to treat radial modes with perpendicular wavenumbers ~ 300 
m-1 due to the neglect of electron mass in the present model.
2.4 W ave Field  Structure
Nowadays experimental measurements of the wavefields of the helicon wave in cylin­
drical devices for antennas of the types modelled here have become quite detailed 
[19, 40, 95]. In this Section we discuss the field structure produced by the m = 0 loop, 
the double saddle coil and the helical antenna for standard system parameters. The 
antenna center is located at z=0. The peak amplitude of the antenna current is set 
to 1 A so that the calculated oscillating electric field amplitudes are in V/(A-m) and 
magnetic field amplitudes are in T/A in Figs. 2.15 — 2.22. Typical experimental 
antenna currents are in the range 50 — 200 A.
Figures 2.15(a) — (d) show Er and Eq launched by the m = 0 loop antenna. 
Figures 2.15(a) and (b) show contour plots of the amplitude and phase of Er over 
the cross section of the plasma up to the plasma boundary (in the vacuum Er=0 for 
this antenna). In the ^-distribution of the fields we observe a beat structure, which 
we discuss below. The MHD model cannot be used to calculate wave damping due 
to the neglect of parallel electron dynamics.
The wave is clearly propagating in the z-direction away from the antenna, as 
well as in the radial direction towards the center of the plasma. The mode is for­
ward propagating, as expected for the helicon wave. This inward/axial propagation 
corresponds to the slight angle of inclination of the amplitude contours to the con­
stant magnetic field. This small angle of about 6° — 7° also occurs in the wavefield
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2, cm
Figure 2.15: The electric fields of the m = 0 loop antenna. The amplitude (a) and 
phase (b) of Er in the axial cross-section inside the plasma (r < a). In the vac­
uum Er = 0. max\Er\ = 47 V/(A-m). The amplitude (c) and phase (d) of Er and 
Eq at r = 1 cm.
z, cm
Figure 2.16: The amplitude (a) and phase (b) of Br and Be for the m = 0 loop 
antenna at r =  1 cm.
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distribution of the same loop antenna, when located in an inhnite slab homogeneous 
plasma that imposes no boundary conditions on the wavefields. The angular incli­
nation of the field pattern to the axis is therefore linked to the field radial mode 
structure. We also note that the angle of 19.47° (the maximum angle of the group 
velocity of a plane helicon wave to the magnetic field in a uniform plasma [124]), 
imposes no limitation on the penetration of the fields into the plasma. The evanes­
cent fields of the antenna ensure that the wavefields are non-zero under the antenna 
(in addition, the very concept of the group velocity is inapplicable in the antenna 
near field).
Figures 2.15(c) and (d) show the axial profiles of the electric fields at r =  1 cm. 
The extent of the beat pattern and the linearity of the phase are quite evident. The 
amplitude of Eq is very small compared to Er due to the much larger perpendicular 
than parallel wave number for m =0.
Figures 2.16(a) and (b) show the magnetic field components Br and Bq. The 
beat pattern is still observable on the Be field here, but is less evident than for Er , a 
property which holds for all antennas. Another fact worth noting is that due to the 
complicated relation between the axial component of the Poynting flux carried by 
a wave and its mode numbers [142], the copropagating beat waves are observable, 
even though the {ra=0, Nr= 1} mode carries most of the rf power.
Figures 2.17(a) and (b) show contour plots of Er and Figs. 2.17(c) and (d) show 
axial profiles of Er and Ee at r =  1 mm and 6 =  0 for the double saddle coil 
and for standard conditions. Figure 2.18 shows the axial profiles of Br and Bq, and 
Fig. 2.19 shows contours of Er and Bz in the azimuthal cross-section at z — 30 cm. 
Once again, the wave fields are observed to propagate away from the antenna in the 
z-direction, and the beat pattern along the z-direction is evident. Figures 2.17(a) 
and 2.19(a) indicate that Er has a large amplitude near the plasma boundary. The 
interference of the m = + l and ra= + 3 modes produces the beat pattern evident in 
the ^-distribution of Figs. 2.19(a) and (c).
Figures 2.20 — 2.22 show the same results for the helical antenna. The axial dis­
tribution of the wavefields of the helical antenna is strongly asymmetric (Figs. 2.20, 
2.21), it radiates mainly in the positive ^-direction. Despite the fact that the R rad 
of this antenna is slightly smaller than that of the double saddle coil, the amplitude 
of the field at its maximum is about 1.3 times larger. This confirms the previous 
inference that the helical antenna should be more efficient than symmetric anten­
nas for plasma formation. The field amplitude is fairly symmetric in the azimuthal 
cross-section [Fig. 2.22(a)], since an almost pure m= + 1 mode is excited.
We now return to the question of the general nature of the axial beat structure 
observed for all the antennas. We demonstrate that the beat patterns are due to 
the interference of several radial modes, mainly those with Nr= l  and Nr= 2 of the 
main azimuthal mode (viz. m—0 for the m= 0 loop and m= + 1 for the double saddle
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2, cm
Figure 2.17: The electric fields of a double saddle coil. The amplitude (a) and 
phase (b) of Er in the axial cross-section at 6 =  0, max\Er\ = 107 V/(A-m). The 
amplitude (c) and phase (d) of Er and Eg near the plasma center: r = 1 mm and 
6 = 0; Eg is shown by the dashed line; \Er\ and \Eg\ almost overlap.
Figure 2.18: The amplitude (a) and phase (b) of Br and Bg for a double saddle coil 
at r = 1 mm and 6 = 0. Bg is shown by the dashed line; |Br | and \Bg\ overlap.
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Figure 2.19: (a) \Er\, max\Er\ = 115 V/(A-m), (b) phase of Eri (c) \BZ\, max\Bz\ = 
7.5 x 10~6 T/A, and (d) phase of Bz for a double saddle coil in the azimuthal cross- 
section at z = 30 cm; 6 = 0 is vertical.
coil and the helical antenna). The modulation depth of the field amplitude depends 
on their relative contributions. Despite the fact that the Nr= 2 mode has a much 
smaller radiation resistance than the Nr= 1 mode (Fig. 2.2), the second radial mode 
is nonetheless evident in the wavefield spectrum in the plasma (Fig. 2.23). The 
higher radial modes (up to Nr=5) are less important than Nr=2, but also figure 
more prominently in the wavefield spectrum than in the spectrum of the Rrad- 
To establish this fact, we have simulated the spectrum of Eo(kz) shown in Fig. 
2.23 for the double saddle coil by the following function:
Eo(kz) = £
Nr
aNr s\n(kzL/2) 
k 2z ~  ( k zNr +  iÖNr ) 2
where kz^r is the resonant kz of Nr’th radial mode. The coefficients a ^r and ö^r 
were matched “empirically” to fit the spectrum in Fig. 2.23. With just 2 modes, 
Nr= 1 and Nr=2, the beat structure is similar to that in Figs. 2.17(c) and (d), and 
with 5 radial modes we obtain a very accurate representation. This suggests that the 
axial beat patterns observed in experiments [40, 53] are the result of copropagating 
radial modes.
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2, cm
Figure 2.20: The electric fields of a helical antenna. The amplitude (a) and phase (b) 
of Er in the axial cross-section at 9 =  0, max\Er\ = 142 V/(A-m). The amplitude 
(c) and phase (d) of Er and Eq at r = 1 mm and 6 =  0; Eq is shown by the dashed 
line; \Er\ and \E$\ overlap.
3-
z, cm
Figure 2.21: The amplitude (a) and phase (b) of Br and Bq for a helical antenna at 
r = 1 mm and 0 =  0. Be is shown by the dashed line; \Br\ and \Bq\ overlap.
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Figure 2.22: (a) \Er\, max\Er\ = 142 V/(A-m), and (b) phase or Eri for a helical 
antenna in the azimuthal cross-section at z = 70 cm.
Figure 2.23: /c2-spectrum of the imaginary part of Eo(r,m,kz) for m =-fl at r = 1 
mm for the double saddle coil and standard conditions. The spectrum is antisym­
metric with respect to kz=0.
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C h a p te r  3
C om parison  w ith  E xp erim en t in 
BASIL
In this Chapter we compare the experimental results obtained in high density, high 
magnetic field helicon source BASIL with computer simulations using the MHD 
numerical model described in Chapter 2.
The BASIL experiment is a linear magnetized plasma originally designed as 
an electrodeless noble gas laser [143, 144]. The uniform static magnetic field is 
approximately 1.4 meters long with a maximum static magnetic field of 0.2 T. The 
discharge is produced in an axially mounted pyrex tube of 43 mm inside diameter 
(a =  2.15 cm), with the antenna being external to the tube mid-way along the static 
field. Radiofrequency powers up to 10 kW could be coupled to the plasma at 7 MHz. 
The outer conducting boundary used in the code corresponds to the inside of the 
magnetic field coils in BASIL, b = 6 cm. No waves reflected from the plasma ends 
were observed experimentally, so we choose an infinite cylinder (Appendix A (A)) 
as the most adequate model for BASIL.
Three antennas were used in the experiment:
• A conventional double saddle coil antenna shown in Fig. B.l(c). Its length is 
L = 13 cm and the angular span of its azimuthal elements is 20a = 90°.
• A pair of phased double saddle coils shown in Fig. B.2(a) each having L — 13 
cm and 20a = 45°.
• A (3/2)A helical antenna (Fig. B.l(d)) of total length 27 cm and A = 18 
cm. Compared to the antenna shown in Fig. B.l(d), this antenna has only 
one azimuthal element at both ends and is capable of exciting the m —0 mode. 
However, the excitation efficiency of m —0 was always very poor compared 
to m = + 1. This antenna has a positive helicity (Appendix B (D)), strongly 
coupling to kz and azimuthal modes satisfying kz/m  > 0. Judging from the 
antenna structure, one may conclude that in the direction along Bq, where
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kz/m  > 0, the m =-\-1 mode should be best excited (we will also call it the “m > 
0” or “m = + l” direction in this Chapter), whilst in the direction antiparallel 
to B0 (the “m < 0” or direction) mainly m = - 1 would be allowed to
propagate.
All antennas are constructed from a 3.7 mm diameter wire (d = 3.7 mm in the 
code). The radius of the inner antenna edge, s = 2.75 cm.
The discharge starts with a transient high density phase that later collapses 
to a much lower but axially uniform density. The actual dynamics of the early 
phase of the discharge is quite complex [111, 112]. The final steady state density is 
approximately uniform along the field. All measurements presented in this Chapter 
are for the late, steady state phase of the discharge.
Measurements were made over a range of parameters with the static magnetic 
field varied between 0.0384 T to 0.15 T which spans the lower hybrid (LH) fre­
quency for argon. Several sets of radial electron density and temperature profiles, 
azimuthally and longitudinally scanned wave magnetic field and antenna radiation 
resistance measurements were performed. The experimental ne(r) profiles [111, 112] 
were then radially symmetrized so as to yield the best match to experimental points 
and the same volume-averaged density and used in the code. The electron tempera­
ture profiles were taken uniform at the level of an average experimentally measured 
Te(r). These data were obtained for argon, neon and helium and used for the 
dispersion and radiation resistance comparison with the code. The parallel wave 
numbers (kz) were determined by Fourier analysis of the complex signal (amplitude 
and phase) from the network analyser [112]. For comparison, the dominant kz s were 
taken from the code calculated spectra of the antenna radiation resistance. Since 
the code does not include the effects of finite electron mass, it is not capable of 
describing higher than the first -  second radial mode for the present experimental 
conditions.
A curious phenomenon that the density is peaked near 0.0768 T for argon is 
possibly related to the fact that this is near the LH frequency. Mode transformation 
between the helicon and the LH wave is in any case not described by the code. 
However, it will be shown to have no consequence for the agreement between the 
experimental and the calculated radiation resistances. The rf power (for the double 
saddle coil) ranged from 1 kW to 10 kW, yet the linear model yielded good agree­
ment with experimental radiation resistance suggesting that nonlinear effects were 
probably unimportant.
The probe arrays permitted detailed measurements of the azimuthal and axial 
wave numbers of the helicon waves. The Fourier analysis of experimental data 
indicated that in both the double saddle coil and helical antenna cases the dominant 
measured wave mode was the ra= + l azimuthal mode, and also showed the very 
striking lack of the m = -l. The antenna spectra calculated by the numerical model
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between the experimental and numerical model results of 
the wave dispersion for argon, neon, and helium for a double saddle coil.
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for the measured plasma conditions show a very high radiation resistance for m = + 1 
compared to all other modes.
The radial magnetic wave field measurements indicated the absence of high order 
radial modes. All discharges are very similar in the predominance of an m = + 1 and 
first radial mode in the steady state phase of the discharge. These observations are 
in qualitative agreement with the code.
For the helical antenna, axial measurements of plasma parameters and the wave- 
field quantities indicate that the plasma density does not extend far on the m < 0 
side of the antenna; the plasma decays away by 10 cm from the antenna end, while 
on the other (m > 0) side, it reaches the end of the static field. There is a gradual 
build up in wave amplitude under the antenna.
Figure 3.1 compares the measured wavenumbers with those calculated by the 
code as a function of the ratio of the central density to magnetic field for the dou­
ble saddle coil. This choice of independent variable is motivated by the simplified 
dispersion relation for helicon waves (Eq. (4.20), [33]) which depends uniquely on
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the experimental and model results of the antenna 
radiation resistance for argon, neon, and helium for a double saddle coil antenna.
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This expression is valid for fast waves at frequencies well above the ion cyclotron 
frequency. Figure 3.1 shows (from top to bottom) results for argon, neon and helium 
plasmas. The agreement is rather good. The data in Fig. 3.1 cannot be considered 
a dispersion relation due to the discontinuous effect that the density profiles have 
on the data. Therefore a theoretical “dispersion relation” cannot be plotted, only 
the theory points.
If one gets good agreement in the wavenumber predicted by theory, then the 
antenna radiation resistance comparison should be a reliable way of revealing the 
presence of parasitic loading. Figure 3.2 shows the comparison of the code calculated 
and the experimentally measured total antenna radiation resistances. The agreement 
is also good. These results are not strongly affected by dissipative processes. All 
that is required is that the wave does not return with significant amplitude to the 
antenna region after reflection from the ends of the plasma. This was indeed the 
case in BASIL. One can safely conclude that the helicon wave transports the energy
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between the experimental and model results of the wave 
dispersion and antenna radiation resistance in argon plasma for the helical antenna.
launched by the antenna. Somehow this energy is acquired by the plasma. It is 
beyond the scope of this Chapter to examine this question in detail. It should be 
pointed out however that the calculations with a new code, UFEM (Chapter 4 and § 
5.1), which takes into account the parallel electron dynamics, indicate that it is not 
obvious that the power deposition is entirely determined by the propagating helicon 
wave; a significant portion of it may be concentrated at the plasma periphery and 
near the antenna elements.
The case of the helical antenna is interesting because of the fact that the plasma 
only forms on one side of the antenna. Figure 3.3 shows the same results for this case. 
The wavenumber agreement is again quite reasonable, however the high wavenumber 
selectivity of the helical antenna leads to a lower range of observed wavenumbers 
even though the same range of fields was used as for the double saddle coil. The 
antenna radiation resistance agreement is satisfactory except at high densities where 
the experimental results are higher than theory. This cannot suggest a considerable 
parasitic loading since the same effect would have been evident in the double saddle 
coil results. We have been unable to satisfactorily resolve this discrepancy even by 
use of the UFEM code (Chapter 4), varying the plasma density within the margins
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Figure 3.4: The radiation resistance calculated by the numerical model for the 
phased antenna. Total Rrad is shown by the solid line, R(m=+1) by the dotted line, 
R(m=+3) by the dashed line and R(m=+5) by the dot-dash line.
of possible experimental error and putting a reflector (conducting boundary) on 
the m = - 1 side of the antenna in this code (Appendix A (D)) in order to simulate 
the absence of plasma density on this side; in terms of wave dispersion and antenna 
radiation resistance, both codes produced very similar results (§ 5.1), and the virtual 
absence of the wave field on the m = - 1 side of the antenna made the wave reflection 
unimportant. However, radiation resistances 3 — 4 Q were found numerically 
when the density was taken ~  30% larger than measured experimentally for those 
cases. This enables us to suspect the existence of considerable systematic error in 
the measurements of ne at high densities and magnetic fields.
In theory, the radiation resistance can be considered as a product of two fac­
tors. First is the spectrum of the plasma response which can be calculated with 
the “flat” antenna current spectrum. Second is the square of the antenna current 
(m,kz)~spectrum. For the helical antenna, the effect of the plasma density on Rrad 
can be more pronounced than for the double saddle coil since the antenna current 
A:z-spectrum of (3/2)A helical antenna (Appendix B (D), [111]) is much more selec­
tive to specific /cz’s, and hence, the Rrad is more sensitive to the plasma response, 
especially for conditions when kz corresponding to the maximum in the antenna 
current spectrum is close to the kz corresponding to the strong {m =+l, Nr=l}  
mode (which was really the case in the above computations).
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first comparison of the helicon 
wave dispersion and antenna radiation resistance in a high density and field source 
that is free of adjustable parameters. A similar detailed comparison of the disper­
sion relation has been performed by Davies and Christiansen [47] for the case of a 
low density (ne < 5 x 1017 m~3) and low field (Bo < 0.04 T) preformed plasma. 
According to these authors, the effects of finite electron mass cannot be neglected
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for prediction of the dispersion relation as they could in our case. This conclusion 
appears to agree with more recent work [37, 114].
In several attempts to launch an m = - 1 mode, a pair of phased double saddle 
coils was used in the plasma pre-formed by another double saddle coil antenna 
driven at 7.1 MHz (since the phased coils were unable to maintain the discharge 
over the full range of phase difference, [111])- The dependence of the radiation 
resistance on the phase difference between the coils shown in Fig. 3.4 is entirely 
governed by the factor i + elip sin(m7r/2), where p is the phase difference, in the 
antenna current spectrum (Appendix B (C)). A qualitatively similar variation of 
the relative amplitudes of azimuthal wave numbers was observed in the experiment 
[111]. At p = —90°, when the m = + 1 mode was absent in the spectrum, a strong 
m = + 3 mode was observed instead of m = -1. The numerical model demonstrated a 
negligible R (m = -1). In the experiment, the amplitude of m = - 1 was negligible.
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C h ap te r  4
K inetic  P lasm a M odel
4.1 W arm  P lasm a D ielectric  Tensor
The MHD numerical model described in Chapter 2 is limited to the description 
of a cold dense plasma in which Ez can be disregarded and the wave dissipation 
is dominated by collisions. As mentioned in § 2.2, there are several important 
phenomena of interest which cannot be described using the plasma dielectric tensor 
(2.1), such as the wave resonances in warm plasma, the excitation of specific warm 
plasma wave modes, the mode conversion and the kinetic wave damping due to the 
wave-particle interaction when the wave phase velocity, u/k ,  is of the same order 
as the particle thermal velocity (such as the Landau damping). Here we consider 
them in more detail.
Starting from the linearized Vlasov equation with the collisional term in the 
particle conserving model [11],
where /  is the distribution function, n is the density, v is the collision frequency, ujc is 
the cyclotron frequency for specific particles (electrons or ions), the subscript 1 indi­
cates perturbed quantities and 0 — the equilibrium quantities (/o is the Maxwellian 
distribution), the following form of the plasma dielectric tensor can be derived [99]:
= K - / o - A ) ,n0 (4.1)
/  e i ie2 0 \
— IE 2 £ i 0
V 0 0 s3 y
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(4.2)
a klvTa +  ) ’
where = (u -^Wa 4- nUca)/\kz\vTa, vTa — 2Ta/ m a is the particle thermal ve­
locity, the summation is over all charged particles (electrons and ions), tjca accounts 
for the charge sign. Z  is the well known plasma dispersion function [59],
1 0 0  - x 2
Z(C) = — j =  [  - — t dx, /m(C) > 0 ,
"v/  7T J  X  C 
—oo
Z'(C) =  —2[1 +  CZ(0] , (4.3)
which can also be expressed through the tabulated [1] complex error function,
Z{C) =  c2[sgn(/cz)-k e rf« )]  ,
2
erf(z) = —=. [ e~t2dt .
V *  I
(4.4)
Note that, unlike in the original work of Fried and Conte [59], the plasma dispersion 
function defined as above satisfies the symmetry requirement
z(  0 z ( 0 ,  kz > o - z { - c), kz < o (4.5)
derived by Stix [123] on the basis of the causality principle.
In the MHD limit, £ ^  1,
z ( c )  *  ^  • ’ ( 4 6 )
and the tensor (4.2) reduces to (2.1) with
. .2 . ,2
^pi____ ^pe
5 3 ^  ?  cj(cj + i v i )  l o { u j  + ZZ/e) (4.7)
The assumptions made in the derivation of the tensor (4.2) are that the particle 
Larmor radius, p, is small compared to the scale length of the wave field variation, 
l (typically a wavelength),
p/7 <  1 , (4.8)
and the wave frequency is not close to the harmonics of the particle gyro-frequencies,
lj 96 NbjCi N  = 2, 3, . . .  , (4.9)
where the additional wave type (electron or ion Bernstein waves) can appear.
The treatment of wave behavior near the ion cyclotron harmonics and ion-ion 
hybrid resonances requires a higher order expansion in finite Larmor radius (FLR) 
and leads to higher order differential equations [7, 28, 42, 44, 128, 133] (the dielectric
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tensor becomes a differential operator). In general, this procedure consists of the 
replacement of k i  in the homogeneous hot plasma dielectric tensor expanded up 
to the second order in k±p by —id /d rj_, where this replacement is unambiguous 
(and discarding the terms where it cannot be done unambiguously, which makes the 
whole procedure a bit dubious), so as to satisfy energy conservation. A significant 
simplification can be achieved by the use of the “reduced order” form of the dielec­
tric tensor [120, 136] which describes only the fast magnetosonic wave (FMW) but 
properly accounts for the mode-converted energy through the FMW dissipation, and 
so eliminates problems related to the numerical resolution of the short-wavelength 
ion Bernstein waves. This is of interest, primarily, for the ion-cyclotron resonance 
heating (ICRH) scenarios in numerous fusion-oriented devices [61] and usually re­
quires at least 2D numerical schemes for proper modelling. However, in the helicon 
wave frequency range, <C cj <C u t h e  FLR effects are often not important.
The collision frequencies which we employ in tensor (4.2) include the electron-ion 
and ion-electron collisions [29, 69],
z'ei ~  3 • 10 6aZ?fi , Vie ~  6 • 10 8 a (4.10)
where
T(3 /2
23 + m f a i
V v ^ / J
(4.11)
as well as the collisions between different ion species, which can be important in 
multi-species plasmas (or with different states of ionization of the same ion),
Vtf * 7 - 1 0 - Z fZ f- 8  ry2 r?2  ^ ( 1  , ^ X  \  U ^ fX
Aü> = 23 — In
Mi
ZiZ^Mi + Mj)
M Jb + M .T i \
1 +
Mi ) T 3/ 2 "i
(4.12)
(4.13)
In Eqs. (4.10) — (4.13) ne is in cm-3, T  is in eV, the ion mass, M*, is in 
atomic units, Zi is the ion charge and fi = rii/ne.
For helicon plasma sources, we often must also take into account the electron- 
neutral collisions, ven = nnaenVTe/V^ 2, the typical cross-section, oen ~  5 x 10“15 
cm-2. Also, since the plasma in this case is usually confined within a non-conducting 
(glass) tube, the electron-wall collisions can provide a significant wave dissipation 
mechanism at the plasma edge. Supposing that electrons are magnetized and their 
perpendicular energy distribution is Maxwellian near the wall, the electron-wall 
collision frequency can be evaluated as
Ve/wall
2 UJce
w
r t2dt
x/pe — K arcsin
Zt
(4.14)
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where pe is the electron gyro-radius and x is the distance to the wall. At dis­
tances x < 3/9e, where the electron-wall collision frequency is not very small, Eq. 
(4.14) can be very accurately approximated by the formula
2
Ve/wcdl ~  ----- exp
7T
(4.15)
4.2 Overview of th e  W ave T ypes D escribed by th e  
M odel
In this Section we present a brief overview of the wave phenomena which can be 
expected from the numerical model with plasma described by the dielectric tensor 
(4.2). We will omit the ion-cyclotron frequency range where the physical situation 
is complicated. We do not intend to present a careful and comprehensive analysis 
of plasma waves here, which is far beyond the scope of this thesis; we will rather 
confine ourselves to introduce the terminology adopted in the RF community.
The Maxwell’s equations in the absence of external currents are given by
V x V x E  —IE  = 0,  (4.16)
where we use the dimensional form of the dielectric tensor (4.2), e =  k^ E, k0 =  uj/ c. 
In a uniform plasma we obtain non-trivial solutions, E ^  0, for the plane wave of 
the form ~  exp{z(k_L • r± + kzz)}  only if
-  B k \  + C = 0, (4.17)
where
B  = ( g j - f c ^ X e i+ e a ) - ^ .
C =  e3[(ei -  k l f  -  el] .
Equation (4.17) is the wave dispersion relation expressed with respect to k± (the 
wave vector perpendicular to the external magnetic field, Bo). Two wave branches 
result from Eq. (4.17) which are conventionally termed the fast wave (FW) (with 
smaller k± and, hence, larger phase velocity, td/fcj.), and the slow wave (SW) (with 
larger k±).  Resonances occur when k± approaches oo. In the present model this 
is the case when E\ —> 0 leading to the lower and upper hybrid resonances. In 
the vicinity of a resonance, the above plasma waves are expected to undergo mode 
conversion to a hot plasma slow mode not described in the present simplified model 
[127]. Near a resonance, the wavelengths of different wave branches may become 
comparable, and the wave energy can be transferred from one wave branch to an­
other. The latter phenomenon is known as mode conversion. Even if only one wave
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branch (typically the FW) is directly excited by an antenna, the wave of another 
type may originate in the plasma due to mode conversion.
For frequencies in the Alfven range, uj < ujd (u ^  Ud), the fast wave is 
usually evanescent in the low density edge plasma, and there are two types of slow 
wave described by the present model, known as the kinetic Alfven wave (KAW) 
and the surface quasi-electrostatic wave (SQEW), respectively. The former occurs 
if ß m e/Mi and the latter if ß  <C where ß is the ratio of plasma
kinetic to magnetic pressure. Since the SQEW subsists at low ß, it propagates in 
the boundary of a fusion plasma whence its name.
The dispersion relation and the damping rate for the KAW in a uniform plasma 
are given by [133]
u —
7
c2 k2
7r m e k \c 2A
8 mi ut |& z |C s 5
where
Bp
y/4n £ a  nama
is the Alfven speed, and cs = yjTe/m i is the ion sound speed.
The SQEW has the following uniform plasma dispersion [133]:
2 _  C\k2z
1 +  k\c2/u>2e '
It is a backward wave, i. e. its phase and group velocity are opposite to each other.
It can be seen from these dispersion relations that the KAW propagates on the 
high density side of the Alfven resonance layer and the SQEW on the low density 
side. In the MHD limit, (w «  Wq, =  0, p* =  0), these waves become the shear 
Alfven wave, it propagates along Bq and has a simple dispersion,
u 2 2 i 2cAkz (4.18)
The spatial location in the plasma where the condition (4.18) (or, more precisely, 
k\ — £i) is satisfied is called the Alfven resonance (A-resonance) layer. Strictly 
speaking, this is not a resonance in the present plasma model. In the latter case, 
the Alfven resonance is resolved by mode conversion of the FW to either the KAW 
or the SQEW depending on the local value of the plasma ß. The SQEW can also 
be excited directly by the antenna. It undergoes cutoff near the Alfven resonance 
layer where k± approaches zero [13].
In the helicon wave frequency range, w« C  w ~  u l h r  =  typical
for the high density, high magnetic field helicon plasma sources, the FW is known
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as the helicon wave. (In the ion cyclotron frequency range it becomes the fast 
magnetosonic wave (FMW).) The Ez component of the FW electric field can often 
be neglected, and the most general dispersion relation resulting from Eq. (4.17) for 
the FW is
kl  = -  kl ■ (4-19)
For uJci cj <C coce Eq- (4-19) can be further reduced to
ujcec2kkz
(4.20)
(where k is the modulus of the wave vector) which is the well-known helicon wave 
dispersion relation [3]. Commonly, this wave branch is very robust. It can be 
efficiently excited by an antenna, and its dissipation in the plasma is small. The 
particle thermal motion only slightly modifies its dispersion, compared to the cold 
plasma approximation. Often, this is the only propagating mode, the bulk of the 
plasma is nontransparent for the SW for frequencies below lülhr• If, however, the 
plasma density drops to a sufficiently low value at the edge, the peripheral plasma 
can become transparent for the SW for densities up to the location of the lower 
hybrid resonance (LHR) followed by the SW cutoff (which originates due to the finite 
wave damping in the model). For the conditions of high density helicon sources, this 
resonance-cutoff pair is commonly located in a very thin edge layer; the SW does 
not develop any propagating wave structure and manifests itself as a narrow “spike” 
in the radial electric field at the plasma edge.
The condition for the LHR, e\ = 0, in the uniform cold collisionless plasma can 
be written as
, ,2 , ,2Co? u/»,-1 +  _J£ _  J E L  =  0 (4.21)
The wave collisional dissipation and particle thermal motion slightly modify the 
above condition (but not strongly [3, 127]). This relation shows that the location of 
the LHR is almost independent of k and, for a given frequency and magnetic field, 
is determined only by the density.
If the operational parameters are chosen so that the LHR is deep inside the 
plasma (such as those employed in the lower hybrid heating (LHH) schemes, [61]), 
the SW, which is known as the lower hybrid wave (LHW) in this case, can propagate 
between the plasma edge and the LHR. Its dispersion is given approximately [127] 
by
k, —
h2, ,2 / ,2^ z^ p e ^ c e
(u£.+u&)(u;2 - u ; | )) ’
where
4
^ce^ci —  , .2
—  . -  . 2  ~  ^ d ^ c e  —  ^ L H Rl + u l/u i
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This wave is quasi-electrostatic (\Er\ \Eo\, \EZ\, \k±\ \kz\) and backward
propagating.
For frequencies well above the LHR frequency, cjlhr uj <C cjce, as is the 
case for typical low density, low magnetic field helicon plasma source, lj ~ O.lcJce, 
ujpe > 10cjce, the SW is often referred to as the Trivelpiece-Gould (TG) mode or 
TG wave [113, 131]. For ujpe coce its dispersion can be approximated [113] by the 
following simple formula:
Like the LH wave, the TG wave is quasi-electrostatic and backward propagating. In 
helicon plasma sources these waves are usually strongly damped by collisions and 
deposit their energy in a narrow surface layer of the plasma column. In fact, helicon 
and TG waves belong to the same wave branch: depending on the direction of the 
wave propagation with respect to the magnetic field, the helicon mode can become 
the TG mode and vice versa [15]. Note that under these conditions, the LHR is 
not present in the plasma (so that LH heating is not possible) and nor there is any 
mode conversion of the TG mode [15]. (From this point of view, we would disagree 
with Shamrai and Taranov [113, 114] that the TG wave is generated by the linear 
mode conversion of the helicon wave at the plasma edge; we would rather say that 
it is directly excited by the antenna.)
4.3 N um erical Scheme
In this Section we present the theoretical foundations of the finite element numerical 
algorithm which allows us to obtain pollution-free solutions of Maxwell’s equations 
with the plasma dielectric tensor (4.2).
In the MHD model of Chapter 2 it was possible to formulate the differential 
equations with respect to only one field component. Dealing with a dielectric ten­
sor like (4.2), we are, in practice, forced to formulate the differential equations 
using several field components. This immediately brings up the question whether 
the finite element scheme employed is affected by numerical pollution. The nu­
merical or spectral pollution is the production of unphysical, “fake” modes which 
commonly appear when certain resonance conditions for the wave exist, and if the 
discretization scheme is constructed without proper account for this phenomenon. 
It often presents a formidable problem for algorithms based on the finite element 
method, since the “polluted” modes cannot be eliminated by higher precision or 
better numerical resolution, and there is often no way of separating them from the 
real physical solutions but to check the model against another code which does not 
exhibit the problem (if such a code is available). The numerical pollution was care­
fully analyzed in [6, 62, 138, 139]. In the presence of resonances in plasma, different
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wavefield components (and/or their derivatives) usually exhibit different types of 
singular behavior which must be reproduced by the discretization scheme, otherwise 
the pollution occurs. The heuristic rule to detect a potentially polluted scheme has 
been formulated in [62]. It states that at the resonance, where some of the terms in 
the equations vanish, their discretized form should be satisfied over the entire length 
of a finite element. If they can be satisfied only at one point per interval, the nu­
merical scheme tends to produce a polluted solution (§ 1.2.3 and Fig. 1.14 in [62]). 
In the framework of this methodology, it has been suggested to use the so-called 
hybrid finite elements, i. e. different sets of finite element basis functions for dif­
ferent field components (and their derivatives) which are also often set on different 
meshes. This technique was successfully realized in several codes [5, 63, 136, 138]. 
It has, however, some disadvantages:
• If we want to construct a code operable in a broad range of frequencies and 
plasma parameters, we may discover that the hybrid finite element discretiza­
tion suitable for a resonance of one type (say, for the Alfven resonance) fails 
for the resonance of another type (say, for the LHR). Moreover, different dis­
cretizations in the plasma and the vacuum may be required to avoid pollution.
• The hybrid elements of the lowest order (piecewise-linear and piecewise-cons- 
tant) often show a rather slow convergence rate in a warm plasma, while the 
hybrid elements of higher orders [62] are difficult to program.
Another approach, which is in principle applicable in ID, is to use the so-called 
“penalty method” [8 8 , 96, 104, 109, 141]. It consists in the addition of an extra 
term, t/V(V • E), where 77 is the penalty factor, to the Maxwell’s equations in terms 
of electric field,
Above a certain threshold of 77 this may shift the parasitic modes out of the de­
sired region of the spectrum, but simultaneously brings up the question about the
As pointed out in [10], the commonly used discretization of Eq. (4.23) is actually 
disadvantageous, since the term V x V x E is the very source of the pollution. 
The discretized form of the operator V x has a large null space which not only 
contributes to the system poor condition and the pollution problem, but, at least in 
more than ID, often requires one to use sophisticated programming techniques (such 
as the compact pointer storage method, [136]) for matrix storage and inversion to 
fit the computer memory. As a possible remedy, it was first suggested in [10] to use 
the vector and scalar potentials, (A, </>), so that
c
(4.23)
distortion of the plasma response [104].
B = V x A , E = — V(f) +  ik0A  , (4.24)
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with the Coulomb gauge
V • A =  0 . (4.25)
Using the potentials (4.24), (4.25), Maxwell’s equations can be re-written in the 
form
f  47t
V“ A -T k^e • A 4- iko£ • V0 = ----- j ext
< C (4.26)
i V • (e • V</>) -  ?/c0V • (e ■ A) =  -47rpexf ,
where j ext and pext are the current and charge density of an external source. If 
we take the divergence of the first equation of (4.26) and use the charge continu­
ity, iujpext =  V • j ext, the system (4.26) gives
V2(V • A) =  0 . (4.27)
This demonstrates that if the Coulomb gauge condition, Eq. (4.25), is imposed 
on the domain boundaries, it propagates throughout the whole domain due to the 
Laplacian structure of Eqs. (4.26).
The finite difference discretization of Eqs. (4.26) was employed in the code 
ORION [10]. In [10] it was also demonstrated that this method eliminates the 
pollution, provided that the numerical algorithm is capable of maintaining the gauge 
condition (4.25). The variational form for the finite element discretization of Eqs. 
(4.26) has been found in [73, 74].
The boundary conditions on a cylindrical perfectly conducting wall for the po­
tentials (4.24) are
A0 = 0 , Az = 0 , <j> = 0 . (4.28)
We explicitly impose them as the essential conditions [62] on the functional space 
of (A, (f)).
To obtain the weak (Galerkin) variational form necessary to solve Eqs. (4.26) by 
the finite element method, we multiply the first equation of (4.26) by an arbitrary 
test vector F* and the second equation by the test scalar function G* and integrate 
them over the system volume V. The test 4-vector (F, G) must belong to the same 
functional space as (A, 0). Using the vector identity
V2A = V(V • A) -  V x V x A ,
the final expression for the variational form can be obtained as a system of two
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coupled equations,
’  J  [(V X F*) • (V X A) +  (V • F*)(V • A) -  F* • C] dV
V
= ^ / ( F * - j  (4.29)
I (VG* • C )dV = 4nik0 j  G'pextdV  ,
, y y
where
C = ! •  (A + iVip) ,
and where, for the sake of simplicity, we use the dimensional tensor e =  k^e and 
the normalized scalar potential, </? =  <ß/ko.
In the derivation of Eqs. (4.29), the surface terms
J  dS ■ (F* x V x A) and (G* • C)
s s
(integration is over the conducting boundary S) have been dropped because (F, G) 
must satisfy the same boundary conditions, Eqs. (4.28), as (A, 0) (since it belongs 
to the same functional space). The term
j  dS ■ F*(V • A) (4.30)
s
has been canceled to impose the gauge condition, Eq. (4.25), on the domain bound­
aries. Simultaneous cancellation of another term analogous to (4.30) at r —> 0, in 
principle, allows the fields to acquire a weak logarithmic (~ log(r)) singularity on 
the axis [73, 74]. However, we will further see that in ID cylindrical geometry we 
have to impose additional constraints on the functional space of (A, 0) at r —> 0. 
For any azimuthal mode number m, at least two components of (A, 0) must be zero 
on the axis, which automatically eliminates the singularity of this type.
The remarkable feature of the variational form (4.29) is that it keeps the term 
with V • A. In fact, this is the very term which eliminates the pollution. As men­
tioned before, the variational form based on Eqs. (4.26) with the condition (4.25) 
imposed on the domain boundaries must maintain this condition everywhere. It 
has been demonstrated in [73, 74, 75] that polluted modes usually do not obey the 
Coulomb gauge condition (at least, it seems to be highly improbable that such un­
physical modes can satisfy this condition in the entire volume). Thus, the variational 
form (4.29) eliminates polluted modes together with V-A. The accuracy with which 
the numerical algorithm can keep V • A = 0 indicates the “accuracy” with which 
the solution is pollution-free. Strictly speaking, it has been rigorously proven that
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this approach is pollution-free only for a vacuum, where the comparison between 
numerical and analytical solutions has been performed [73, 75]. On the other hand, 
the code PENN [73, 74] based on this scheme has been extensively benchmarked 
against several other codes, and the evidence for the absence of numerical pollution 
given in [73, 74] for hot plasma is very convincing. In § 4.6 we will also present the 
benchmarking results for our code which confirm this assumption.
To proceed further, it is necessary to determine the field behavior on the axis, r —> 
0. A simple analysis of Maxwell’s equations with the dominating terms ~  l / r  shows 
that the solution regular on the axis must behave asymptotically at r —> 0 as
{Ar,Ae,Er,Ee,Br,Be} ~  r'"*'-1 ,
{Az,<p,Ez,Bz} ~  r |m| , for 0 ,  (4.31)
and
{ A#, Er, E/0, Br, Bq} ~  v ,
{Az, (f), Ez, Bz} ~  const , for m = 0 , (4.32)
where m  is the azimuthal mode number. (The analysis is analogous to that presented 
in [138]. Since at r —> 0 we can consider the plasma parameters constant, the reader 
can also refer to [127] (§ 5.5.2) where the analytic solutions for the fields in a uniform 
plasma cylinder with the tensor (4.2) were obtained.) This form of asymptotic 
behavior is general and is valid regardless of the plasma. Equations (4.31), (4.32) 
show that among the components of (A, <f} only (Ar,Ae) for |m| = 1 and (Az,4)) 
for m  = 0 are non-zero (~ const) on the axis.
For the finite element discretization of Eqs. (4.29) we use the same set of “hat” 
basis functions as in Chapter 2, Eq. (2.11) and Fig. 2.1, with the addition of O’th 
and N’th elements,
t v f (ri — r) /r i  if 0 < r < r\ 
eo(r) =  i  0 elsewhere' ’
/ x _  /  (r -  rN-i) / (rN -  rN- 1) if rN-i < r  < r N 
I 0 elsewhere
r0 =  0, rjv = b (the conducting boundary). Another option would be the use of 
cubic Hermite elements as in [7, 74], which exhibit better convergence rate in warm 
plasma. However, the gain in terms of computational speed and computer memory 
with the use of cubic elements is 2 — 4 compared to the linear ones [73], while the 
amount of analytic and programming work in this case is at least 10 times larger. 
For a ID model, limited computer resources are nowadays not a large problem. 
In addition, for an accuracy of 2 — 3 % the “efficiencies” of both schemes are 
comparable [73].
To obtain a linear system from the variational form (4.29), we
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• take one Fourier-harmonic of the potentials, (A, </>), (F, G) ~  exp{i(m6 + 
kzz)}\ this leaves only the radial derivatives and integration over r in Eqs. 
(4.29),
• represent the approximate form of potentials (A, <j>) through the finite element 
basis functions,
N
{Ar, A#, Az, = y Aßd), Azg), 0(p}e^(r) , (4.33)
i =o
where the coefficients {Ar(p, Az(p, </>(p} are to be found, and
• run the test 4-vector (F, G) through the basis set,
{Fr, Fq, Fz, G) = (e0, 0,0,0), (0, e0,0,0), (0,0,eo,0), . . .
. . .  (0,0, e*, 0), ............  (0,0,0, e^ v) .
We finally arrive at the following linear system, Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37), with the 
(4N  — 3)2, 15-diagonal band matrix (although a bit cumbersome, we reproduce it 
here since it is needed for the remaining analysis):
A r ( i - l ) K l r ( i - 1) +  A - ( i ) £ lr ( i )  +  A r ( i + l ) K l r ( i )
-  jp i- i 4- y  eie^e-rdr j  +
[ n+1 1 47T r*+1
-  iy?(i+i) lpi+ J  £ie^rdr > =  —^  J  j^rdr ,
I n  ) ri-x
(4.34)
— Ar(i-.i)K\o(i-i) — Ar(i)Sio(i) — Ar(i+i)Ki0(i) 
+  A ß ( i - i ) K i r ( i - i )  +  A 0 ( i ) S i r (i) +  A g ( i + i ) K i r (i)
— <P(i-1) \  Qi-i +  J  £2^i'ir'dr > +  (p(i)S2ip(i)
n-i 
n+1
^ (i+ l)
ri+1 ) 47T ri+1
Qi +  J  £‘iei£irdr > =  — —  J  jeeirdr ,
ri ) n - 1
(4.35)
+
+
0>i—1 Q*i
Az(i—i)K^z(i—i) -t- Azq_(-i)Ksz(i)
A *d) j  /  ^ 3  -  ^  ^  efrdr
P ( i - l ) K 3 < p ( i - 1) +  <P(i\S3ip(i) +  iP( i+l )K3tp( i )  
n+iJ  jzeirdr ,47r 
c n - 1
(4.36)
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++
+
+
+
+
i A r (i—1) 1 J  E \ € i —\€ . jV dv  ^  ■^■r(z)*5,ly?(i)
iA r(i+1) jpz -  J  e ie i+ie - r d r |
(  Ti
A 0( i - 1) < - Q i -1 4- J  E2e i - i e i r d r
ri-i
n +1
+  ^ö(i) ^ ^ ( t)
A 0(i+1) < -g* + /  e2e*+ie-rdr
l ri
A z { i - \ )Kz <p ( i - \ )  +  A z{ i ) S ^ [ i )  +  A ^ i + ^ K z ^ i )
^ ( i - l ) -^ 4 v ? ( i - l )  +  V?(i+l)^4<p(i)
f ri+1 ( 2  \  ri+1
<P(i) I  J  ( p S i  +  k \ e 3 j e j r d r  -  2 m  J  ^ e ^ d r  +  6»_ i +  ^
|ri_i '  '  ri_i
. r i+l
47T(J f
------ J  peirdr ,
r*_i
where
K\r(i) 
K i0(i) 
K 3z(i) 
■k^ 3ip(i) 
^ 4  ip(i)
S \ r (i)
S i 0(i) 
Shp(i) 
^ ( i )
r-t+i' it! /
/
n + i
m 2 +  1 2\£i------«-----«4 eiei+irdr + a, ,
i J  ( e2 -  -^ P j e id+ irdr  ,
ri
r*+i /  2 \
/  f^ 3 -  ~  ) eiei+irrfr +  a» ,
r* '  '
n+i
-fc* J  E3eiei+irdr  ,
n
T' i + 1 /  2 \  r
J  ( " T Fl +  ^ 3  ) e ^ ^ i r d r  -
ri '  '
rT  (_  m 2 +  1 2\  2
/  ( -------y -------kz J ef rdr -  a*_i -  a» ,y»2 * J
‘ /  -  7 ? )  e?rd r ,
r*-i
n+i
i J  [ e i e i e p r  -  m e 2e * \ d r  ,
ri-1 
n+i
J  [£2e * e -r  -  r a e i e 2] d r  ,
n -1 
n+i
r  -  b z
Vi- 1
(4.37)
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s 3v(0 =  ~kz J  £*e-rdr  ,
Pi = m  £2eiei+idr , qt = m I
and where ip = (/>/ko, j and p are the external (antenna) current and charge den­
sity and prime designates the radial derivative. Equations (4.34) — (4.37) represent 
the general case, i ^  1, N.
On the conducting shell, i = N  (rN=b), we set Aq(n ) = A z(n ) — P( N)  = 0 simply 
by taking the finite element representation, Eq. (4.33), of {Aq,A z,(/)} (as well as 
{Fq, FZ,G}) without the TVth term. The last equation in the system obtained with 
(F ,G) = (ejv, 0,0,0) is different from the general case, Eq. (4.34):
On the axis, i — Ü (ro = 0), we take {A, 0} = 0  for all components by canceling 
the 0th terms in Eq. (4.33) for them (as well as for {F,G}), except {Ar, Aq) (and 
{Fr,Fo}) for ImI =  1 and {Az,(p} (and {FZ,G}) for m = 0 which are ~  const 
(Eqs. (4.31), (4.32)). It is easy to see that we are forced to do so, otherwise some 
of the integrals in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37) diverge at r —» 0 and the system (4.34) — 
(4.37) becomes degenerate. For programming, it is convenient to eliminate the i =  0 
terms completely: we can always place the point r\ sufficiently close to 0, so that 
Ar(0) ^  Ar{ 1 ) ,  A6{Q) ~  Ad{ 1 )  for \m\ = 1 and Az{0) ~  Az(q, <p(0) ~  ^(l), for m  = 0, 
and add the corresponding terms in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37) for them. Thus, for any 
m  we disregard all the coefficients of {A, 0} with 2 = 0 but make the “correction” 
of the corresponding matrix elements for Ar^  and for \m\ = 1 and for
and p(i) for m  = 0.
To achieve the necessary precision with the linear finite elements, it is sufficient 
to employ a 3-point Simpson formula on an element half-length, ?q_i < r  < r*, to 
compute most of the integrals containing the £ elements in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37). It 
is also quite accurate for integrals of the form,
A r ( N - l ) K l r ( N - l )  +  A g ( N - i ) K i o ( N - i )
and (4.38)
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sufficiently far from r = 0, or more precisely, for such r* and An  = rq — 7q_i that 
either r > 0.1ae/ /  or
r* <  0.1ae//
An
< 0.65 -
\
0 .36 -
(4.39)
where ae/ /  is the “effective” plasma radius calculated in the assumption of para­
bolic-like density profile near r = 0:
ae/ f  — ne (0 ) /172e (r) Ir=o •
For n  < 0.1ae// and outside the region on the (r, Ar) plane given by Eq. (4.39), 
the following formulae provide the required accuracy for the integrals (4.38):
f  _ 7dr _ r 2dr [_ dr _ r dr
J  eie* —  ~  £u J ei —  , J  ~  ei* J e ^ i —  ,
where ei* is the value of eq at the midpoint of an interval. The expressions for 
the remaining integrals can be obtained analytically.
The linear system, Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37), is then solved by Gaussian elimination. 
The above numerical scheme has been realized in the code UFEM which is described 
in Appendix C.
To conclude this Section, we briefly summarize the advantages of the approach 
taken:
• It allows us to construct a finite element algorithm which is pollution-free 
regardless of the types of resonances encountered by the wave in the plasma.
• The precision of the Coulomb gauge, V • A = 0, provides the “measure” 
of the pollution. The plasma response is not distorted by the elimination of 
polluted modes.
• The vacuum is accounted for by a simple change in the dielectric tensor. The 
antenna can have an arbitrary shape and location.
• Despite involving an additional function, compared to Eq. (4.23), the dis­
cretization of all the {A, 0} components can be made using the same set of 
basis functions. Due to the Laplacian structure of the equations, the matrix 
in the linear system is usually very well conditioned, with the largest elements 
concentrated on and near the main diagonal, (the reader can also refer to [73]). 
The matrix is also “dense”: 60% of the matrix band in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37) 
is “filled” (non-zero).
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4.4 N u m e ric a l C o n v erg en ce , P ow er D ep o s itio n  
a n d  E n e rg y  F lu x
With a sufficient number of m- and kz- modes to describe the antenna-radiated 
wave spectrum, the numerical convergence depends only on the radial mesh. The 
wave energy characteristics, such as the power deposition and the Poynting vector, 
as quadratic forms of the wave field, usually show a slower convergence rate than 
the wave field quantities themselves with increasing r-mesh density [7, 73]. So, it is 
convenient to employ them to evaluate the accuracy of the solution.
We take the local power deposition as
where E is the wave electric field and j is the current induced by the wave in plasma,
Strictly speaking, the q(r) defined by the Eq. (4.40) is rather the local rate of 
work done by the wave in a plasma than the local power deposition or absorption. 
The latter has been defined by evaluating the work done on a particle along its 
trajectory and is a positive definite quantity [101, 132]. The local rate of work done 
by the wave however can be locally negative in a warm plasma because particles 
accelerated by the wave at one point can return their energy to the wave later on 
[18]. Note that the definition of the local power absorption is mainly relevant for 
fusion plasmas where power deposition on a magnetic surface is required. For helicon 
sources where particle dynamics effects along a field line are of interest, the rate of 
work done by the wave is a more useful quantity (for a detailed discussion of this 
point see [18]). In any case, the useful data required is the effect of the wave on the 
electron energy distribution function. This permits important estimates to be made 
such as electron heating and direct wave induced ionisation. The response of the 
electron energy distribution is best derived by solution of the Boltzmann equation 
using the detailed linear wave electric field obtained from the code [17].
The total power deposition rate inside a plasma cylinder of radius r, Q(r), can 
be expressed through the anti-Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor and split into 
(m, kz)~modes:
g(r) =  lfle[E*(r)-j(r)] , (4.40)
ji — VijEj — ^  ($ij eij)Ej • (4.41)
Q(r)
o o
0
+ 2Im{e2)Im{ErE*d) + Im(ss)\Ez\2^ r dr . (4.42)
60
20  0
r, cm
Figure 4.1: The radial profiles of the total radial flux of electromagnetic energy, 
Pr(r) (solid line), and the total power deposition inside a cylinder of a radius r, 
Q(r) (broken line), for the cases of poorly (a) (60 r-mesh points) and well (b) (812 
r-mesh points) converged solution. Pr(r) and Q(r) practically coincide in plasma 
in case (b). The plasma radius, a = 18 cm, antenna is located at r = [18.75,19.05] 
cm.
Obviously, Q(r) is positive for any r.
The total flux of the electromagnetic energy going into the cylinder of a radius 
r is the radial component of the Poynting vector flux integrated over the cylinder 
surface,
Pr{r)
Z71
r-^- j  d6 J  dz i?e[E(r) x B*(r)]r
o
E /  dk* Re[EzB*e -  e 6b ;\ .7TTC
~ 2 ~
(4.43)
In Eqs. (4.42), (4.43), E and B are the Fourier-harmonics, E(r, m , k z) and 
B(r,m ,/c2), respectively.
It is straightforward to derive from Maxwell’s equations that Pr(r) =  Q{r) at 
any radius within the antenna radius, r < rant■ We will use this integral relation 
to study the convergence properties of the algorithm and to evaluate the accuracy 
of the solution.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates typical cases of poorly and well converged solution. 
The manifestation of poor convergence is usually the ’’zigzagged” shape of Pr{r) 
and its poor agreement with Q(r). Typically, this is the case when the local r- 
mesh step is not sufficiently small compared to the local radial wavelength. In the 
case of good convergence, the curves of Pr(r) and Q(r) coincide reasonably well. 
In addition, if the antenna is in a vacuum, the maximum of the curve Pr(r) near 
the antenna must coincide with the antenna radiated power computed from the 
impedance, W = (1/2)Re(Z) • Iq.
The curve PT(r) also provides valuable information about the radial propagation
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and dissipation of the wave energy.
4.5 N u m erica l P o llu tio n ; th e  A sy m p to tic  R eg ion
As indicated in § 4.3, the precision with which the algorithm maintains the Coulomb 
gauge, V • A = 0, or more precisely, the relative value of V • A, i. e. a|V • A|/|A|  
(where a is the typical radial dimension of the system, for example, the plasma ra­
dius) can be considered as the pollution factor indicating the level of the numerical 
pollution of the solution. As a rule, the properly converged solution yields low 
a|V • A|/|A|. Practical computations and convergence study show that usu­
ally a|V • A|/|A| < 0.03 — 0.05 is acceptable.
Figure 4.2 shows a typical radial profile of a|V • A|/|A|; in the bulk of the 
system volume a|V • A|/|A| < 10-3. Usually the pollution factor grows from the 
conducting boundary, where the gauge condition, V • A = 0, has been imposed, 
towards the plasma center. It has been noted that for azimuthal modes \m\ > 3 this 
growth can be very sharp near r = 0, while for \m\ < 1 the pollution factor remains 
small everywhere. By applying very dense r-meshes near the center we can virtually 
suppress this growth. Surprisingly, this does not affect the field structure (except 
at a very small region near r =  0) indicating that even with the large pollution 
factor near r = 0 the resulting wave field is, in general, pollution-free. We have 
found an explanation for this effect in the observation that the approximation of 
the fields by linear finite elements often fails to reproduce exactly the asymptotic 
field behavior of the type ~  for \m\ > 3 (Eq. (4.31)). The accuracy of the 
linear approximation at r —* 0 can be evaluated as follows. In Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37), 
the least accurate at r —> 0 are the integrals of the type /r*t_ efrdr. By comparing 
them to the integrals in which the proper function, ~  r 'm', is used for e* we find 
that the relative accuracy of the linear representation of the fields at r —> 0 is
Obviously, for \m\ < 1 when all field components are “linear” (Eq, (4.31)), this 
problem does not exist. Computations show that it practically does not exist for 
\m\ = 2 either, since Ar and Aq are still linear. Even for \m\ > 3, the field amplitude 
usually shows reasonable behavior at r —> 0, however the phase can be significantly 
distorted. At the same time, a very accurate field representation is required to 
maintain V • A «  0. Equation (4.44) shows that the application of a more dense 
r-mesh should improve the solution (the best results in terms of a\ V • A|/|  A| were 
achieved with irregular piecewise-exponential r-meshes of the type r* =  ro exp{a • 
(z — z0)} since they minimize the pollution factor with the minimum number of
(4.44)
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Figure 4.2: The radial profile of the pollution factor, a|V • A |/|A |, in the case of 
well converged solution for the conditions of Fig. 4.1(b), rn =  — 1 ,... +  3.
r-mesh points due to almost constant A rj/r*). Unfortunately, Eq. (4.44) also shows 
that the mesh density must grow infinitely towards the center. In fact, if we want 
to reproduce the fields near r  =  0 correctly for any m, we are forced to employ the 
analytic “solution” (Eq. (4.31)) at r  —> 0.
W ith cubic finite elements, the solution remains unperturbed at r  —> 0 for much 
larger |m|’s [73]. However, the analogous analysis indicates that the same problem 
may arise for \m\ >  8 — 9.
The match between the finite elements and the asymptotic solution, Eq. (4.31), 
can be achieved in several ways:
• 1. We can make eo and the inner half-element of e\ (which can be made 
sufficiently “long” ) to be ~  r r ^ -1 (depending on the field component) 
instead of linear functions.
• 2. We can assume the “asymptotic” relationship (Eq. (4.31)) between the 
zth and (z — l) th  coefficients of the fields at a certain radius, r**, and hence, 
eliminate all z < z* from the linear system, Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37).
•  3. We can find a solution using linear elements and then “forget” about 
it w ithin some radius rm and continue the obtained solution “analytically” 
according to Eq. (4.31) for r  < rm.
A ll these approaches have been tried and gave similar results. However, the 
third one, which is simultaneously the simplest one, gave the best results in terms 
of a|V • A |/|A |. I t  has therefore been employed in the code UFEM. There is no 
general recipe which yields the value of the “match” radius rm in each particular 
case, and strictly speaking, it depends on m : the larger is the |m|, the larger is the 
“asymptotic region” . However, in practical computation, this region is usually quite 
evident. If we use the modes \m\ >  2 and see the unphysical phase distortion near 
r  =  0, the easy way to eliminate it is to increase the r m.
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We can also suggest another possible explanation for the growth of the pollution 
factor at r —> 0. In the asymptotic region (Eq. (4.31)) where the operator V2 
becomes “almost simply” a coefficient (depending on r), Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) 
suggest that in this region the variational form, Eqs. (4.29), and the resulting linear 
system, Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37), either cannot keep V • A = 0 or the 4 matrix lines 
corresponding to each r* must be linearly dependent. It turns out that between 
these 2 “options”: either to keep V • A =  0 or to produce a “good” solution, the 
variational form tends to “choose” the second one, because commonly this problem 
practically does not affect the global field structure. This can also explain a strange 
effect we have observed: with a very dense r-mesh near r = 0, the application of 
double precision for the computation of the matrix elements in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37) 
can sometimes produce a result worse than with the single precision; V • A = 0 
is maintained more precisely leading to higher degeneration of the linear system 
at small r. However, this observation still remains the author’s hypothesis which 
has not yet been checked numerically. In any case, this would force one to use the 
analytic solution at r —> 0 as well.
4.6 Com parison w ith  th e  C ode ISM E N E  5
To make an independent benchmarking of the code UFEM, we performed a de­
tailed quantitative comparison between the wave field structures and the antenna 
impedances produced by the UFEM code and the ISMENE 5 code [7, 133] (bor­
rowed from the CRPP, Lausanne) for the same conditions in four frequency ranges. 
The comparison is also of interest because, a priori, it is not clear whether the 
discretization scheme employed in ISMENE is suitable for computations when the 
LHR is present in the plasma.
The code ISMENE 5 is a ID cylindrical kinetic code which solves electromagnetic 
wave equations in terms of E using cubic Hermite finite elements. It accounts for the 
1st and 2nd order FLR terms and was designed primarily to study AWH and ICRH 
in tokamaks. Since this code works with a limited number of discrete fcz’s (toroidal 
eigenmodes), and since it is not easy and straightforward to put a realistic antenna 
in it, a comparison was made for single (m, kz)~modes. In each case a sufficiently 
well excited mode was chosen from the antenna radiation resistance spectrum.
We use the following set of parameters. The “cylindrical torus” (Appendix A 
(B)) of major radius Rtor = 1 m, conducting wall (“minor”) radius b = 30 cm and 
plasma radius, a = 18 cm. The single-species fully ionized plasma has the following 
density and temperature profiles:
ne(r) = ne0 ( l  -  0.98
0.7
r e,;(r) =  To ( l  -  0.95
2
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Since ISMENE only takes into account electron-ion collisions in the £33 component 
of plasma dielectric tensor, we set the collision frequencies to zero in both codes 
(except the “LH case” (4)) to make the plasma conditions fully equivalent. The 
antenna used is an idealized monochromatic “helical antenna” [6] which launches a 
unique eigenmode and has the Fourier spectrum
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jr — 0 > jo ~  A) kz 1 jz  =  Io r
with the current amplitude, Io =  267 A, located at r =  19 cm. The temperature is 
chosen small enough to minimize the difference between the two codes arising from 
the neglect of FLR effects in UFEM.
(1) The typical Alfven wave case, uj < uod, was realized with a H+ plasma, 
the magnetic field, B0 = 0.1 T, frequency, /  =  1 MHz, ne0 =  1013 cm-3, To 
= 4 eV, m = -l, kz = 0 .1  cm-1 (10th toroidal mode, n=10). The analysis of the 
dispersion relation, Eq. (4.17), for this case shows that the conditions for the Alfven 
resonance (§ 4.2) exists at r ~  12 cm. The plasma is transparent (Re(k\) > 0) for 
both the KAW (r < 12 cm) and the SQEW (r > 12 cm), but the latter is heavily 
damped near the plasma edge. The antenna impedance, Z , obtained by UFEM is 
Z =  45.3 — 61.2i 12 which is very close to the impedance obtained by ISMENE, 
Z =  43.1 — 60z 12. Figure 4.3 also demonstrates good agreement between the radial 
profiles of the wave electric fields obtained from the two codes.
Comparison of the two codes for this case at relatively high temperature, for 
example at To =  40 eV and the same low magnetic field, Bo = 0.1 T, showed 
a significant difference in the wave field structure in the plasma center. This is 
attributed to the neglect of FLR effects in UFEM.
(2) The typical helicon wave case, cj > 10uid, is obtained if, compared to 
the previous case (1), we substitute H+ by Ne+ and take the mode ra= + l, kz = 
0.08 cm-1 (n=8). In fact, n=8 is a very strong and, practically, single isolated 
mode (the first radial mode) in the radiation resistance spectrum for m = + 1 for 
these conditions. The antenna impedances, Z =  18.4 — 1153z 12 (UFEM) and 
Z = 20.4—1137i 12 (ISMENE) are in good agreement. Figure 4.4 shows the wave field 
radial profiles for this case; with the exception of Im(Ez), the match is practically 
perfect. The very sharp field variation near the plasma edge (the “LH spike”, § 4.2), 
which occurs in both codes, was numerically resolved using a very fine radial mesh 
in this region.
(3) The Trivelpiece-Gould mode case, where cu ujlhr = yj^ce^d• The 
excitation of a strong TG wave (§ 4.2) can be observed if we take an Ar+ plasma, 
B0 = 20 G, /  = 13.56 MHz, ne0 = 3 x 1011 cm-3, m = + l, kz =  0.5 cm-1 
(n=50), other parameters are as in case (1). In this case, the plasma is entirely 
transparent (Re(k21 ) > 0) for the TG wave, and the plasma interior, r < 10 cm, is
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Figure 4.3: The radial profiles of the wave electric field in plasma (r < 18 cm) for 
the Alfven wave case (1) obtained from UFEM (the solid line) and ISMENE (the 
broken line).
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Figure 4.4: The radial profiles of the wave electric field for the helicon wave case 
(2). Notations are as in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: The radial profiles of the wave electric field for the TG mode case (3). 
Notations are as in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.6: The radial profiles of the wave electric field for the LH wave case (4). 
Notations are as in Fig. 4.3.
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also transparent for the helicon wave. The impedances, Z  =  264 —4931z Cl (UFEM) 
and Z =  252 — 5151z Cl (ISMENE) are again in good agreement. Figure 4.5 also 
demonstrates good agreement between the wave electric fields for this case.
(4) The lower hybrid wave case, where u  ~  ojlhr — ^/^ce^d• The excitation 
of the LF1 wave can be achieved in a D+ plasma, with B0 = 20 T, /  = 1 GHz, neo 
=  6.1 x 1013 cm-3, To = 6 eV, ra= + l, kz = 0.24 cm“1 (n=24). In this case, we 
take a parabolic density profile with zero edge density, ne(r) = neo(l — r 2/a 2), to 
reduce the wave field discontinuity at the plasma edge. We also include electron-ion 
collisions in e33. Other system parameters are as in case (1). The analysis of the 
wave dispersion shows that in this case the plasma is almost entirely transparent 
for the fast wave. The conditions for the lower hybrid resonance (§ 4.2) are met at 
r «  9 cm. For the LHW the plasma is transparent (Ke(/c2) > 0) only for r > 9 
cm. The antenna impedance obtained is Z = 5 x 104 — 3.25 x 105z Cl (UFEM) and 
Z = 5.86 x 104 — 3.58 x 105z Cl (ISMENE) and are again in good agreement. Figure 
4.6 shows the wave field radial profiles for this case.
We conclude that there is good overall agreement (commonly, with an accuracy of 
10 — 15 %) between the UFEM and ISMENE codes. This agreement is remarkable 
considering the variety of physical phenomena over the range of plasma parameters 
and frequencies from the Alfven range, lj < a;«, up to well above the LH frequency 
and the different nature of the finite element discretization schemes employed in 
each code. As the code ISMENE itself has been benchmarked against several other 
codes [73, 74], the results presented in this Section give us a great deal of confidence 
in the validity of the code UFEM within the physical limits of the model chosen to 
describe the plasma (§ 4.1).
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C h a p te r  5
R esu lts
5.1 C om parison betw een M H D  and  K inetic 
M odels for BASIL
In this Section we compare the results computed by the two codes, FEM which em­
ploys the MHD numerical model of Chapter 2 and UFEM (Chapter 4 and Appendix 
C) which uses the kinetic plasma model. Our goal is to validate the use of the 
MHD model in the computation of helicon wave dispersion and antenna radiation 
resistance in high density sources like BASIL (Chapter 3) and to briefly analyze the 
differences between the two models with respect to such devices.
To demonstrate the comparison, we have chosen the following set of parameters 
which closely approximates one of the experimental cases of Chapter 3 and which 
is rather typical. We use BASIL parameters and (3/2)A helical antenna of Chapter 
3 with /o =  50 A, Bo =  1537 G, /  =  7 MHz, ne(r) = 3.7 x 1013(1 — r 2/a 2) cm-3, 
Te = 4 eV = const, Ar+ plasma with 4% ionization in the plasma center («  28 
mTorr neutral gas filling pressure).
If we limit the spectrum to m = {-1, 0, +1, +3} and \kz\ < 1 cm-1, the total 
antenna impedance obtained by the two codes is Zy =  2.56 -  14.07? ft (FEM) 
and Zy =  1-96 -  13.58? ft (UFEM) with the following distribution between the 
azimuthal modes (FEM /  UFEM):
• Z{m = -1) =  0.0076 -  5.27? ft /  0.148 -  5.38? ft,
• Z(m  = 0) =  0.072 -  1.2? ft /  0.098 -  1.15? ft,
• Z(m=+1) = 2.48 -  7.06? ft /  1.71-6.51? ft,
• Z (m = + 3) =  0.0019 -  0.547? ft /  0.001 -  0.546? ft
It is typical that UFEM produces the total Rrad 10 — 30 % smaller than FEM 
and that R (m = -1) is larger than in FEM but still much smaller than R(m=+1)
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Figure 5.1: Radiation resistance kz-spectra of (3/2)A helical antenna produced by 
(a) FEM code (MHD model) and (b) UFEM code (kinetic model) for BASIL. Bo =  
1537 G, /  =  7 MHz, ne(r) = 3.7 x 1013(1 — r 2/a 2) cm-3, Te =  4 eV, Ar+, 4% 
ionization in the plasma center. ra=-f 1 is shown by the solid line, m= 0 by the 
dotted line and m= -1 by the dashed line.
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Figure 5.2: Radial electromagnetic energy flux for conditions of Fig. 5.1 by FEM 
code (solid line) and UFEM code (dashed line).
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Figure 5.3: Radial profile of \Er\ for conditions of Fig. 5.1 by FEM code (solid line) 
and UFEM code (dashed line) at 9 =  0, z =  15 cm.
r, cm
Figure 5.4: Radial profile of Bz as in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: Axial profile of Ee at r =  1 cm, 6 = 0 for conditions of Fig. 5.1 by 
FEM code (solid line) and UFEM code (dashed line).
which dominates the spectrum. The mode {m =±l, Nr= l }  has the largest Rrad in 
the spectrum in both codes.
The radiation resistance /c2-spectra are shown in Fig. 5.1. Clearly, FEM under­
estimates the wave dissipation. (In Fig. 5.1 (a) we do not show the total “height” 
of the first radial mode of m = ± l for FEM which reaches 175 f2-cm.)
The positions of separate radial modes are very close in both codes. The maxima 
for the m = ± 1 mode occur at kz = ±0.292 cm-1 (FEM) and kz =[-0.267, 0.295] cm-1 
(UFEM); for m= 0 at kz = ±0.096 cm"1 (FEM) and kz =  ±0.108 cm“1 (UFEM). 
The maxima in the spectrum of m= - 1 (kz =[-0.34, -0.02, 0.22] cm-1 (FEM) and 
kz =[-0.318, -0.015, 0.213] cm-1 (UFEM)) cannot be considered as radial modes 
of m = -l as they are rather due to the antenna current /c2-spectrum of this mode 
(Appendix B (D)) than the plasma response. If we can distinguish separate radial 
modes, analogous computation over a certain interval of kz usually shows that 
for well excited modes (such as the first radial mode) their radiation resistances 
are also close in both codes. For example, for this case, R(m=+l,Nr= l)  2.3 Q 
(FEM) and R(m=+l,Nr=l)  ~  1.6 Q (UFEM) which is «  93% of 7?(m=± 1) in both 
codes. We can conclude that the results obtained with the use of the MHD model 
presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are quantitatively quite accurate for the antenna 
radiation resistance and the spectrum (dispersion) of helicon waves. However, we
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will further see that the detailed wavefield structures produced by the two codes can 
be significantly different.
Figure 5.2 shows that the radial electromagnetic energy flux (§ 4.4) in UFEM 
drops much faster over the radius, especially near the plasma edge, than in FEM 
due to the excitation of heavily damped surface slow wave (the LH wave, § 4.2).
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the radial profiles of \Er\ for this case produced by FEM 
code (solid line) and UFEM code (dashed line) at 0 =  0, z — 15 cm, i. e. 1.5 
cm from one of the antenna ends. The LHW manifests itself as a sharp “spike” 
of Er near the plasma edge. Commonly, among the field components, the Er only 
shows the “LH spike”. In Fig. 5.3 we do not show the total amplitude of Er at the 
“spikes” which is «  34 kV/m (left) and «  25 kV/m (right). As discussed in § 4.2, for 
such conditions the plasma is transparent for the LH wave only in a thin low density 
surface layer which is limited on the high density side by the LH resonance/cutoff 
pair. The layer is commonly so thin that the LHW does not have enough space to 
develop a radially propagating wave structure. It is interesting to note that even if 
we take a more realistic density profile with sufficiently high, non-zero edge density 
so as to eliminate the LHR in the UFEM code, the code shows the “LH spike” at 
the edge anyway: the finite element numerical scheme employed in it (§ 4.3) makes 
a kind of continuous smooth approximation for radial system parameters which is 
impossible to avoid. We must also note here that this “LH spike” has not been 
observed experimentally in BASIL due to difficulties in measuring the wave electric 
field in plasma, especially in a thin surface layer.
The wave magnetic fields (Fig. 5.4) and Eq (Fig. 5.5) usually demonstrate an 
agreement between the two codes which is closer than for Er in the antenna near 
field, yet the wave amplitude in UFEM is always smaller in the plasma center where 
it is determined by the helicon mode. It is difficult to make a direct comparison 
between the two codes in the far field where the helicon mode (in UFEM) completely 
dominates the wavefield structure since its axial damping is much larger in UFEM 
than in FEM (Fig. 5.5).
5.2 H elicon and Trivelpiece-G ould W aves in 
W O M B A T
In this Section we demonstrate some results of the simulations performed for the low 
density, low magnetic field helicon plasma source WOMBAT [48]. We approximate 
it as a half-infinite cylinder (Appendix A (D)). In WOMBAT, the “antenna region” 
tube (0.5 m long) is closed at one end by a conducting plate and is followed by a large 
(2 m long) diffusion chamber. No waves reflected from the diffusion chamber have 
been observed experimentally in the antenna region. A double half-turn antenna
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m = + 1
Figure 5.6: Spectrum of the antenna radiation resistance; m = + l is shown by the 
solid line, m = - 1 is shown by the dashed line.
([48], Appendix B (A)) is located at 7.5 cm from the conducting plate. The Ar+ 
plasma is confined in a glass tube (we account for the electron-wall collisions, Eq. 
(4.14)) with inner radius a = 9 cm, and has a parabolic density profile with non­
zero edge density, ne(r) = 3 x 1011 {0.2 + 0.8(1 — (r/a )2} cm-3. The electron 
temperature profile is flat, Te = 3 eV = const, the ion temperature, T, =  0. The 
neutral gas concentration is nn « 3 x  1013 cm-3 =  const which corresponds to the 
filling pressure p ~  0.9 mTorr at T = 300° K and 1% ionization in the plasma 
center. The antenna excitation frequency, /  = 13.56 MHz, the peak antenna current, 
70 = 50 A, the magnetic field, B$ = 50 G. The radius of the inner antenna edge 
is s = 9.7 cm, the conducting shell radius, b =  18.5 cm.
The antenna radiation resistance obtained for the above conditions is Rrad =  
0.722 ft which is close to the typical experimentally measured value. Rrad consists, 
almost entirely, of the modes m = + l and m = -1, R(m=+1) =  0.39 Q, R (m = -1) = 
0.332 the contribution of other azimuthal modes is negligible. Figure 5.6 shows 
the /c2-spectrum of the radiation resistance. In accordance with the experimental 
observations [49], for the bulk of the spectrum the phase velocity parallel to the 
magnetic field (Bo) of the m = -1 mode is greater than that of ra= + l. First radial 
mode of m = + 1 of the helicon wave is clearly identifiable in Fig. 5.6 at kz «  0.29 
cm-1, but higher order radial modes are obscured by a broad spectrum of TG waves.
The wavefield structure is presented in Figs. 5.7 — 5.11. In Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.10 
we have chosen the isogrid so as to reveal the pattern inside the plasma. Clearly, 
the wavefield is the combination of the helicon and TG modes. The TG wave 
structure is quite evident for Er , Ez (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8), Bq and Bz, while the 
structure of E q and Br is almost purely “heliconic” . The resonance cone of the 
TG waves (6 «  «  0.097 «  5.55°, see Eq. (4.22) and Ref. [15]) is also
evident in Figs. 5.7(b) and 5.9; it intersects the z-axis (r = 0) at z ~  95 cm. The
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Figure 5.7: The amplitude (a) and phase (b) of Ez in the axial cross-section 6 = 
0; max\Ez\ = 456 V/m is near the antenna; near the plasma center max\Ez\ ~  60 
V/m. The amplitude (c) and phase (d) of Ez at 6 = 0, r = 3 cm.
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Figure 5.8: The amplitude (a) and phase (b) of Ez in the azimuthal cross-section 
z =  50 cm; max\Ez\ =  85 V/m; 0 =  0 is horizontal. The amplitude (c) and phase 
(d) of Ez at 0 — 7t/4 , z =  50 cm.
phase of the TG wave must be, in theory [15], constant and the TG wave phase 
velocity is infinite along the resonance cone. Practical computations with realistic 
system parameters show that the interaction between the helicon and TG modes 
and numerous wave reflections from the plasma boundary make the picture of the 
wave propagation rather complicated. The wave animation (Fig. 5.9) demonstrates 
that the disturbance propagates from the antenna along the resonance cone very 
quickly (but with a finite velocity) and the TG mode structure near the plasma 
edge propagates faster along B0 than the helicon mode structure in the plasma 
center (not very far from the antenna where it can be identified). Down the plasma 
column this produces a complicated amplitude and phase distribution. For example, 
the amplitude of Ez shown in Figs. 5.8(a) and (c) at z =  50 cm resembles the third 
radial mode of the helicon wave, however it is not: Fig. 5.8(d) shows that the phase 
grows outwards near the plasma edge, as should be expected for TG modes (§ 4.2).
TG modes are mainly responsible for the dissipation of a large fraction («  1/2) 
of the radiated power in the peripheral plasma near the antenna (Fig. 5.10). This 
is likely to be responsible for “hollow” plasma density profiles often observed in 
experiments [48, 52] in early phase of the discharge. The maximum of the power 
dissipation in the plasma center at z ~  40 cm (Figs. 5.10 and 5.11) is probably due to 
two factors: the axial beat wavefield structure (§ 2.4) of the helicon mode which can
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Figure 5.9: A frame from the wave animation subroutine of the UFEM code demon­
strating interaction between helicon and TG waves in WOMBAT. The axial com­
ponent of the wave-induced current in plasma is shown.
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Figure 5.10: The local power deposition (q = (l/2)ite(j • E*)) in the axial cross- 
section 6 = 0; max(q) = 0.9 W/cm3 is near the antenna; in the plasma cen­
ter max(q) «  0.05 W/cm3.
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Figure 5.11: The local power deposition in the azimuthal cross-section z = 50 
cm; max(q) — 0.0543 W/cm3.
be expected with the spectrum as in Fig. 5.6, and the transient “overshoot” in the 
rate of work done by the wave in the antenna near field [18]. This can be connected 
to the enhanced ionization downstreams the plasma column recently observed in the 
experiments in WOMBAT [48].
5.3 L — H Mode Transitions in H-1NF are 
Connected to RF Heating?
Very interesting results were obtained when the UFEM code was applied to model rf 
plasma heating in H-1NF. In this Section we will discuss possible explanations for L 
-  H transitions in H-1NF as well as some similarities between H-1NF and low density 
helicon sources. The latter comparison can be also beneficial for understanding of 
the discharge physics in helicon sources.
H-1NF is a medium-size helical axis stellarator (heliac) [64] which we model here 
by a periodic cylinder (Appendix A (B)) with the “torus” major radius, Rtor =  1 m. 
In reality, the plasma and chamber configurations in H-1NF are very complicated and 
can be quite adequately modelled only with the use of a fully 3D code. Qualitatively, 
the main difference between the ID periodic cylinder and a 3D model can be the 
different spectra of global eigenmodes (different location and excitation efficiency 
of specific modes, possible appearance of continua and “gaps” in the spectrum, 
etc.). Also, due to complicated magnetic geometry, the kinetic wave dissipation 
can be larger than predicted by the cylindrical model and global resonances can be 
broadened by toroidal and poloidal mode coupling [136, 138]. However, the author 
believes that some important qualitative conclusions can be drawn from the present 
ID cylindrical model as well.
It has been known for some time that during the experiments in H-1NF with the
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Figure 5.12: Radial profiles of plasma parameters in H-1NF in H-mode used in the 
code. “High edge density” case.
use of rf system for plasma formation and heating [16], the plasma can undergo the 
transition into the so-called “high confinement mode” (H-mode) [115, 116]. Com­
pared to the “low confinement mode” (L-mode), the H-mode is characterized by 
higher plasma density, much lower level of fluctuations, high ion temperature (Fig. 
5.12) and a potential “well” in the plasma center. L -  H transitions were observed 
in several gases during the scans over the power coupled to the rf antenna and the 
confinement field. All these phenomena are currently not understood. In this Sec­
tion we discuss two possible explanations of the L -  H mode transition in H-1NF. 
We will not consider the effect of L -  H transitions on confinement, stability and 
transport, hence this analysis is far from being complete. However, one of the hy­
potheses discussed below (or their combination) may provide a starting point for 
further detailed analysis.
We must also mention that, since there were certain doubts concerning the ap­
plicability of the UFEM code for these conditions due to the neglect of FLR effects, 
it has been also checked by the ISMENE code ([7, 133], § 4.6) that FLR effects are 
really unimportant here, at lj >  2 0 0 ^ .
The plasma parameters used in the code are shown in Fig. 5.12, they approxi­
mate the experimentally measured ones [116]. Plasma occupies the whole volume: 
the plasma density is non-zero at the conducting wall, a =  b =  30 cm, and in 
the antenna region. In Fig. 5.12, the n e( r ) was taken from early experimental
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measurements which were not quite reliable in the plasma periphery: it is likely 
that the edge density was several times overestimated. On the other hand, these 
measurements were made far from the antenna location, and we can suppose that 
the ne near the antenna is actually higher. We will further see that this may have 
important consequences, so it is of significant interest to consider this, “high edge 
density”, case. Later in this Section we will also consider the “low edge density” 
case for which ne(a) ~  4 x 1010 cm-3 and which looks more realistic. The plasma 
consists of 100% Ar+. Note that the maximum ionization rate (in the plasma center) 
is only «  60%, so it is reasonable to suppose that the plasma density is somehow 
proportional (through the ionization) to the antenna radiated power.
Curiously, in the H-mode the ion temperature reaches 85 eV in the plasma 
center, while the electron temperature is much lower, being «  6 eV in the center 
and reaching «  30 eV near the antenna. This unusual temperature difference also 
remains unexplained.
The antenna used in the code approximates the double saddle coil used in H-1NF 
(Appendix B (F), Fig. B.4, [16]) with 9a = 0.3 rad, 9b = 1.3 rad, d = 1.2 cm (the 
wire diameter) and 21 = 11.3 cm (the antenna axial length). The radius of inner 
antenna edge, s = 20 cm. Since 9a 4- 9b ~  7r/2, the m=  ±  2 azimuthal modes are 
the largest in the antenna current Fourier-spectrum. The antenna is “electrically 
long”: the current is not constant along the antenna length and hence there is a 
charge distribution (Appendix B); it is also unshielded (no Faraday screen and no 
side limiters), so it operates in the plasma and is capable of drawing a significant 
sheath current through the plasma so that the current through the output feeder can 
be 5 — 35 % smaller than the current through the input feeder, / 0 =  300 A (peak 
value). To model this, we take the “current propagation constant”, ß = 2 x 10~3 
cm-1 in the code (Appendix B) which corresponds to the 7% current difference. It 
should be noted however that even the 35% current difference (ß = 0.01 cm"1) does 
not have a significant effect on the wavefield structure and the antenna loading. The 
antenna excitation frequency, f  = 7 MHz, which is close to the LHR frequency. The 
constant magnetic field, B0 = 0.077 T in the code.
Under the above conditions, there is no LHR in plasma: min(ne) = ne(a) = 
1.92 x 1011 cm-3 while the LHR layer appears in the plasma at ne «  1.915 x 1011 
cm-3. (As mentioned in § 4.2, Eq. (4.21), for these conditions, the position of the 
LHR depends, with high accuracy, on density only and practically does not depend 
on the wavenumber.)
Figure 5.13 demonstrates the antenna impedance spectrum for this case. The 
best excited mode is {m=+1, n=6} (kz = 0.06 cm-1), apparently, it is a global 
eigenmode. (In this Section, we do not account for the full spectrum of the antenna 
reactance, so the Im(Z) can be underestimated. Also note that the spectrum is 
discrete over kz: by n we designate the toroidal mode number here, kz = n /R tor.)
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Figure 5.13: The antenna radiation resistance spectrum for the “high edge density” 
case.
R-rad, ~  3 fl, the total radiated power, P ^  133 kW.
Figure 5.14 shows a radial profile of Er for this case. The wavefield structure is 
determined by the fast wave since the slow wave is evanescent in the entire volume. 
The remarkable feature of the FW under the conditions close to the LHR is that 
it very much resembles the LH wave: it is shortwavelength and almost purely elec­
trostatic, yet “forward propagating” (§ 4.2). For this case, an attempt was made 
to compute the ion heating straightforwardly, by taking the ion part of the current 
(through the “ion” part of the plasma dielectric tensor, Eq. (4.2)) in (l/2)Re(E-j*). 
The result was that only «  100 W goes into the ion heating, while it can be es­
timated by a simple transport analysis that minimum «  20 kW is required to 
maintain the ion temperature that high. We can safely conclude that the linear 
model used in UFEM is unable to explain this super-efficient ion heating in H-1NF 
and look for nonlinear mechanisms.
One reasonable possibility is the ion stochastic heating. The threshold criterion 
for this phenomenon to occur has been derived by C. Karney in several works on the 
stochastic ion heating by LH waves [79, 80, 81]. It states that the wave amplitude 
must be larger than the threshold value (in SI units),
(51>
where kj_ is the wavenumber perpendicular to the static magnetic field B q. We
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Figure 5.14: Radial profile of Er in H-1NF at z = 157 cm, 6 = 1  rad. “High edge 
density” case.
can safely apply this theory under these conditions since the physical situation is 
almost equivalent to the LHH scenario. (In addition, it must be mentioned here that 
the theory of the stochastic ion heating can be considered very reliable, as it has 
been proven in both special experiments and LHH in tokamaks with the accuracy 
±20%, [80, 81].) Calculation of k± of the FW for this case according to Eq. (4.17) 
shows that in the plasma center k±rw ~  95 m_1, and Eq. (5.1) gives Eth ~  1-44 
kV/m. The wave amplitude in Fig. 5.14 is 10 — 20 times higher. Thus, we can 
expect that under these conditions the stochastic ion heating can be very robust. 
C. Karney shows in [81] that when |E| Eth, from 70% (in the regime when the
dissipation is dominated by ion Landau damping on quiver motion) to almost 100% 
(in the regime dominated by collisional damping) of the wave energy goes into the 
ion heating. It should be further checked, both numerically and experimentally, 
whether the deformation of the ion distribution function in H-mode obeys Karney’s 
theory. Later in this Section we will discuss a more realistic possibility of the wave 
amplitude being close to the stochastic heating threshold.
It is curious that the code-produced amplitude of the wave scalar potential for 
this case (Fig. 5.15) forms a “well” (yet zigzagged by the wavefield structure) 
dropping from 400 — 800 V near the antenna to 100 — 150 V in the center. The 
same order of magnitude drop has been measured in experiments for the stationary 
electric potential in the plasma. On the other hand, the wave of this amplitude can
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Figure 5.15: Radial profile of the wave scalar potential as in Fig. 5.14
develop a significant rf pressure [3, 61] which can also create a potential “well” in 
the plasma.
We now consider the “low edge density” case by changing the plasma density 
profile near the edge so that ne(a) ä 4 x 1010 cm-3. Other system parameters are 
as in the previous case (Fig. 5.12). In this case, the LHR layer (ne = 1.915 x 1011 
cm-3) is at r «  15 cm, i. e. ~  5 cm in front of the antenna (from the high density 
side). Figure 5.16 shows the antenna impedance spectrum for this case. The best 
excited mode in the spectrum of Re(Z) is {ra=+2, n= 1} (kz = 0.01 cm-1). Rrad 
is low («  0.14 CL) and so is the antenna radiated power, P «  6.3 kW. Figure 5.17 
demonstrates a radial profile of Er for this case. There is a large amplitude LH 
wave (which can only propagate in the low density edge plasma between the LHR 
layer and the wall, § 4.2), however the wave amplitude is much lower in the plasma 
bulk beyond the LHR layer. It looks like the LHR layer “shields” the antenna from 
the plasma. We have established that this picture remains qualitatively the same 
if we scan the plasma density (multiplying the above density profile by a factor) 
within the limits ne(0) =  [7.46 — 8.13] x 1011 cm-3 (except the small region near 
Tte(0) = 7.65 x 1011 cm-3 which we discuss below), despite the fact that Rrad is very 
sensitive to ne due to a large number of close eigenmodes of the short wavelength 
LH wave: the 1 — 2 % change of ne may result in a 20 — 30 % (or even larger) 
change of Rrad-
Comparing Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 with Figs. 5.16 and 5.17, one may suggest the
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Figure 5.16: The antenna radiation resistance spectrum for the “low edge density” 
case, ne(0) =  7.94 x 1011 cm-3.
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Figure 5.17: Radial profile of Er for the “low edge density” case as in Fig. 5.16.
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following explanation for the L -  H transition. If we perform the power scan, then 
first, when the power (and density) is small, almost all of it is deposited in the plasma 
periphery since the LHR layer efficiently “shields” it from the plasma bulk. As the 
density grows, at a certain moment the ne in front of the antenna becomes large 
enough, the LHR layer moves behind the antenna, so the wave suddenly “breaks 
through” into the plasma bulk causing the density and temperature jump. Further, 
the system picks up the nearest global eigenmode (not necessarily the {m =+l, n=6} 
as in the above “high edge density” case, UFEM’s periodic cylinder is too simple to 
model the real H-INF’s geometry) and stabilizes on it. This operational point can 
be stable (at least, it is clear that it can be stable in one direction) because
• if the density (power) sporadically rises, the system moves away from the 
resonance condition, the Rraci decreases and so does the power and, finally, the 
ionization rate and the density.
• if the density (power) sporadically drops, then we can expect that the LHR 
layer appears in front of the antenna, almost all the power is deposited near 
it, so the density rises back, eliminating the LHR.
It is also noticeable (in favour of the above hypothesis) that the position of the 
LHR depends on Bo, frequency and ion mass in the same way as the experimentally 
observed L -  H transitions depend on the above values. To demonstrate the point, 
we re-write Eq. (4.21), which determines the LHR condition, in the following form 
in practical units:
4.3 x 105 1 9.72 x U P
M iP ~ B l ~  ^  ’ ( }
where ne is in cm-3, B0 is in T, /  is in MHz and M* is in atomic units. For 
example, if we take Bo = 0.1 T instead of 0.07 T, then neLHR =  8.14 x 10lü cm-3. 
If we fix neLHR — 1.915 x 1011 cm-3, then the “critical” magnetic field, Bo = 0.051 
T for Ne+ and Bo = 0.022 T for He+, etc.
Now, it is difficult to say whether the plasma density can be high enough near 
the antenna for this mechanism to work. The known peripheral ne is well within the 
margin of experimental error; moreover, it has not been measured near the antenna 
itself.
This qualitative analysis would be incomplete if we did not consider the situation 
when a global eigenmode is excited in the presence of the LHR layer in front of the 
antenna. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 are obtained for the “low edge density” case with 
ne(0) =  7.65 x 1011 cm-3 and show a strong resonance of the {m=+2, n=5} mode. 
We can see that, in spite of the LHR layer in front of the antenna, a strong fast 
wave is excited in the plasma center and its structure very much resembles the first 
radial mode of m=+2. The ion stochastic heating is also possible: k±pw ~  17.3
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Figure 5.18: The antenna radiation resistance spectrum for the “low edge density” 
case with ne(0) = 7.65 x 1011 cm-3.
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Figure 5.19: Radial profile of Er for the case of Fig. 5.18.
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m-1 in the center, and from Eq. (5.1), Eth ~  7-9 kV/m which is 4 -  8 times lower 
than the wave amplitude in Fig. 5.19.
As a modification of the above hypothesis (which is probably more realistic), we 
can suggest that in the H-mode the system subsists on the first global eigenmode 
of the FW which becomes available in H-1NF with the rising density. The FW 
dissipation in H-1NF (at least in the present linear model) is low, and the “spike” 
on the R rad vs. n e scan corresponding to this resonance is sharp (compare, for 
example, R rad in Figs. 5.16 and 5.18). Once the density reaches the “positive” slope 
part of the spike, the situation becomes “self-developing”: the density rise results in 
the rise of R rad which causes the increase of ne, etc. The system quickly passes the 
maximum of Rrad{ne) and stabilizes at some point on the negative slope part of the 
curve. As discussed in § 2.3.3, such a point is stable because the density increase 
causes the R rad to decrease, and the density drop results in an increase of R rad (and 
hence, the ionization rate and the density rises back).
There is a lot of similarity between the “E”-to-“H” coupling mode transitions 
observed in the low density helicon source WOMBAT [48, 49, 54, 55] and the L -  
H mode transitions in H-1NF. When the density is low (no “global” eigenmodes of 
the FW available in the system), the antenna radiation resistance is low and the 
discharge is unstable (high level of fluctuations). Once the density becomes large 
enough so that the first possible (“global”) eigenmode of the FW can be excited 
(in helicon sources this is commonly the mode {ra=+l, Nr= 1} or {ra=0, Nr=1} 
depending on the antenna type), the system picks up this operational point and 
subsists on it stably within a certain region in the system parameter space (Chapter 
3). Similarly to H-1NF, the antenna radiation resistance and the plasma density in 
“H” mode are significantly higher than in “E” mode [49] and the discharge is stable.
It is clear that the present linear model overestimates the wave amplitude at 
resonances (Figs. 5.14, 5.15 and 5.19) since it underestimates the wave damping; a 
proper account for the ion stochastic heating for example, would definitely lower the 
wave amplitude. In fact, the steady state amplitude can be right near the threshold 
of the stochastic heating (Eq. (5.1)). This can play the role of another stabiliz­
ing factor: once the wave amplitude rises above the Eth, an additional dissipation 
mechanism “switches on” causing it to decrease, and vice versa. Or the amplitude 
and the dissipation rate can be stabilized at a level above (but not very much) 
the threshold, since the stochastic ion heating efficiency is proportional to the wave 
amplitude unless |E| Eth [81].
From this point of view, we can expect that:
• No similar L -  H transitions should be observed if the plasma is formed and 
sustained by other means, for example by ECRH only.
• Numerous L -  H (and possibly H -  L) transitions will be observed as higher
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order global eigenmodes will be excited at higher densities.
• The system behavior can be different at full ionization since the partial gas 
ionization is one of the main stabilizing factors for the H-mode.
Presently, there is very little experimental proof for any of the above hypotheses. 
Further experimental and theoretical investigation should answer the question of 
how the L -  H mode transitions in H-1NF are related to the rf plasma formation 
and heating. Nevertheless, the author believes that this connection should be very 
close since the L -  H transitions were only observed with rf system in operation, 
and since in this case, the rf heating is the primary factor determining the plasma 
condition.
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions, Further 
Developm ent
6.1 Sum m ary and C onclusions
We have employed the MHD numerical model (the FEM code) to study the antenna 
radiation resistance and the helicon wave dispersion in high density helicon sources. 
For such devices, the double saddle coil and the helical antenna have the highest 
R rad for densities corresponding to optimum excitation of the m = + l first radial 
mode. The double half-turn and helical antennas mainly excite the 7 7 1 = + 1  mode, 
whilst the double saddle coil also well excites the m = + 3 mode.
A double half-turn antenna has a low Rrad in small high density devices but a 
satisfactory R rad in large (low density, low magnetic field) devices (§ 5.2). Experi­
mentally it has the advantage that it can launch the |ra |= l modes with no constraints 
imposed by the antenna geometry on the fcz-spectrum. Recent experimental investi­
gations of plasma formation using this antenna have demonstrated explicitly that a 
wider range of plasma conditions can be obtained than for a double saddle coil [48]. 
We emphasize however the importance of a series feed for all antennas in order to 
maximize the ratio of the R rad to the matching network loss resistance.
We have numerically confirmed the well known experimental fact that in high 
density sources negative m modes are not efficiently excited, especially in small 
devices. The poor excitation of negative azimuthal modes is mainly due to the 
effect of the plasma density gradient. Consequently, an attempt to excite the m = - 
1 mode in BASIL by quadrature phasing of a pair of double saddle coils so as to 
eliminate the m = + l mode has resulted in the excitation of the m = + 3 mode instead 
of m = -l [111].
We have numerically investigated the dependence of the R rad of the double saddle 
coil on density. The R rad is seen to reach a limiting value above densities where the 
first radial mode parallel wavelength of m = + 1 approaches the antenna length. This
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may explain the often observed experimental result that the plasma density attains 
a value that fixes the wavelength at about twice the antenna length for both double 
saddle coils and helical antennas [19, 97]. It is often observed for these antennas 
that the density rises in proportion to magnetic field in order to keep the helicon 
wavelength constant.
We have examined the effect of the density profile on the Rrad• Even though the 
shape of the Rrad spectrum is sensitive to the profile, for broad profiles the m = + l 
mode radiation resistance is fairly constant. As the profile becomes steeper, the 
Rra(i decreases, suggesting that the plasma formation process is inherently stable 
with respect to profile.
The helical antenna has an excellent directivity in high density sources when 
optimized for the m = + 1 mode due to the fact that negative m  modes are not 
efficiently excited. This is in good agreement with experiments and is linked to the 
fact that the helical antenna can form one-sided plasmas. We have also shown that 
the helical antenna excites wavefields of larger amplitudes (in the direction where 
kz > 0) than the double saddle coil. We propose that the helical antenna is the best 
choice for a plasma source in which the antenna is to be located at one end of the 
plasma column. In large devices, the directivity of the helical antenna also appears 
to give the best chance of exciting the m = - 1 mode separately.
The interference of several radial modes is shown to be responsible for axial 
beat patterns commonly observed in experiments. Radial modes higher than Nr=l, 
which may be unimportant in the spectrum of the antenna impedance, are observed 
to be nonetheless quite visible in the spectrum of the wavefield in the plasma center.
Detailed wavefield measurements performed in BASIL have confirmed that the 
helicon wave launched by both double saddle coil and helical antennas is composed 
mainly of the ra= + l first radial mode. For both antennas, good agreement was 
found between experimental measurements of the wave dispersion and the antenna 
radiation resistance and the results of the MHD numerical model. This justifies, to 
a certain extent, the neglect of finite electron mass (implying Ez— 0) by the FEM 
code for those conditions. We also conclude that there are negligible power losses 
through parasitic effects in BASIL.
The numerical model was further upgraded so as to take into account parallel 
electron dynamics and, to a certain extent, other kinetic effects. The pollution-free 
finite element numerical scheme, formulated in terms of electromagnetic potentials 
and suitable for computations in the presence resonances in plasma, has been devel­
oped and realized in the UFEM code. The code has been successfully benchmarked 
with the code ISMENE 5 for four important frequency ranges, from Alfven to above 
the lower hybrid.
Comparison between the MHD and kinetic models for BASIL conditions demon­
strated that the MHD model is fairly accurate in the computation of the radia-
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tion resistance and the helicon wave dispersion, however it underestimates the wave 
damping. Specifically, the MHD model does not account for the possibly large effect 
of the surface lower hybrid wave on energy deposition.
Modelling of the low density, low magnetic field helicon plasma sources WOM­
BAT and HARE [52], using UFEM code, demonstrated that both helicon and 
Trivelpiece-Gould waves are important in such devices. The m = -1 mode can be 
excited in low density plasmas almost as well as m = + l, but the m = - 1 wavefield 
corresponds to longer wavelengths and higher phase velocities. TG modes were 
found to be responsible for the deposition of a significant fraction of rf power in the 
plasma periphery near the antenna.
The application of UFEM code to model the rf plasma heating in H-1NF heliac 
demonstrated that the L -  H transitions in H-1NF could be linked to the excitation 
of global eigenmodes of the fast wave. First global eigenmodes were found in the 
code for conditions close to the system parameters when L -  H transitions were 
observed experimentally. It was also demonstrated that an operational point close 
to the eigenmode can be stable, first of all due to partial gas ionization, and that 
the ion stochastic heating can be very efficient for those conditions.
The UFEM code has proven to be a useful tool for the investigation of rf wave 
physics in low temperature current-free cylindrical plasmas. Work with the code is 
only beginning and promises interesting findings in the near future.
This study is but a first, simple step toward a complete understanding and 
quantification of the helicon discharge physics.
6.2 Further D evelopm ent
In this Section we consider a possible strategy to develop a 3D ICRH 1 code which 
could be applicable for stellarators (paying special attention to the H-1NF) and 
tokamaks.
It is also becoming clear that the proper account for the real system geometry 
is important for low density, low field helicon sources. For example, an attempt 
to model such a source HARE [52] by the UFEM code yielded an agreement with 
experimentally obtained data which was not satisfactory (this could partially be 
attributed to possible experimental mistakes, but not completely), indicating the 
need for a more sophisticated and more adequate modelling for such devices which 
are commonly at least 2-dimensional. Particularly in HARE [52], the “antenna 
region” tube (b = 10.2 cm) is rather short (L = 30.5 cm) and followed by a small
^ o r  the sake of simplicity, the whole [Alfven -  LH] frequency range will be often referred to as 
the “ICRH” in this Section, despite the fact that it is actually much broader than the conventional 
frequency range for Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating.
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diffusion chamber having b = 16 cm and L = 30 cm. The external magnetic field 
and the plasma density vary up to 2 — 3 times over the device length.
As mentioned in § 5.3, the code UFEM can only be applied for a qualitative 
analysis in the case of H-1NF. From the point of view of a theorist, the heliac is a 
fully 3D machine. The proper account for the 3D heliac geometry may result in a 
significant change of the eigenmode spectra, compared to the “periodic cylinder”, 
and of the wave dissipation, due to several specifically 3D effects such as the toroidal 
and poloidal mode coupling. To the best of the author’s knowledge however, there 
are no codes directly applicable to ICRH modelling in H-1NF. In particular, little 
work in global wave codes has been performed to model waves in the LH range. The 
real ICRH system in the H-1NF operates for frequencies from below up to (and 
above) the LHR, while no one existing or proposed code covers this frequency range. 
Recently, a 3D ICRH code STELION [136] has been developed. However,
• STELION is still not well trusted. Partially, because it is currently the only 
3D ICRH code in the world, hence its full benchmarking is still incomplete.
• The frequency range for which STELION is definitely applicable is limited to 
[1 -  several] xw«, while the frequency range employed in the experiments in 
H-1NF is much broader: [Alfven -  LH]. The divergence-free finite difference 
discretization scheme in terms of E employed in STELION is quite suitable for 
weak resonances, such as ion-ion hybrid or ion minority cyclotron resonance 
in the case of a strong dissipation in hot dense thermonuclear plasma, but it is 
difficult to use it in the case of strong resonance (such as the LHR), especially 
in the case of weak dissipation, without facing the numerical pollution problem.
• It is unclear whether STELION can be easily modified so that to place an 
antenna into the plasma, which is its operational condition in H-1NF (§ 5.3).
• The “reduced order” form of plasma dielectric tensor [120] employed in STE­
LION is a kind of WKB approximation, since it requires the solution of the 
local dispersion relation to separate the fast wave. In fact, it is only well ap­
plicable in large devices, while the vast majority of experimental devices in 
the world are small- and medium- size (including the H-1NF).
• STELION can only use magnetic configurations with nested magnetic surfaces, 
while in the H-1NF (and other stellarators) magnetic islands are very common.
All these problems can be resolved by means which are significantly simpler than 
those employed in STELION (and some other 2D and 2.5D codes).
At first sight, the straightforward 3D finite element discretization in real space 
seems to be the most natural way to create a 3D code. However, it is extraordinarily 
time- and work- consuming. In addition, present day computers can provide only a
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coarse numerical resolution for this scheme, and such resolution may appear to be 
incompatible with the short wavelength plasma oscillations (such as LH waves) to 
be studied.
Another possible approach which should be more realistically achievable in rea­
sonable time, is to use a Fourier-decomposition in toroidal and poloidal angles for 
the field, the plasma dielectric tensor and other terms in the equations (similarly 
to [120]) which results in a system of ID differential equations for the “radial” 
coordinate. Thus, the 3D task is effectively being reduced to ID. Commonly, in 
medium-size devices not many toroidal and poloidal modes are efficiently excited, 
which results in a considerable reduction of required computer resources. However, 
there is a price to pay: the resulting system of equations is mode-coupled over 
both toroidal and poloidal modes and its convergence properties with respect to the 
number of modes (which is always limited in real computations) should be further 
studied. On the other hand, the same approach was adopted, for example, in [120], 
in the code STELION [136] and 3D stability code TERPSICHORE [4] and it was 
found that this problem is commonly not very significant.
Such a code could be relatively easily interfaced with the standard 3D equilibrium 
code VMEC [66] to obtain the plasma equilibrium quantities. The presence of the 
wave vectors, due to the Fourier-decomposition, also makes the incorporation of 
kinetic damping mechanisms through the plasma dielectric tensor straightforward 
and natural.
The advantages of using the electromagnetic potentials, {A,0}, are discussed in 
§ 4.3. It is particularly important for a 3D code that in this case the matrix in the 
linear system is usually so well conditioned [73] that it enables the application of 
fast iterative algorithms requiring much less computer memory and time than the 
standard Gaussian elimination. (There is also an idea, which deserves to be studied, 
to employ a conformal transformation, preserving Maxwell’s equations, to the (A,$) 
field in order to realize a simplified change of geometry from a cylindrical one to a 
heliac-like bean shape, if such a transformation can be found.)
The coordinate system used together with the above Fourier-transform in the 
codes STELION [136] and TERPSICHORE [4] are the so-called “flux coordinates” 
in which the “radial” coordinate is the magnetic surface number [138]. This yields a 
non-orthogonal coordinate system which makes the analytic and programming work 
very complicated and cumbersome. The advantage of using the flux coordinates is 
that the wave equations contain only first derivatives over the “radial” coordinate. 
However, this is not a large advantage when one uses the (A,0)-technique because 
the variational form in it (Eq. (4.29)) contains only the first derivatives anyway. 
Hence, it would be easier to construct an orthogonal coordinate system. In partic­
ular, if there is a vacuum gap between the plasma and the conducting wall, it can 
be constructed in a conventional way [74, 138] so that the last pseudo-flux surface
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coincides with the conducting wall. Specifically for the H-1NF, common straight 
toroidal coordinates can be used in the 1st approximation (since there is, strictly 
speaking, no conducting shell surrounding plasma in H-1NF). Moreover, the r — 0 
can be placed in the central conductor thus eliminating any problems with the sin­
gular wave behavior on the magnetic axis. Further, since it is not necessary to follow 
nested magnetic surfaces in this approach, magnetic islands can be treated as well.
To model the plasma, it is possible and necessary to use the “full physics” plasma 
dielectric tensor derived in [30] and used in the codes ISMENE [7, 133] and PENN 
[74]. Despite having a complicated form (the dielectric tensor becomes a differential 
operator), it contains all the linear wave physics relevant to the H-1NF conditions, 
particularly, all kinds of kinetic effects, including the FLR effects up to the second 
order, and linear mode conversion. Since it also accounts for the plasma current, such 
a code can be used for tokamaks as well. The use of the “reduced order” form of the 
dielectric tensor in STELION [120, 136] was, probably, prompted by the evaluation 
of supercomputer resources available about 2 years ago. In practice, the development 
of supercomputers is nowadays so rapid that it is quite possible to use the VPP300 
supercomputer installed at the ANU Supercomputer Facility to model medium-size 
devices, such as H-1NF, without any oversimplifying assumptions. Moreover, unlike 
the finite difference discretization scheme employed in STELION, the finite element 
method allows the short-wavelength slow wave structure to be underresolved without 
the algorithm divergence at the resonance. Commonly, in such a case, the antenna 
coupling and the global wavefield and power deposition structure are not affected, 
except near the thin resonance layer. Further, the application of cubic Hermite 
finite elements (as, for example, in [7]), though more difficult to program compared 
to standard linear ones, enables one to speed up the code and reduce the memory 
consumption up to 4 times, and simultaneously eliminates problems with accurate 
numerical differentiation of potentials in the computation of electric and magnetic 
fields and improves the wavefield behavior on the magnetic axis (§ 4.5).
So, the best approach to the creation of a 3D ICRH code suitable for H-1NF 
would probably be the combination of Fourier-decomposition in orthogonal coordi­
nates with the finite element discretization in terms of (A,</>) with the use of cubic 
Hermite finite elements and the use of the “full physics” plasma dielectric tensor [30]. 
This approach however also requires a lot of analytic and programming work. To a 
certain extent, it can be facilitated by the use of symbolic manipulation software, 
such as the MAPLE language [32].
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A ppendix A
Different System  G eom etries
In this Section we describe how 4 different system geometries can be treated in the 
same numerical algorithm.
Having solved the wave equations for separate kz-modes of the wave field, ~  
exp(ikzz), it is not difficult to describe an infinite plasma cylinder, a plasma cylinder 
bounded by conducting plates at one or both ends, or approximately model toroidal 
geometry by a periodic cylinder. We will demonstrate how this can be accomplished 
through manipulation of the /c2-harmonics of the wave field and the antenna current 
and charge.
In all cases below, we take Fourier-transforms of various functions so that in­
verse Fourier-transforms are simply sums (for discrete kz-spectra) or integrals (for 
continuous kz-spectra) over all kz-modes.
(A) Infinite cylinder. This is the “basic” geometry for the algorithm. This 
model is adequate when the plasma cylinder is long enough, waves are sufficiently 
damped along z so that there is no reflection from the cylinder ends. The kz- 
spectrum is continuous. The Fourier-transform over z is
+oo
j(fcz) =  ^  J , (A.l)
— OO
and the inverse Fourier-transform,
-Too
j(z) =  J  elkzZ](kz)dkz . (A.2)
— OO
In Eqs. (A.l), (A.2) j can be the antenna current, charge or any wavefield compo­
nent.
The origin of the coordinate system in this transform, 2  = 0, we define as 
the antenna geometric center (AGC) (In fact, this point can be arbitrary; note 
however that the Fourier-transforms presented in Appendix B for different antennas
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> "mirror 
”  image"
z = L
Figure A.l: Plasma cylinder bounded by a conducting wall at z = 0 (cases (C) and 
(D)) and at z = L (case (C) only).
are expressed with respect to the real antenna geometric centers at z = 0; in this 
case formulae are usually simpler.)
(B) Cylinder with equalized ends ( “torus” ). We can partially account 
for toroidicity by equalizing the cylinder ends, i.e. using the periodic boundary 
condition, A(z) = A(z + 27TnRtor), where A is any value, Rtor is the torus major 
radius and n is any integer number. This yields the discrete fcz-spectrum, kz(n) = 
n I  R to r -  The z k z Fourier-transforms in this case are
2nRtor
j(fc2(n)) =  r— -  /  (z)dz,  (A.3)
tor j
(A -4)
n
Again, in Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), j can be the antenna current, charge or any 
wavefield component.
(C) Finite-length cylinder. The plasma cylinder is bounded by conducting 
plates at both ends. Axial eigenmodes can be excited in the system due to wave 
reflection from the ends. For this case we place the coordinate system origin, z = 0, 
at one of the cylinder ends, the AGC at z = zagc and another conducting boundary 
at z = L (Fig. A.l). (2  =  0  can be chosen at any one of the conducting plates. 
Note also that as we take the positive direction of 2 coinciding with the external 
magnetic field, Bo, both zagc and L can be either positive or negative, depending on 
the direction of Bo.)
To satisfy the boundary conditions at 2 =  0 and z  = L,
{Er , Re, Bz}\z=o = {Er, Ee, Bz}\z=l =  0 , 
we have to Fourier-expand {£r, Ee, Bz}(z) in discrete series of sin(fcz(n)2 ) [57],
{Er,Ee,Bz}(z) ~5Zsin(fcz(n)2 ) ...  > (A-5)
n
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n = 0, 1 ,2 ,Tink z ( n )  i
The analysis of Maxwell’s equations shows that other functions must be Fourier- 
expanded as follows,
{jr, je,p}0 )  ~  E sinfc(„)z) ' - '  ’
n
{Ez,Br,B e, j z}(z) ~  ^ c o s {kz(n)z ) . . .  , (A.6)
n
where j and p are the antenna current and charge.
We can further split sin(kz^ z )  and cos(kz(n)z) into exp(±ikz(n)z) to obtain 
the “standard” representation of the Fourier-expansion. Note that in this case, the 
resulting spectrum is formally equivalent to the fc2-spectrum of the “torus” (Eq. 
(A.4)) if we take Rtor = L / tt and an equal number of positive and negative 71- 
modes.
(D) Half-infinite cylinder. In helicon plasma sources, it is often the case that 
an antenna is placed not far from a conducting plate at the end of the cylinder. 
Here we must take into account the possibility of wave reflection from this plate. 
However, the plasma is long enough in one direction (z > 0 or z < 0) so that the 
reflection from the other end can be neglected.
As for the finite-length cylinder (C), we place z =■ 0 at the conducting plate 
(Fig. A.l). The Fourier-expansion of variables is analogous to case (C), Eqs. (A.5), 
(A.6), but the kz-spectrum is continuous,
{Er,Ee,B z, j r,je,p}(z) ~  J  dkz{sm(kzz ) . . .}  ,
{Ez,Br,B e, j z}(z) ~  J  dkz{cos(kzz ) ...}  , (A.7)
and we can also split sin(kzz) and cos(kzz) into exponents, as for the case (C). 
Note that the use of the expansion (A.7) is equivalent to having an “antenna mirror 
image” at z = —zagc in an infinite cylinder (Fig. A.l), so that
{jr,je,p}{~z) = -{jr , je,p}(z)  ,
j z ( - z )  = j z(z) .
We will formulate the results of this analysis into a set of rules which are easily 
programmable and allow us to include all four system geometries into the one code, 
once the wave equations are solved for separate kz-modes of the type ~  exp(ikzz). 
(The rigorous proof of these rules is cumbersome but trivial, and we will not repro­
duce it here.)
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• In the inverse Fourier-transform (obtaining the wave fields in real space, the 
antenna impedance, etc.) we take the integral over kz for continuous spectra 
(cases (A) and (D)) and the sum over discrete kz-modes, ]T)n, for discrete 
spectra (cases (B) and (C)).
• We can treat the spectrum for the finite-length cylinder (C) as a spectrum of a 
“torus” (B), &z(n) = n /R tor, with Rt0r = L/'K and equal number of positive 
and negative n-modes.
• We can always use Eq. (A.l) for the computation of the Fourier-transforms of 
antenna currents and charges with respect to the AGC regardless of the type 
of spectrum and system geometry. The ^-integration in Eq. (A.l) is always 
performed over the finite antenna z-length. For a bounded cylinder (cases (C) 
and (D)) we must further make the transformation of the antenna currents 
and charges in Fourier space,
{jr,je,p}{kz) = exp ( - i k zzagc){j°r , j°e, p°}(kz)
-  exp{ikzzagc){ f fJe^P°}(-kz) , (A.8)
jz(kz) = exp(-ikzZagc)j°z(kz) + exp(ikzZagc)j°z( - k z) ,
where {j?,je,j°, P°}(kz) are obtained, using Eq. (A.l), with respect to the 
AGC. (The transforms (A.8) reflect the z-shift of the z = 0 point in the cases 
(C) and (D).)
For the discrete spectra (cases (B) and (C)) we must also account for an 
additional factor 1 /R tor in the Fourier-transforms of antenna currents and 
charges (Eq. (A.3)).
• For a bounded cylinder (cases (C) and (D)) the fc2-spectrum must be strictly 
anti-symmetric, /c2(_n) =  —fcz(n), with equal number of positive (n > 0) and 
negative (n < 0) modes. All values involving the integration over the entire 
system z-length (such as the antenna impedance, the electromagnetic energy 
flux, Pr(r), or the total power deposition, Q(r), § 4.4), and which we can split 
into kz-modes, in cases (C) and (D) must be reduced by a factor of two (in 
case (D) this simply means the elimination of the “antenna mirror image”).
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A ppendix B
Antennas; Fourier-Transforms of 
A ntenna Currents and Charges
In this Section we describe the antennas used in this thesis and present the Fourier- 
transforms of the antenna currents and charges for them. All antenna types discussed 
below have been pre-programmed in the code UFEM (Appendix C). In Appendix A 
we also demonstrate how these Fourier-transforms can be used in 4 different system 
geometries.
The Fourier-transform,
1 2?r
j(r,ra,fc2) =  —  J  d6 J  dz ■ ] (r ,9 ,z)exp{- i (m9 + kzz)} , (B.l)
o
is performed in the coordinate system with the origin placed in the antenna geometric 
center (see also Appendix A). The position of 9 = 0 in the whole system coincides 
with its position with respect to a specific antenna. The integration over z in Eq. 
(B.l) is always performed over the finite z-length of the antenna.
For 3 antenna types below ((A), (B) and (F)) we consider the charge distri­
bution along the antenna length (V • j ^  0); other antennas are divergence-free. 
For these antennas we will compute V • j which is proportional to the antenna 
charge density, p = — z(V • j)/a;. To model the charge distribution, we assume 
that the antenna current is distributed as ~  cos(ßx), where x is the distance 
along the antenna azimuthal and axial elements located near the plasma from the 
input to the output feeder (x varies from 0 to Z), and ß  is the “current propagation 
constant” . The current in the radial elements (feeders) is assumed constant. The 
complex parameter ß  can be calculated if we consider the above antenna elements 
as an “electrically long” line with distributed parameters,
ß =  y yj(jüC{ujL — iR) ,
where C is the antenna-plasma capacitance, L is the antenna inductance, and R  is its 
Ohmic resistance, all per unit length. Often cuL R  and ß  is real, ß =  uy/LC/l.
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Figure B.l: 4 antenna types: (a) double half-turn antenna, (b) single (ra=0) loop, 
(c) double saddle coil, (d) A/2 helical antenna. Radius-vector designates the position 
of 0 =  0. The system radial dimensions [shown for (a)]: a is the plasma edge radius, 
s is the radius of the inner antenna edge, d is the radial thickness of antenna wire, 
si is the radius of the outer antenna edge (for the double half-turn antenna only) 
and b is the conducting wall radius. L is the antenna length (for double saddle coil 
and helical antenna).
ß can also be evaluated if we know the amplitude and the phase difference between 
the input and output currents measured experimentally, ß = 0 means a divergence- 
free antenna, i. e. no charge.
Four antenna types are shown in Fig. B.l. We also employ the notation of § 
2.2 and Fig. B.l for the antenna geometric parameters. We always consider the 
antenna wire to have a finite radial thickness d, while (except for antenna type (E) 
below) its axial (z-) thickness is expressed by a Dirac d-function. We also introduce 
the following designations:
^ N ( 1 if xi < x < x2 
< X < x2) =
f 0 otherwise
D(r) =  W f  ß '  + q  ,
d
(s is the radius of inner antenna edge, Fig. B.l(a)), and l = L/2 is the half of the 
total antenna axial length. The total antenna current is assumed to be unity.
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(A) Double half-turn antenna [Fig. B.l(a)]. For this antenna j z =  0 and we 
take V • j = 0 (the case V • j ^  0 for the modification of this antenna is considered 
below). The spatial distribution of the antenna current density is
jr(r, 0, z) =  ^d{ (5 (0 ) -  - 7r)}<5(z)
Je(r,9,z) Mr){ [ /( -Tr < e <o) -  u ( o  < e <7t)}(5(z) ,
where
fr(r) =  <
' (r — s)/d if s < r < s +  d,
1 if s + d < r < S\ — d,
(.Si — r)/d if si — d < r < si,
0 elsewhere ,
and
This yields
n/ A ^ ( s l -  d < r < s l) d * , \  s t \Mr) = D(r ) -------------- ------------  , — f r(r) = f e(r) .
j r(r ,m,kz) = Mr)
2n2r
je(r ,m,kz)
2ir2m
fo(r) for m =  ± 1 , ± 3 , ± 5 , . . .
and
j r{r,m,kz) = j e(r ,m,kz) = 0 for m = 0, ±  2, ±  4 ,. . .  .
(B.2)
(B.3)
As a variation of this antenna type we also consider the double half-turn antenna 
with the outer loop outside the conducting wall, S\ — d > b [Fig. B.l(a)], which 
we also sometimes refer to as the “Degeling antenna” [48]. For such an antenna 
we consider V • j ^  0: the current is distributed as ~  cos[7 (# — 7r)] along 
the azimuthal elements of the inner loop, where 7  = ßs and ß is the “current 
propagation constant” described above. The spatial current distribution is then
jr(r, 0, z) =  ^ ^ { cos(7tt)£(#) -  6(0 -  7r)}<S(z) r
<
jo(r,6,z) = cos[7 ( 0  — 7r)]{[/(—7T < 0 < 0) — U(0 < 9 < 7r)}<S(z) .
2
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This yields
where
and
j r{r,m,kz) = ^ l a  
r
je{r, m, kz) = - iD(r)
m
72 — m 2
V • j(r,m ,fcz) =  9 7 9q for 7 2 ^  m 2 ,
r 72 — m 2
a = 4^ 2 C^OS^ 77r) ~  ’
j T(r,m, kz) = j$(r,m,kz) =  V • j ( r ,m , fcz) =  0 for 72 =  m 2 .
(B ) S ing le  loop  which for V • j =  0 becomes the m  =  0 loop , [Fig. B .l(b)]. 
For this antenna j z = 0, and we also consider V • j  7^  0 with je distributed as 
~  cos(7$) along the loop, where 7 =  ßs,
j r(r,0 , z) =  - ^ - 6 (9)S(z)A r
<
< je(r,0 , z ) =  D(r) cos(76)6(z) ,
where A =  1 — cos(2tt7) is the current in the radial “feeder” , and 
0 if r  <  s
f{r) = <(r — s)/d if s <  r  <  s +  d ,
, 1 if r > s
For ß  7^  0 and 72 7^  m 2 this yields
f (r)  A
— /(r)  =  £>(r) (B.4)
j r(r ,m ,kz) =  -
47r2r
< je{r,m,kz) Dir)
47t2 72
1
— m 2
{7sin(27T7) + zraA}
D(r) 7
V • j(r , m, kz) = 777777— 77{zrasin(27T7) -  7A}
47r2r  7 2 — m 2
For 72 =  m 2 7^  0
j r{r,m,kz) =  0
jo(r,m,kz) = D M
4tt
V • j(r , m, kz) = — j e(r, m, /c2) r
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Figure B.2: (a) The phased array of two double saddle coils. The current in the 
side coils is proportional to the factor e1^  (y? is the phase difference); the direction 
of currents is shown for = 0. (b) Half-turn antenna, (E).
Note that this axisymmetric antenna can launch modes m /  0 if V - j ^ 0 .  
And finally, for ß = 0 (the m = 0 loop),
j r(r ,m,kz) 
je{r,m,kz)
V • j (r ,m ,kz) = 0, 
j  D(r)/2n for m = 0 
\  0 for m ^ O .
(C) Double saddle coil [Fig. B.l(c)]. The angular half-width of an azimuthal 
element, 0a, is typically 7r/4. For 9a — it/ 2 it becomes the Nagoya type III  
antenna [95]. For this antenna we consider V • j = 0 only. j r =  0, je and j z are 
connected through the condition V • j = 0, so it is enough to consider, for example, 
jz only.
jz(r, 0, z) =  ~ - U ( - l  < z <  l){6(9 + 0a) -  6(0 -  0a)
+ 6(0 -  7T -  6a) -  5(0 -  it +  0a)} ,
jz(r,m,kz) = i 2D^  sin{m0a)Sm^ z^ 
7T T KiZ
je(r,m, kz) = j z(r,m,kz) for
m
and je{r,m,kz) = j z(r ,m,kz) = 0  for m = 0, 
limit should be taken in Eqs. (B.5) for kz = 0.)
(B.5)
171=  ± 1, i  3, . . .
± 2 , ± 4 ,__  (The appropriate
For 2 phased double saddle coils rotated 90° with respect to each other (Fig. 
B.2(a)) having the phase difference between their currents, the Fourier-transform 
can be obtained from Eqs. (B.5) if we formally make the replacement
i 4- eiip sm m — 
2
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-4 0  -2 0
Figure B.3: /c2-spectrum of je for A/2 helical antenna (Fig. B.l(d)) for m = + 1 mode.
Obviously, ip = —7r/2 eliminates the m = +1 mode from the spectrum,
je{r, m = 1, kz) = j z(r, m = 1, /c2) = 0 ,
so this antenna has been used to separate the excitation of m = + 1 and m = -l [112].
(D) Helical antenna [Fig. B. 1(d)]. For this antenna we consider an arbitrary 
relation between length L and the length of one turn of a helical winding A. We also 
consider V • j = 0 only. j r = 0,
je(r,0, z) = D(r) U(—l < z <  l)[S(z + ßQ) -  S(z + /30 + A/2)]
+ 2^(Z ~ l )P(-0o ~ 7T < 0 < —6q) -  U( — 6q < 0 < —60 +  7T)] 
+  - S ( z - \ - l ) [ U( d o  <  6 <  ^0 "b 7r) — U(do —■ 7T <  d <  ^ o)]
where do = l /ß  and ß = A/27T. This yields
j z(r ,m,kz)
<
j e(r ,m,kz)
D(r) sin(71) 
7r2r 7
— j z(r,m,kz)
m
for m = ± 1 , ±  3 ,.. .  ,
(B.6)
where 7 =  kz — 2nm/ \  (for 7 = 0 the appropriate limit in Eq. (B.6) must be 
taken), and
j e(r ,m,kz) = j z(r,m,kz) = 0 for m = 0, ± 2 , ± 4 , . . . .  (B.7)
Figure B.3 demonstrates the fc2-spectrum of je for A/2 helical antenna (L = A/2, 
Fig. B.l(d)) for m=+1. The absolute maximum of \je\ is reached at kzA 10.5. 
The latter relation was used in Chapter 2 for the optimization of A/2 helical antenna 
for a specific kz-mode of ra= + l.
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This antenna has a positive helicity which is demonstrated by the relation
{je , j z}{m,-kz) = {j d , j z } ( -m ,kz) ,
which means that if, for example, some positive kz is dominant for m = + 1 in the 
antenna spectrum, the same modulus negative kz is dominant for m = -l.
In this antenna (Fig. B.l(d)) there are two antiphased azimuthal elements at 
each end of the antenna. A variation of this antenna type which has only one 
azimuthal element at both ends [112] and which was employed in the experimental 
study discussed in Chapter 3 has exactly the same spectrum, Eqs. (B.6, B.7), but 
je(r, m, kz) has an additional non-zero harmonic m = 0:
Dir)
je{r, m = 0, kz) = i ——  sin(kzl) .
Z7T
(E) Half-turn antenna of finite axial length L [Fig. B.2(b)]. With the outer 
half-loop (“return conductor”) placed outside the system conducting boundary it 
becomes a single-strip A6 = n antenna with radial feeders. j z = V • j  =  0,
' j r(r, e , z) = {<5 (<? - | )  -  s (e + I ) }
<
k je(r,e,z) = M r ) u { - ~ < e < ^ j U ( - l < z < l )
where / r (r) and fg(r) are given by Eqs. (B.2, B.3) (we use the same designations 
as for the double half-turn antenna (A), Fig. B.l(a)).
where
. / - x i Ur)  . fm'K\Jr(r, m, kz) = --------- - Sin —  F(kz)
7r r \ 2 /
je{r,m, kz) = fe{r)F(kz)G{m) ,
sin (kzl)
F{kz) 2irkU
(F(kz) =  1/27T for kz = 0) and
G(m) =
. /m7r\
sin ----V 2 ; for m / 0
1/2 for
oIIS
(F) H l-ty p e  double saddle coil [Fig. B.4]. The double saddle coil employed 
in the toroidal heliac Hl-NF [16] is different from the double saddle coil (C): 2 axial
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Figure B.4: The model of the double saddle coil used in Hl-NF toroidal heliac [16].
elements (in the center) are close to each other, so in our model we join them for 
simplicity. This antenna is “electrically long”, so it is important to account for the 
charge distribution (V • j ^  0). The current in the radial feeders is non-zero. Using 
the above “current propagation constant”, /?, to describe the current distribution, 
we obtain:
j r{r,0,z) = -----^-[1  -  cos(27#s + 4ßl)\ö(z + l)[6(0 -  6a) + 6(0 + 9a)} ,
where f (r)  is given by Eq. (B.4), 7 = ßs, 0S = 6a + 6b (0a and 0b are shown in 
Fig. B.4).
Since jo(—0) = —je(0), we present je for 0 > 0 only:
jo(r, 0 > 0, z) = D(r)^6(z -  l)U(0 < 0 < 0S) cos(70 + </>2) 
-6 (z  + l)[U(0 < 6 < 0a) cos(7(0 -  0a))
+U(9a < 9 < 9S) cos(70 -  fa)
where (j> 1 =  7(20s + 9a) + 4 ßl, fa = r)9a +  2 ßl,
j z(r, 9, z) = — < z < l) |2<5(0) cos[/5(z + l) + 79a\
— [^(0 — 0S) + 6(9 + 0S)] cos[/3(3/ — z) + 7 (9a +  0S)]|
This yields
jr(r, m, kz) = [1 -  cos(0i -  70a)] elkzl cos(m9a) , (B.8)
jo(r ,m,kz) =
iD(r) Akzl
27r 2
+
2m /7  +  m
72 — m 2 9a I sin
7 — m
0a
1
sin
7 + m
7 + m
9b^j sin ^7 ~^m (0a + 0S) -
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1
7 —  m sin
7 — m 6b ) sin 7 — m { 6  a +  Os ) — (j)\
+e —ikzl
-1 (i_±_ m
7 +  m V 2
1 / 7  — 777
/ 7  +  777,
sin 1 ——— 6* ) sin ( — r— 6S +  02
sin
7 — 777
(for {777 =  0 , 7 ^  0} j e(r , 777, fc2) =  0), 
D(r) fsin ((/5 +  /c2)/)
sin
V 2
7 — 777
#s +  02 (B.9)
j z (r , m , kz) = ^  ^ e " ^ +^  -  cos(m0s)eW*«+0‘>+3^
2yr2r l ß  +  kz L
sin((0  -  fc2)Z)
ß  ~  kz
ei(iea+ßi) _  cos(m 6>s)e-i[7(öa+ös)+3^ ]
(B. 10)
Appropriate limits must be taken in Eq. (B.9) for 7 2 =  m 2 and in Eq. (B.10) for 
ß2 = k2. It is easy to obtain V • j(r, 777, kz) from Eqs. (B.8) — (B.10) if we note 
that f  (r) = D(r) (Eq. (B.4)).
For ß = 0 (V  • j = 0) the above spectrum is much simpler:
jr(r,m,kz) =  0 ,
j z(r ,m,kz) =  [1 -  cos(tt76>s)] ,
7Tzr k7
jo {r , m , kz)
----- - 3z{r^m -,k z) for 777 ^ 0
777
for 777 =  0
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A ppend ix  C 
C ode U FE M
In this Section we present a short description of the code UFEM designed on the 
theoretical basis presented in § 4.3.
The code UFEM solves the wave equations in ID cylindrical geometry with 
a warm plasma column, a conducting wall and an optional vacuum layer. Four 
different variations of cylindrical geometry can be employed (Appendix A). The 
plasma composition, the number of ion species and the radial profiles of plasma 
parameters can be almost arbitrary. UFEM can use an arbitrary antenna geometry 
and the antenna can have an arbitrary location (in the plasma and/or in a vacuum). 
The code can account for antenna charge (if applicable), so non-divergence-free 
antennas can be studied (an example is that of an antenna in contact with the 
plasma and capable of drawing sheath current). Ten antenna types have been pre­
programmed in the code (3 of which can be non-divergence-free), each of them can 
be selected by a simple switch.
Radial and kz-meshes used in the code can be almost arbitrary. The number of m- 
and kz- modes in the spectrum can be arbitrary and is limited only by the available 
computer memory and speed. The memory requirements have been minimized so 
that even in the most complicated cases the memory consumption does not usually 
exceed 100 MB. The code is rather efficient: with 100 — 500 radial mesh points and 
several hundreds of (m, kz)~modes, in DEC Alpha workstations it works practically 
in “real time” (1 — 5 minutes per run). This makes the code especially suitable for 
realistic antennas which have broad kz-spectra and which can, in principle, deposit 
significant energy in high k± modes.
The code is rather compact (about 230 kB of source text files). The code is also 
quite transparent and so not difficult to understand and modify, if necessary. The 
code is also supplied with comprehensive “User’s Guide”. Both the code and the 
guide can be requested from the author.1
A significant effort has been made to make the code easily transportable, reliable
^ a n  be also downloaded from h ttp : //r sp h y sse .a j iu .e d u .a u /~ iv k ll2 /
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com.fernFEMDAT
common-
blocks
output
ant *
femlib.for
"library"
FEMCHK
"self-check"
SolFEM 
Ax = B
FEMFIELD 
E, B(r,0,z)
FEMRES
Figure C.l: Structure of the code UFEM. Double squares designate include-files, 
asterisk designates the task input.
and user-friendly. The code is written in standard ANSI Fortran-77. It does not 
need any external libraries. The code performs some self-checks in each run and 
is sufficiently “fool-proof’ that many possible user mistakes in the input (such as 
formally incorrect r- or kz- mesh, locally negative density or temperature, not quasi­
neutral plasma, etc.) are automatically detected.
UFEM can compute the antenna impedance and its spectrum over m- and kz- 
modes, the Poynting vector flux and the total power deposition (§ 4.4), the uniform 
plasma dispersion (Eq. (4.17)) and the wave field structure which includes all wave 
field components (E, B, A, 0), the wave-induced current in plasma, j, the local 
power deposition (§ 4.4) and the “pollution factor”, a|V • A |/|A | (§ 4.5). The
latter characteristics of the wave field can be produced as ID profiles over r, (9 or 
2  at an arbitrary location, as well as 2D contour plots in any azimuthal or axial 
cross-section or on a cylindrical surface.
The code structure is presented in Fig. C.l. The code input (see below) is 
organized with the use of include-files making it flexible and transparent. A part of 
the input is arranged so that the user can choose which input parameters to pre-set 
and which to enter interactively. The radial profiles of plasma parameters are set 
(in the file “pla.for”) in 3 functions (the plasma density, ne(r), the neutrals’ density, 
nn(r), and the electron temperature, Te(r)) and 2 subroutines (the ion temperatures,
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Tj(r), and ion fractions, n*(r)/ne(r), for all ion species) which can be defined by the 
user as almost arbitrary functions of r. Artihcial collisions in a thin layer can be set 
to facilitate the numerical resolution of a very sharp field variation which may occur 
at the plasma edge and/or at a resonance in plasma in the case of weak dissipation.
The “library” (file “femlib.for”) includes all the necessary subroutines; no ex­
ternal libraries are required which makes the main, Fortran part of the code fully 
transportable. In particular, it contains 4 functions which facilitate the construction 
of proper radial profiles of plasma parameters using “experimental” points with the 
use of cubic interpolation and adjustable smoothing. It also contains the plasma 
dispersion function (§ 4.1), real and complex error functions and the function w(z) 
[1]. Three subroutines perform the solution of the linear system of equations which 
has a complex band matrix structure using Gaussian elimination with matrix re­
normalization (pre-conditioning). Only the matrix band part is used and memorized. 
A special library subroutine “FEMCHK” (Fig. C.l) performs the elementary “self­
check” of several other library subroutines in each code run to trace their possible 
corruption.
All main subroutines (Fig. C.l) are interfaced through the include-file “com.fern” 
which contains a number of common-blocks and description operators for their vari­
ables. This is the data “store” for the subroutines.
The subroutine “FEMDAT” arranges the task input and the “dialogue” with 
the user, performs some checks of the input data, and makes some preliminary 
computations.
The subroutine “Dielt” computes 3 components of the plasma dielectric tensor 
£1 ,2 , 3  (r, kz) (Eq. (4.2)) on a r-mesh which is twice as dense as the basic one (necessary 
to compute the coefficients in Eqs. (4.34) — (4.37)) and performs the formal check 
of plasma parameters.
The subroutine “Currents” computes Fourier-transformed antenna current den­
sity components (jr , je and j z) and V • j for 10 antenna types. Antenna type and 
parameters are set in the include-file “ant”.
The subroutine “SolFEM” constructs, using the finite element method, the linear 
system of equations (4.34) — (4.37) and solves it. As a result, it produces Fourier- 
harmonics of potentials {A, </>}(r, m, kz). The subroutine is well optimized and the 
computation is efficiently parallelisable.
The function “cField” computes Fourier-harmonics of the field components, E, 
B, j (the wave-induced current) and V • A using the potentials (A, </>). Special 
care is taken in the computation of the radial derivatives of the potentials: the 
formulae for the 5-point differentiation of the polynomials of best quadratic mean 
approximation ([87], § 20.6-1) are used to minimize numerical errors.
The subroutine “FEMRES” computes the antenna impedance, its m- and kz- 
spectra, the Poynting vector flux, Pr (r), and the total power deposition, Q(r) (§
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4.4).
The subroutine “FEMFIELD” computes the wave field and power deposition 
structure in real space using the inverse Fourier-transform of the field Fourier- 
harmonics. The inverse Fourier-transform is organized so that to maximize the 
advantage resulting from the fact that one (for contour plots) or two (for ID pro­
files) coordinates (r, 6 or z) are constant. Up to 6 field components (necessary to 
compute the local power deposition) are inverted simultaneously.
The graphic interface for the code is provided (starting from the code version 1 
(25.11.97)) by the program written in IDL2 (version 4.0.1). In particular, it contains 
a program for the animation of the wave propagation (for any field component) 
which is convenient for a qualitative analysis. If IDL is not available for the user, 
the structure of the output data files (which is very simple) is explained in the User’s 
Guide. The files containing the data for ID (r- 9- and z- ) profiles can be also used 
in GNUPLOT3 or GRAPHER4 directly, without any adjustments.
In the rest of this Section we present an example of the code input (files “dat” , 
“par”, “ant” and “pla.for”) to demonstrate the code’s abilities and the code “appear­
ance” for an external user. The code output produced with this input is (partially) 
presented in Figs. 5.G — 5.11.
c$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ File "dat", code UFEM 1 Version 25.11.97 $$$$$$$$$$ 
DATA
c$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1.TASK PARAMETERS: $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
. Version /
. ’UFEM 1: WOMBAT, Bo = 50 G Te(r) = const ’
.,’ 1007, Ar+, Mn(p_f ill=0.92mTorr) = const, Ti = 0 ’
.,’ Ne(r)/Ne(0) = 0.2 + 0.8*[1 - (r/a)**2] V
c ’<------------------( up to 60 symbols ) ------------------ > ’
a / 9. /
., a_wall/.true. /
b / 18.5 /
Rtor/ 1. /
Zagc/ 7.5 /
Plasma edge radius, [cm]
There is a (glass) wall at r = a 
(.true./.false.) (To account for e-wall 
collisions set dr < rho_e near r = a) 
Conducting wall radius, [cm]
Torus major radius, [cm]
For continuous Kz-spectrum set Rtor = 1. 
For finite cylinder of length L set 
Rtor = L/pi # 1.
"z", [cm] of the antenna geometric center, 
if there is a conducting plate at z = 0. 
For infinite cylinder or torus set Zagc=0.
f / 13.56 /! Frequency, [MHz]
Io / 50. /! Peak amplitude of antenna current, [A]
2© Research Systems, Inc.
3© Borland (T. Williams and C. Kelley)
4© Golden Software, Inc.
I l l
c "Active" (non-zero) antenna m-modes (total number = ma_max): 
m_act/ -3, -1, 1, 3 /
c---------------------------- Plasma: -------------------------------
Neo / 3.ell /! Central plasma density, [cm-3]
Teo / 3. /! Central electron temperature, [eV]
., Bo / 0.005 /! Constant axial magnetic field, [T]
., Nna / 2.97el3 /! Neutrals’ density at r = a, [cm-3]
c Plasma composition ("Nfrac" species):
., Mi/ 40. /! Ion masses, [at.un.]
., Zi/ 1 /! Ion charges
., Tio/ 0. /! Central ion temperatures, [eV]
c ---------- Artificial ion collisions: ----------
c ------------Near r = a: ---------
., fci_a / 0. /! (Collision frequency)/Omega at r = a
., sig_a / 0.2 /! ’sigma’ of Gaussian profile, [cm]
c ------------Near LHR: ----------
., fci.LHR/ 0. /! (Collision frequency)/Omega at r = r_LHR
., sig_LHR/ 0.2 /! ’sigma' of Gaussian profile, [cm]
., r_LHR/ 1.9 /! ’Central’ r, [cm]
c======================== Output configuration: =====================
c-------- Set 1/0 if you need/needn’t the "field component": --------
c ----  The wave electric (E) and magnetic (B) field: --------
c E_r E_theta E_z B_r B_theta B_z
.,Ifield/ 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ,  0 , 0
c ---- The wave vector (A) and scalar (phi) potentials:------
c A_r A_theta A_z phi a*Idiv(A)I/ 1AI
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
c ----  Wave-induced currents (J) in plasma: -----------------
c J_r J_theta J_z local power deposition
0 , 0 , 1 ,  1 /
. , iaph / 2 / ! Set +2 to get the field amplitude & phase
! -1 - - - - -  - real & imaginary parts
! (except a*Idiv(A)I/1AI and power deposition)
c------------------- Dialogue and output setting: -------------------
c in_... = 1 - executed (without asking) with data pre-set here
c = 0 - will ask to set data in dialogue
c = -1 - will not ask and will not execute
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
., in_ file Name / 1 / ! Main output file name:
., file Name /’result’/
c - - - - - - - -  Graphic output: - - - - - - - - - - - -
., in_ Ne / 0 / ! Plots of Ne(r), Te(r), Nn(r)
! & Ti(r) for 1st ion species
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c
c
, in_ Zs / 1 / 
, in_ Pr / 0 /
Antenna impedance & its spectrum 
Total power deposition
& radial Poynting vector flux
, in_ xy / 1 /
, in_ Fr / 1 /
)
, in_ Fa / -1 /
>
, in_ Fz / 1 /
Wave field ID profiles (skip if -1):
- radial profiles:
theta r / 0.785 /, Zr / 50. /
- azimuthal profiles:
ra / 5. /, Za / 30./
- axial profiles:
rz / 3. /, Zmin / 0. /
theta z / 0. /, Zmax / 200. /
, in_ CP / 1 /
, in_ Pcs/ 1 /
)
, in_ Acs/ 1 /
, in_ Cs / -1 /
Contour plots (skip if -1):
- azimuthal (poloidal) cross-section:
Z_cs / 50. /
- axial cross-section:
Zmin_cs / 0. /, theta_cs / 0./
Zmax_cs / 200. /
- cylindrical surface:
rc / 18./
thetaCs_min /-2./, Zcs_min /-150./ 
thetaCs_max / 2./, Zcs_max / 150./
=================== r-mesh, [cm]: ===================
Desired: r(l) > 0, r(Nr_max) = b, r(i+l) > r(i)
r(1) = 0.01 
r(2) = 0.05 
do i = 3, Nr_max
dr = 0.05 
if(i.gt.179) dr = 0.02 
if(i.gt.184) dr = 0.05 
r(i) = r(i-l) + dr 
enddo
c-------------------------------------------------------------------
c The radius to match with asymptotic solution at r -> 0 for |m|>2
r_m =0.5 ! [cm]
c========================== Kz-mesh, [1/cm]: ===========
c--------------- ( Set for continuous Kz-spectrum only )
IF(Rtor.eq.1.) THEN
c Desired: Kz(n+1) > Kz(n); Keep 2*pi/max.dKz >> the system z-length
Kz(0) = 0 
do n = 1, n_max
Kz( n) = Kz(n-l) + 0.002 
Kz(-n) = -Kz(n) 
enddo
END IF
c--------------------  Uniform plasma dispersion: --------------------
in_ disp = -1 ! r-profiles for K_perp**2 of SW & FW
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Kz_disp = 0 . 2 [1/cm]
c$$$$$$$$$$$$ File "par", code UFEM 1 Version 25.11.97 $$$$$$$$$$$$ 
PARAMETER(
c$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 2.TASK PARAMETERS: $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
c (Dimensions of arrays)
Nr_max 
. , ma_max 
. , n_min 
. , n_max
374 ! - Number of r-mesh points 
4 ! - Number of "active" (non-zero) m-modes
-200 ! - Min. & max. indices of Kz(n)
200 ! for continuous spectrum n_max > n_min 
! if Zagc # 0 set n_min = -n_max
., Nfrac = 1  ! - Number of ion species
c( If you have changed Nfrac, check subroutines "Frac_i" & "Prof_Ti")
c------  Number of points for plots: -------------------------------------
., Nt = 150 ! - Number of theta-mesh points
! for both "y" vs "x" & contour plots 
., Nz = 801 ! - Number of z-mesh points
! for ID z-profiles only
c - - - - - - - -  for contour plots only: - - - - - - - -
., Nr_maxa = 374 ! - Max. index of r(i) for cross-section plots
., Nr_rar = 2 ! r-mesh rarefaction step for these plots
., Nza = 801 )! - Number of z-mesh points for axial cross-
! section and cylindrical surface
c7#7.7.7o7.7.7.7.7.7,7.7.7o The memory used by the task is about 7.7,7,7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7. 
c 32*Nr_max*{(ma_max + 1.5)*(n_max - n_min + 1) + 32}
c + 8*{Nr_maxa*(2*Nza + Nt)/Nr_rar + Nza*Nt} bytes
c7o7o7.7.7.7.7o7.7.7o7o7o7.7.7o7.7.7o7o7,7o7.7o7.7.7.7.7.7,7o7.7o7o7o7.7.7o7o7.7.7o7,7.7.7.7o7.7.7o7.7.7.7.7.7o7o7o7.7o7o7o7.7.7.7.7.7o7.
c$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ File "ant", code UFEM 1 Version 25.11.97 $$$$$$$$$$ 
parameter(
c--------------  Antenna parameters (dimensions in [cm]):---------------
s = 9.7 ! radius of inner antenna edge
., d = 0.3 ! antenna radial thickness (wire diameter)
., 1 = 13.5 ! 1/2 of antenna z-length (for N o .1,2,4,7,8)
., si = 24.7 ! radius of outer antenna edge (for No.4,6)
., lambda = 18. ! z-length of 1 helical turn (for No.1,7)
., theta_a = pi/4. ! azimuthal angle, [rad] (for No.2,8)
., theta_b = 1 . 3  ! - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  (for No. 8)
., phase_d = 0 .  ! phase difference, [rad] (for No.9)
., cbeta = (0,0) ! current propagation constant, [1/cm]
! (j ~ cos(cbeta*x) along antenna length x)
c
) Antenna No = 3 )
data Antenna type /! :
’BASIL-type helical antenna: ’ ! 1
, ;Double saddle coil: ) | 2
, JDegeling antenna: ; | 3 *
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., ’Pi/2 single strip FW antenna: ’ ! 4
., ’Single loop: ’ ! 5 *
., ’Double half-turn antenna: ’ ! 6
., ’Helical antenna: ’ ! 7
’Hl-type double saddle coil: ’ ! 8 *
’2 phased double saddle coils: ’ ! 9
’K.Apperf’s helical antenna: ’/! 10
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c * - accepts cbeta # 0 (i.e. div(j) # 0 )
c$$$$$$$$$$$$ File "pla.for", code UFEM 1 Version 25.11.97 $$$$$$$$ 
c$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Radial profiles of plasma parameters $$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
FUNCTION Prof_Ne(r, a)
c=============== Electron density profile Ne(r)/Ne(0): ==============
C============ r - radius, a - plasma edge radius, [cm] ===========
c============ Desired: Prof_Ne(r<a) > 0, flat at r -> 0 ===========
c====================================================================
Prof_Ne = 0.2 + 0.8*(1.- (r/a)**2) 
end
FUNCTION Prof_Nn(r, a)
c========== Neutral particles’ density profile Nn(r)/Nn(a) =========
c============ r - radius, a - plasma edge radius, [cm] ===========
c==================== Desired: Prof_Nn(r<a) > 0 =====================
Prof_Nn = 1. 
end
FUNCTION Prof_Te(r, a)
c============ Electron temperature profile Te(r)/Te(0) ===========
c============ r - radius, a - plasma edge radius, [cm] ===========
c===================== Desired: Prof_Te(r<a) > 0 ====================
Prof_Te = 1. 
end
SUBROUTINE Prof_Ti(r, a, Pr_Ti, Nfrac) 
c====================== ion temperature profiles: ===================
c============ r - radius, a - plasma edge radius, [cm] ==========
c============ Pr_Ti(r,i) = Ti(r)/Ti(0), i = 1, ... Nfrac ==========
c====================== Desired: Pr_Ti(r<a) > 0 ===================
real Pr_Ti(Nfrac)
Pr_Ti(1) = 1. 
end
SUBROUTINE Frac_i(r, a, frac, Nfrac)
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c=========================== Ion fractions: ===================
c============ r - radius, a - plasma edge radius, [cm] =====
c======== frac(r,i) = Ni(r)/Ne(r), i = 1, ... Nfrac
c======== Keep Sum( Zi*frac ) = 1 for plasma quasi-neutrality!
real frac(Nfrac)
frac(l) = 1. 
end
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